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INTRODUCTIGN

1

-- a letter from Texas --

A letter arrived for the Institute for Responsive
Education from a woman in the Rio Grande Valley
in Texas. She wrote,

I have been involved with a group of
people for the last two years who have
been trying very hard to change the
(school) system through the election
process. This method has not worked...

I now believe that the only way_to
change the situation is to somehow
make the people realize that their
children are being cheated...of

.

course, we.can't just tell people
what is going on...They won't be-
lieve us. Thty have to find out
for themselves. .

It is with this problem that I'd
like some help: What can we do to
get the people to discover what is
going on?"
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As the year progressed, I.R.E. realized that the
Texas letter did not describe an isolated case. In
Massachusetts, similar situations surfaced in a com-
munity center and a neighborhood association in Boston,
a citizen organization near Cape Cod, two student
groups in Brockton, and in community education programs
throughout the state.

From around the country, evidence mounted. When
community people defined community issues that concern-
ed them and organized to gather the facts on those is-
sues, then positive change took place. This pattern
was clear. It occured in Boston in setting transporta-
tion policy, in resolving racial tensions in a high
school in Nem York State, in developing programs for
the elderly in New Jersey, and in building several prom-
ising community development projects around Washington,
D.C.

What's_ mor.e,the process -- called c_i_tizen action-
research -- was workable and appealing. A major action-
research project to gather information on educational
alternatives was already underway in New Haven. I.R.E.
heard from a rural school principal, a Chicago commun-
ity action center, a Buffalo. School Board member, and
many other individuals and groups. All saw action-re-
search as a way to improve relationships betwen
schools and communities.

At two conferences in Washington school profes-
sionals and concerned citizens recogn zed action-re-
search as a promising avenue of informed citizen parti-
cipation. Field tests sponsored by I.R.E. in Massachu-
setts and Texas pointed to positive signs. In almost
every case, similar characteristics came through.

Citizens and/or school oficials wanted informa-
tion about citizen participation, school desegregation,
educational quality, after-school programs and other
issues. They also wanted to stimulate increased citi-
zen involvement in educational decision-making. Each
gro-up was discouraged about both politics-as-usual and
politics-of-confrontation as toolS for change. They
wanted_new approaches to help people "find out for
themselves:' and to develop communities as valuable re-
sources for educational problem-solving. Like the cor-
respondent from Texas, they were looking for something
new.

Traditional school politics and the alternative of
militant confrontation turn many people off. They dis-
courage widespread, informed, and sustained citizen
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involvement. What is needed is a new set of tools for
involving parents and other citizens. Tools that:

-Enable people to define issues that concern
them;
-Increase the level of knowledge and quality
of communication about those issues;
-Stimulate face-to-face interaction among peo-
ple and between the people and their schools;
-Develop a, 'I apply community leadership, tal-
ent,_and resources;
-Provide experiences that increase community
capacity to understand and cope with tough
problems.

-- citizen action-researc

Citizen action-research is one such tool. In an
action-research project, local citizens and community
groups (often in collaboration with school profession-
als) investigate community-defined issues. Action-re-
search is geared to help people think clearly aboUt an
issue and find the resources they need to face it. In
an action-research project, citizens develop skills in
organizing, finding resources, gathering data, and
analyzing the facts. They learn to evaluate data ob-
jectively, propose solutions, and act collectively to
bring about change.

Action-research narrows the gap between social
research and social change. Tao many studies wind up
in_yesterday's newspaper because there has been no in-
volvement by citizens in fact-finding or follow-up.
Participation by the people who will be affected by
policy and those who must act to make it happen is, a

farm of community action that leads to chaJge.

Obtaining and analyzing the facts does not guar-
antee social change. Action-research projects can
create a mood that supports new ideas. But another
step may be needed to implement these ideas. Once the
facts are in, realistic proposals and strategies for
putting them into practice should be employed. This
handbook details the process for e 'n the fa_c.ts_,

sua sort, a d foilowiii

The process can .be an effective one:

ITEM: In Springfield, Virginia, students and parents
worked on curriculum evaluation projects that

9
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led to the creation of a permanent parent-stu-
dent watchdog organization.

ITEM: In Gloucester City, New jersey, senior citizens
did their own survey of elderly needs. In co-
operation with the sch-1 system and the state,
they assessed problems Ind developed recommenda-
tions for policy-makers.

ITEM: In Takoma Park-Silver Spring, Maryland, fact-
finding led to the formation of a local founda-
tion to foster new approaches to commun ty pro-
blem-solving.

ITEM: In New Hyde Park, New York, high school students
investigated problems of prejudice. They took
their findings to the school administration and
designed programs at the school's human rela-
tions lab to counteract student prejudices.

ITEM: In Dedham, Massachusetts, a three year_League
of Women Voters study of the public schools in-
spired the.initiation of a town-wide, inter-
agency coalition on public education.

The process is well tested, but infrequently reported.
Action-research is a powerful tool for cutting pro-
blems down to size. The framework of research can be
employed to stimulate informed citizen involvement.

-- for people concerned about education -

Readers concerned about education will find this
handbook particularly useful. You know that something
must be done. This handbook is a
guide for how to go about it. It
will help you to develop coopera-
tion between public and private
institutions, increase community
awareness, and encourage active
citizenship -- the roots of last-
ing change.

Although the handbook is con-
cerned primarily with schools, it
can be used effectively by people
who are interested in education in its broadest sense.
I.R.E. sharEs the view that education is a lifelong
process. Education occurs in countless ways and is in-
fluenced by many nonschool developments.

n
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A checklist of "educational" in.,;-kitution:: that
might concern you includes:

1. Public schools
2. Private schools
3. Libraries
4. Museums
5. Local businesses
5. Civic associations
7. Colleges and other postsecondary schools
8. Hospitals and health programs
9. Adult and community education programs

10. Government agencies and social programs
11. The media
12. Preschool programs
13. Alternative or unconventional projects
14. Police and fire departments
15. Job programs
16. Unions
17. In-service education programs
18. Consumer and client advocacy groups
19. Political parties
20. Outside groups that send information into

your community, such as: advertisers, nation-
al mtdia, and state and national organizations.

-- or other community problems

You_can_do ar Iction-research project on almost
any problem in your community. Whether you are inter-
ested in_the effects of local zoning policies, methods
to stabilize taxation, the impact of highway construc-
tion, or any imaginable issue, action-research is a
valuable tool. The process responds to citizen con-
cerns on various levels. As you read througft the
handbook, think about how you-might use it and in what
situations 't would be apProp riate.

who can use the actiOn-research method? --

,I.R.E.'s experiences tell us that a wide array of
groups 011 be interested in action-research. People
concerned about schools find the process useful. Po-
tential users under this category might be:

-School boards
-School/community councils
-PTA's and other parent.groups

1 1
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- Teacher organizations
- Student committees
-Town or citywide educational associations
-High school and college classes.

The process can also be helpful to broad or spe-
cial interest community groups, including:

-Government officials
-Taxpayer associations
-Planning departments or committees
-Leagues of Women Voters
-Women's Clubs
- Civic associations_
- Neighborhood organizations
- Advocacy groups
- Community action and development agencies
-Human rights organizations
-Senior citizen groups
- Women's rights organizations
-Consumer and tenant associations
-High School or college classes concerned about
community problems

- Church-affiliated action groups.

Because action-research encourages cooperation
rather than confrontation, and because it provides
many tasks for people to tackle, coalitions of commu-
nity groups- and ofHcials will find it_a useful_way o_
worki_ng together on_common problems_.

-- how to use this book --

Depending on your issue and its scope, you may
want to use only certain sections of the handbook. All
sections will not be useful for every group or every
problem. Pick and choose. Use what is helpful. The
text and aids are designed -(:) be flexible, adaptable,
and enjoyable.

CHAPTER ONE explains how_ groups can organize for
action-research on an issqe that concerns them. CHAP-
TER TWO describes fact-finding methods for action-re-
search, from stating the issue as a researchable pro-
blem to analyzing the facts. CHAPTER THREE suggests
strate:gies for follow-up, from developing proposals to
dealing with opposition. ACTION-RESEARCH AIDS and a
RESOUFCE DIRECTORY complete the text.

12
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The back cover lists I.R.E. ACTION-RESEARCH pub-
lications that go beyond this handbook in detailing
specific action-research methods. Other I.R.E. PUBLI-
CATIONS ON CITIZEN ACTION are also listed on the back
cover.
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CHAPTE.R ONE

GETTING ORGANIZED AROUND A WORKABLE ISSUE

DEVELOPING_A CENTRAL IrDEA

How many times has your group wanted_to act on an
issue, but been unable to organize, get the facts, or
even define the problem? How many times have you
looked into a local situation, but abandoned the
search because you didn't know where to begin? Maybe
the scope of the problem seemed overwhelming. How,
for instance, could you possibly deal with the ques-
tion of prejudice in local schools without confronting
big issues like community and institutional racism?
Students in New York did -- using action-research.

The le to ci-izen ctiori-researck is_ that it
hel ou cut bi com ek obleMs down to mana eable_
slze. To scale down Issues, the action7researcher in-
sists on clarity and definition; on workable, under-.
standable projects. You combine the discipline of the
researcher with the sensitivity of the community or-
ganizer. Once_you state an issue cleaTiyand manage-
ably, you can identify a project. You develop a sense
of group competence, gain a clear understanding of a
situation, and can prescribe an action solution-

The process of action-research is well tested.
It can work for you. The first step is to develop
your concern on the central idea that becomes your is-
sue.

goals and motives --

At the very beginning, it is important to ag_Tee_

on why_1ou_Int_2!IIinLinyolyed in an issue. Even for
organizations with- A clear agen a, t is is a critical
step

Lack of clarity about concerns, issues, and prob-
lems is a thorny item for groups. Abstract labels
like "open education," "back-to the basics," lirm but
fair discipline," "double standards," "community edu-
cation," "equal-athletic opportunity," and "law and
order," make .clarity and definition even more diffi-
cult. Too often, definition is ignored.

,

Newly forming groups should pay particular atten-
tion to their goals and motives. The problem is less
pressing in larger and mature organizations. Subcom-
mittees .or.task=forces.cani _-ee about and wo k on
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problems, as_long as their work is consistent with the
organization's overall goals., But smaller and new
groups must avoid confusion about purpose.

Goals should be set at,the outset. You don't have
to be an expert to set organizational goals. A goal
is simply a.statement of intentions or purposes which
you would like to achieve.

-A student who decides to master the metric
system is,setting an educational goal.
-A community group can set a goal to have a
stronger say in developing the school budget.
-A school committee can set a goal to involve
citizens in hiring teachers and principals.

Stating a goal gives your behavior direction. It
may take a little extra time at the beginning of a pro-
ject, but it is a step too often ignored or done cas-
ually. You'll have to take a close look at the alter-
native approaches to your issue. Then decide which
one is most central to your group's concerns.

Since your issue could lead to several goals
choosing the most central one involves setting priori-
ties. You might rank.goals by having each person sub-
mit the one s/he considers most central. Then open
the discussion of how the group should rank its_goals.
For some groups, ordering goals is quite natural. For
others it is More difficult.* AID I will be helpful
in developing goals for your groVO. (AID I is on page
145, following the text.

While you develop initial agreement about goals,
consider the question of motivation. Identifying your
matives can help you develop a working definition of
the issue that compels you to get involved, stay in-
volved, and get others involved. In an honest,:open,
freewheeling discussion, try to answer the following
in sequence:

-What concerns you?
-What's the basis of your interest in the issue?
-What values do you hold that relate to the issue?
-Why do you want.to do what you are planning?
-What is it that's really bugging you?

Your group should clarify its reasons for tackling
an action-research project on a specific issue. In

Miriam Clasby, o ether: Schools and Communi ies.
p.5_

16
I.R.E.: Boston, 97
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doing so, you'll chase down some promising leads, re-
fine and clarify individual concerns as well as focus
the group's interest. People will be standing on
common ground. When you know why you are going to act
collectively, you'll become much more committed to
working together. AID 2.wil1 assist you in finding
this common ground.

Some people may leave the project as a resUlt of
these discussions. That's normal and at times even
healthy. If their interests don't mesh with the gen-
eral scheme of:things, they won't be happy with the
project. They'll begin to wonder, "What am I doing
here?" Their enthusiasm will wane. The project will
suffer. Better to identify diver ent values_, motives,
and goals earlK than to waste effoit when disagree-
ments frustrate your project later.

One of the great strengths of action-research is
its emphasis on fact gathering as the basis for group
decisions for- change. Therefore it is important to_
recognize pre-conceived notions about both the problem
and the solution held by people in your group. If ac-
tion-research is used to manipulate the facts (and
those who volunteer to gather them) toward predeter-
mined solutions, then it will have little credibility
and will alienate more people than it attracts.

In short, if you "know the answers" in advance,
don't get involved in action-research. The only de-
sirable strategy is'to keep thp nesearch honest .

put the central issue in one breath

The next task is to develop a "one-breath" defi-
nition of the central issue. You may find yourself
doing some between-meeting homework. Digging up rel-
evant books and articles, making on-site observations,
or meeting with other informed people sheds _light on
the issue. You may want to poll some friends infor-
mally, to estimate "where the community is" on your
issue.

17



One excellent strategy is to divide up a series
of "homework assignments." Then each of you can re-
port back to the whole group'after a week or two. At
that meeting, the information you've gathered will
help you move from a broad area-of concern to a well-
defined issue that appeals to your community.

If you ftnd that other groups have already
studied or acted on your issue, don't duplicate that
work. But learn from the iuccesses and mistakes of
the past. You can model your project on the successes
of other groups. You can use their work 4s "jumping
off points" for your action-research project. You can
attempt to make change in areas that have resisted it
in the wyt. But don't reinNent.the wheel. Your is-
sue should have a new slant, a slant that reflects
your concerns.

Attempt to ftnd out if any other local groups are
about to launch a project similar to yours. _If the
issue you are looking into is a controversial one, as
may well be the case, other organizations might also
have plans to act on it. If another group has a simi-
lar style irld interest, you might encourage them to
join you in an action-research project. It makes
sense to get involved with other organizations capable
of commanding respect in the community.

1 A
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As you put the issue into one breath, strive for
a statement or question that reflects your goals and
motives. That statement or question - called the cen-
tral issue - should lead to honest inquiry, public un-
derstanding, and an atmosphere in which realistic pro-
posals can ultimately_be made. Thus a'braad area of
concern such as "Equal Athletic Opportunity" becomes a
central issue such as "How much do your schools spend
on girls' sports compared to boys' sports?"

Your central issue probably can be presented in
several ways. However you present it, avoid unclear
labe s and keep it brief.

-- creating initial public interest

Early in the project you'll want to let the public
know What you're doing. .You'll want to stimulate pub-
lic knowledge about the central issue and your activi-
ties. As people begin to think about the problem,
they may be willing to join you in doing something
about it.

.Parker Palmer and EldenJacobsen, au hors of
I.R.E.'s Action-Rese_arch:A Rew Style_of Polltic
Education, summarize how to get star-fa:

The first stage of an action-research program
offers excellent opportunities for bringing
people along. One might try to define the
problem by holding neighborhood hearings to
discover what issues are on people's minds,
hosting a series -of living room discussions
throughout the community, or running a series
in the local newspaper inviting response.
There are many devices available for collect-
ively defining an issue, and the point we
wish to make is simple.

While most research begins in the mind of the
researcher, action-research begins by develop-
ing that focus out of the larger community. It
is important_to do so, even when the leader
thinks s/he khows what is on people's minds,
for it is critical that an action-research
program be owned by the community from the
very outset.*

in

ViR7F17. Palmer and Elden Jacobsen, Action-Research: A
New $tyl_e of Politics in Education, IkEBostoA,

pp.12-13. ,19
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Mow to develop constructive interest is a diffi-
cult problem when You are dealing with a highly con-
troversial issue or working in a politically charged.
environment. The important thing is to discourage
political campaign-style opposition. At this_point,
you_don't need heavy-handed response from public offi-
cials or opponenents. The emphasis is not on conflict.

Action-research has built-in advantages that
help head off this problem.
-The research mode can be used to avoid the appearance
of politics. Potential adversaries can be urged to
join your_fact-finding effort.
-A"blue ribbon panel" of community leaders can be
asked to oversee the project and lend prestige, even
if their wtual participation is limited.
-Issues can be presented to the community in neutral
terms that are widely acceptable. Each of these tac-
tics adds credibility to your project.

At the same time, don't let the fact that opposi-
tion exists or is possible discourage you. Get start.-
ed. I.R.E. worked with one group that bogged down fdr
ff4ny months waiting for the "other side" to join the
project. Naturally, a feeling of failure and inaction
set in.

Action-research offers a number of ways to avoid
needless conflict, but you shouldn't delay too long in
trying to cultivate allies. Recognize that some groups
will never join you. They won't necessarily oppose you
either. And potential allies may become active sup-
porters later in the project.

You'll also want to "bring enough people along"
to recruit volunteers. If at this point, for instance,
only four or five of you are involved., invite ten or
fifteen friends to a meeting. If each of you brings
two or.three people, you've made your quota Later in
this chapter, there's more on recruiting volunteers.

You might send a notice to your mailing list, run
an ad, hold a community hearing, issue a press release,
or influence the local media to cover your group and
its issue. Make a public announcement about an upcom-
ing meeting or event. (In Chapter III, and AID14,
you'll find more information on how to do so.)

The point is simple. Developing public awareness
can do more than raise the community's level of aware-
ness. It can be the first step in organizing the vol-
unteers you'll need to carry out the project.

9n
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ORGANIZINQ AN ACTION-RESEARCH GROUP

As you already know, action-research is a change
strategy that can be used by a group working alone,
or by a coalition of two or more groups working coop-
eratively. Within the bounds of practicality, build-ing an action-research group that represents more than
one organization or constituency is the best strategy.
You don't want to invite participation by interests
you anticipate to be destructive. In general, hoWever,
action-research offers unusually promising possibili-
ties for working together.

Some of those possibilities have already been
outlined. Many more exist. The need for collabora-
tion is so: pressing, especially in educational affairs,that the point deserves further attention before any
discussion of the "nuts and bolts" of organizing an
action-research group begins.

-- narrowing the gap --

Citizens need_to cut through the complex maze
con:ronting community problem solving. It is critical
that community people and institutions Work together.
But distrust between institutions and professi,onals,
and the public they serve, is growing.

Some people are concerned and active; others are
-alienated and apathetic. But people everywhere recog-
nize that political promises and "professional" deci-
sions have limited value if made in the absence of ac-
countability to and input from the community.

The credibility gap is particularly wide between
the public and the schools, which Americans are giving
lower marks each year. What_is needed is an aoi_roach
in which communi peo le and schoo
work to

-- working together --

Working together will not always mean harmonious
collaboration. Adversary relations, channeled through
action-research and other.structures however, can be
productive rather than acrimonious. Action-research
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offers a framework for cooperation.

What does this mean? The commitment to collabor-
ation is not so much ideoTpgita_ 65 practica_, Sc_ools
and their bublics -a-r-6 t-Lick with one another. They are
locked into constant interaction in many ways. But too
often school people and citizens don't interact to
work on educational problems.

Collaboration should be part of your change stra-
tegy for the following reasons:

-It encourages the participation of
people who are turned off by con-
frontation, too often perceived as
part of community action.

-It activates the idea that partici-
pation of both citizens and school
professionals is the root of real
change.

- It develops community commitment by involving
all parties likely to be affected by change.

- It gives parents, students, and other nonpro-
fessionals more voice within the structure of
institutions that affect them.

- It reduces the feelings of powerlessness and
alienation resulting from unresponsive policy-
makers and bureaucrats.

- It helps policy makers and bureaucrats become
more responsive.

- It contributes to a "sense of community."

- It improves the ways in which schools and other
institutions share community resources.

'-It improves the ways in which the community
utilizes school resources.

-It encourages school programs that reflect
racial, ethnic, cultural, and economic diversity.

-It engages the community in discussion of long-
range purposes Of schools and education, and in
long-range planning.*

*adap edfrom Clasby, p.83. 22
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These points are practical. They apply to every
community. In New Jersey, parents and school profes-
sionals in every school district are meeting to set
educational goals and design programs. Florida has
mandated school/community councils. All around Ameri-
ca, school and community people are working together
to improve the schools.

Working together should be uppermost in your mind
as you build an action-research group. It emphasizes
common concerns rather than the divisiveness that so
often develops needlessly in community affairs.

-- you'll need leade.ship

To plan and Carry out an action-research project,
you'll need solid leadership. The usual leadership
arrangement is to have a chairkerson (or co-chairpeo-
ple) and a project steering committee. These are re-
inforced by subcommittee leaders and/or people who
take on other active roles in the project.

Some groups assign these roles to their elected
officers. Others'prefer to develop new sources of
energy and leadership from those waiting in the_wings.
The latter approach is wise if you want to develop fu-
ture leaders and broaden your base.

A. third approach is to lorm an action-research
steering committee as a subcommittee of your organiza-
tion's board.= Taking that tack allows the established
leadership to sponsor and oversee the project, but
opens opportunities for leadership to any member.

You'll need people who can assume-the responsi-
bilities for:

-Managing action-research activities;
-Maintaining group commitment;
-Building community support;
-Developing strategies for change;
-Keeping morale high.

People like this can be found in almost any organiza-
tion or citizen group. Turning those human resources
into the sustained leadership that gets the job done,
however, requires organization.

23
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-- the chai person --

The chairperson(s) should have the energy, know-
how and time to.get things done. Do not_choose a lead-
er who is already overcommitted. The old adage about
"asking a busy person if you want something done" pro-
bably will not apply to your action-research project
chairman.

Keep the following criteria for a chai pe'rson in
mind:

-Time and skills to do the job;
-Interest in and understanding of the action-
research apRroach;
-Ability to command the respect of the group;
-Competence in working with people;
-Knowledge of the-community and its resources.

. Don't blow these criteria out of proportion. You
don't heed a professional campaign manager or an ex-
pert on research. You need enthusiasm and competence.
Jhe-re are undoubtedly many candidates among you.

a steering committee --
or working board)

The second important componen: in your leadership
structure is a steering committee to:.

-Provide broad direction to the project chair-
person(s);
-Provide active subcommittee leadership;
-Assist in all project activities;
-Recruit volunteers;
-Raise Junds, if necessarY;
-Develop grassroots support;
-Communicate with community influentials.

Your group's board might be an ideal steering
committee, especially if it's a bOard Lhat really
likes to "get involved." You might, alternatively,
send a bulletin to your mailing list or publicize the
project in local papers to recruit candidates for_the
steertng committee. Don't get more than ten or fif-
teen members, however. A steering committee larger
than that is unwieldy.
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Although steering committee involvement may be
limited in some projects, members of the steering'com-
mittee play active roles in most projects. Steering
committee members should be working committees. Steer-
ing committee members should be assigned to head sub-committees. This assures communication links between
overall project coordination and specific tasks.

For most projects, any enthusiastic member of
your_group could be a good steering committee member.
For larger, community-wide projects -- especially
those that require funding -- a "blue ribbon panel"
may be best. Keep the following criteria in mind as
you form a steering committee:

- Respect from the organization(s) wi h which
they must work;

-Time, interest, and know-how;
-Knowledge of the .community;
- Access to human resources, materials;
- Ability to_raise funds, if necessary;
-Specialskills needed by your group;
-Ability to work with people.

One other function of the steering committee is
so important that it deserves special notice:

The steering committee must set up ground
rules for itself and other work groups.
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Projects cease to be enjoyable and productive
when groups get bogged down.

Set your own ground rules. You know how your
group works_most effectively. These suggestions may
be helpful for steering committees:

1. S_et_up a_ schedule with flexible deadlines
in which to work. Action-Research projects
can take anywhere from a month to two
years or more. Be realistic.

2. Early im the process', le_t people bring up
tWeir particular gri_pes,-ev-en if itSeems
like "ax grinding." Me all need to feel
that our pet peeve is worthy of group re-
cognition. Pretty soon, the steam _will
blow .off and you can go on to broader
items.

The climate or atmosphere of eacpgroup and
the overall project should be such that dis-
agreements are o_en and above board. Let-
ting conflicts simMer beneath tile surface is,
unhealthy and will come back to haunt you,
perhaps at a crucial moment. So air those
disagreements and treat them as normal.
The best ideas often emerge from arguments.

The leadership must maintain task focus in
the group. The roleoftlervaiosees
an endless or irrelevant argument recur-
ring might say "Let's get on with the task"
or "Why don't you two take this up later?"

5. A particular strength of action-research is
that ctisa:_reememts. can pe cast as alternate
tlypotheses or queStion iferiiS-. This i-s 11-
lustratedhin more detail later --ThR-results,
will decide who's right.

Leaders should not be afraid to gall on
other participants or outsiders to help
them resolve conflicts that seem to be
getting out Of Pand- A fresh perspective
often helps alleviate communication pro-
blems and disagreements in groups.

7. Let common sems_e Pe _your_ gujde. Major
conflicts, the most serious of which
might be a split in the interpretation
of 'results, demand more attention than
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minor disagreements.

-- the division of labor --

If you divide the project into tasks, large num-
bers of people can get involved. Volunteers with dif-
ferent levels of commitment and amounts of time can
contribute to the project. Having a wide range of
opportunities for contribution is important. Involve
people at levels that they find personally meaningful
and socially useful.

If they like what they're doing, their commitment
will increase. The cycle of involvement is natural.
Given a legitimate issue, a prescription for action,
and manageable tasks, volunteers will get involved and
stay involved.

One example of how you can divide labor comes
from an action-research group in Virginia. In order
_to study the inpact of a single semester on students
at the local high school, they organized as follows:

-Co-chairRersons of the Steerin
coordinate-Iliks and c

Commi-
air meetin

ee.
S.

-Public Relations Chair .son,_ Will have the
heaviest respohsibility at tiMes of community
hearings (to develop issues and gain visibil-
ity) and for research reports (in public forums).
ContinUous responsibility for dealing with 10-.
cal news media, publicity for community events,
and regUlar newsletter to-a mailing list of in-
terested people.

-Five Worker Recruiters. Will recruit one hun-
re interviewers rom community_ groups,

churches, and from searches for unaffiliated
.peoplp,. Will hold living-room "brain-storming"
sessions with these recruits to develop ideas
for questionnaire (thus giving interviewers a

sense of involvement in the final questionnaire).

-Events Maha er. Will schedule and coordinate
community events, secure speakers, arrange meet-
ing _places, etc. Will develop morale through
planning events for workers e.g., showing films

-Fou
viel

uestionnaire-Pre aration and Field Inter-
uRervisors. wor wit or er

27
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Recruiters at living7room "brain-storming"ses-
sions; then work with consultant to put the
questionnaire together in a technically valid
form. Will get lists of names from the school,
draw random samples, and make interview assign-
ments. Will set up training sessions for inter-
viewers, supervise interviewing process, and be
available for problems that arise during the
course of interviews.

-One hundred_interviewers. Conduct interviews
using the questionnaire.

-Two.Deta Analysjs Su ervisors. Will receive com-
pleted questionnaires, collate and do basic cor-
relations, put data in form for presentation in
newsletter, community forums, etc.*

This division of labor was supplemented by a .sche-
dule. Dates for task completion were outlined and
charted in relationship to the overall project purpose
and other tasks. With this clear, concise format, the
project moved smoothly. Since then, the group has in-
corporated as a permanent, non-profit community organ-
ization. It uses action-research as a framework for
dealing with other community and school problems.

AID_22 illustrates one way of divining labor and
structuring activities. Discuss it. How extensive an
-organization will you need to deal with your issue?
These questions will come into clearer focus in the
pages ahead, but you should be thinking about them al-
ready.

-- recruiting voluntee:s

In the project outlined above and others like it,
average people -- students, senior citizens_, housewives,
businesspersu .eachers -- demonstrated their ability
to lead and c, j out action7research projects. The
critical task that_you_face_is finding enough people to
play the variety of roles that comprise an action-re-
search group.

Many of your frien,is and neighbors share the be-
lief that they are, as citizens, obligated to help on
projects that benefit the community. Networks based

*Palmer and Jacobsen, pp. 29-30..
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on Personal ties or organizational affiliations
can be tapped to turn that belief into an able_cadre
of volunteers. Seek volunteem energetically. Urge
volunteers to encourage their friends to join the pro-
ject.

Friends and their friends are almost always the
best source of volunteeri. If you can identify people
who share your concern about an issue, then you've got
another good source. Parents and high school students,
for instance, are likely to be intrigued by school is-
sues. The trick here is to strike a Tesponsive chord.

Service or anizations and civic ou s are_ al-
ready involved in the -64mmunity. If you can't interest
them in joining your project as organizations, Perhaps
they'll let you use their membership lists to recruit
individuals. The League of Women Voters, Jaycees, Ki-
wanis, church groups, neighborhood associations, stu-
dent service clUbs, and the other organizations listed
in the Introduction are representative of the wide
range of community groups. Your town or city clerk
will have a list of agencies and organizations in your
locale.

Working with one or more other organizations makes
it easier to recruit volunteers. In Indiana, a_network
of friends, families, and organizational contacts gen-
erated 700 votnteers for an action-research program on
community health needs. Mutually supportive -organiza-
tions involved far more people and created more in-
terest than_any one group could have. All the volun-
teers weren't "turned on" by the issue at hand, but
they participated for a variety of reasons such as ob-
ligations t) individuals or groups, friendships, etc.
The volunteers came from an informal network -- a net-
work which is within reach of most coalitions.

In another example, the Coalition for Peaceful In-
tegration in Springfield, Massachusetts was formed in
1974 by eight major groups and about two hundred peo-
ple who sponsored a Peaceful integration Congress. The
Congress built communication links to make informa-
tion on Springfield's desegregation plan available
throughout the city. From that starting Point, they
signed up even.more volunteers lo assist in the order-
ly implementation of desegregation in Springfield.

29
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SHARE of Wareham, Inc., a ci _-

Zen organization, was able to re-
cruit about 50 volunteers from 65
phone calls by relying on personal
friendships and people who expressed
prior interest in the organization.

When you are trying to "get out
the troops," the best method is to
list anyone you think may help.
Then ask them directly; Be sure to
explain the nature of the project.
Stress any personal ties they may
have to your group. There's no

substitute for face7to-face
solicitation here, but telephone
requests can also work well.
Hopefully you'll be able to
get a person's interest in the
project, obligation to a group
member, or sense,of community
to surface. Once that happens,
you've got yourself a volunteer

A series_of articles in
the communit- iaier or covera e

local radio or T.V. stations
can attra_ct spport . tate your goals. Be sure to list
meeting times and phone numbers for potential volunteers.
The impact of local papers and media is incredible in
situations like this. So seek out cooperative reporters,
editors, station managers and taik-show hosts. They
are often receptive to "pubitc service" oriented mater-
ial.

You can use other techniquei too. Store window
posters catch the eye. If you can design an attractive
poster that ecplains, your cause and gives meeting dates
and phone numbers, you may get some response. Another
method is the community hearing, where you invite
prospective volUriteert and-present your case. Visual
techniqUes like charts and slide shows can help
-generate a-C-6rps---o-f-V-Olunt-eers If-Used at a series of
these hearings.

Finally, your organization's newsletter can at-
tract volunteers.

Approach people with the idea that they are impor-
tant and that their help is necessary. Ask them what
they would like to do. Remember that an action-research
project has room for differing Viewpoints, skills,
interests, and time commitment

-ssin
If your idea is a good
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one, you'll get all the help you need by using
the techniques outlined above.*

-- enlisting the aid of "consultants" --

Most citizen groups cannot afford to hi-re long-
term consultants. Even if they could, projects or-
ganized, controlled, and carried out by local citizens
have the greatest potential for lasting impact. Com7
munities must define their own issues, and develop_the
competence to deal with them effectively. Nonetheless,
the help of a consultant or resource person can be a
valuable element in a community project.

Locat*n free or tnex ensive heli and becoming
aware of how to use it iS one important part of an
action-research_program Learning to tap resources
is a fundamental part of building an effective commun-
ity group.

It is often useful to check community thinking
against professional thinking. But don't fall into
the trap of believing that the "academic experts"
have the answers to your problems. Alas, such is not
the case. What do you do when three, five or ten_ex-
perts appear before you with as many different opin-
ions? What will you think when you discover that

FAdapted from Nancy Stetzelberger, "Recruiting Volun-
teers," unpublished, Wheel9c College, 1975.
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"What to do and how to do it?" is not even the question
mbst'on the minds of academics, for it is not a ques-
tion demanded by their work of research and publica-
tion and scholarly debate?*

The help of academics can be valuable, but be
sure that they share your concerns. The most valuable
assistance you can get will be from someone who can
help you identify and tap the centers of expertise in
your area. Such a person can tell you about the group
of public interest lawyers who share your concern, the
university professor who wOrk- with_community groups,
the engineer who can_get you t information you_need
to stop a road-widening. Someone with contacts in the
professional community can be invaluable.

Other important resource people are those who can

- Give general advice about organizing;
-Help develop ideas around your issue;
- Find free or inexpensive materials and

facilities;
-Provide technical research assistance;
-Assist in the resolution of intragrowi_ conflict;
-Provide specialized services such as typing
or fund raising;
-Welp generate proposals for change f om the
results of your action-research.

When you need "expert assistance," call on re-
source people in your own community or a neaby city.
Your group probably knows about people who can be very
helpfUL- In- New Haven, Connecticut, for instance, ten
citizens staffing an action-research project quickly
developed a long list of resources available through
personal contacts alone.

Other groups have not always been as successful.
In some instances, they have been reluctant to ask for
help. Sometimes-they have been Vhaware of sources of
help, such as:

-Community agencies, advocacy groups, and
church staff members;
-Labor union leaders;
-Community organizers;
-Students, teachers, school officials;
-Local businesspersons and lawyers;

*Pa]mer d Jacobsen, P. 32
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-Sympathetic politicians and bureaucra s;
-University faculty;
-Journalists, and public relations and
media people;

-Fundraisers;
-Secretaries and typists.

In general, getting technical assistance, mater-
ials and facilities_will not present major problems.
Many people are willing to devote time, skills, and
other resources to worthy community projects if they
are_asked for a limited, structured commitment. Your
task is to identify and enlist them. Many of the
techniques outlined under "recruiting volunteers" ap-
ply here.

As you recruit resource people, let them know
what you want. And don't -- at least initially 7- ask
for too much._ You might ask someone to type a final
report, but nbt handle all the secretarial work for
the project. You might ask someone to assist in writ-
ing questions and analyzing data, but don't expect him/
her to be a research consultant at your beck and call.

Ask for limited commitments. Outline jobs that
have_a beginning, middle and end. If your project
sparks someone's interest, s/he will let you know.
Unless you are precise in asking forhelp, you'll find
resaurce people losing interest, saying "no" or ...

...taking over. This suggests that the motives
and agendas of both your group and the resource person
must te expressed openly and honestly. An above-board
airing of roles is particularly important if your
group plans to rely heavily on experts. Since the
community must "own" the project, the community should
prevail when agendas clash. I.R.E.'s experiences in
New Haven, Brockton, and Wareham indicate that such an
arrangement leads to goo.d working relations.

Since resource people can be so useful, assess
those needed for the project you are_planning. _Too
many groups get "in over their heads" by misreading
the scope of their projects and_the limits of their
resources. Such confusion can lead to frustration and
wasted energy.
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-- reality checkin

One way to keep your expectations in line wi_h
your resource potential is to compile a checklist.
List all_the resources -- time, money, equipment, ex-
pert assistance, materials, facilities, etc --you
think you will need. Then, using AID 4, list those
that are available. Compare.

If you've been thinking realistically about re-
sources -- expert and other -- the lists probably
match .up pretty well. If that's the case, get started.
But if thk "available" list falls short of the "needs"
list, then scale your project down.

Another way to determine whether or not.your pro-
ject is "do-able" is to ask yourself, "What is the
difference between what we need and what is available?
What social, political, or economic forces add to'or
subtract from the chances for success? What's the
climate for change .in this community?"

You can set up a balance sheet, much like a book-
keeper or an accountant, toditermtne your chances of
success. Set Alp a balance sheet, using AID 5 for each

R4
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important factor (Climate for change, Resources, etc.
On one side of the balance sheet,_list_forces favor-

_ing your success. On_ the forces
--HWOrking against you.

Using AID 5 and a chalk board or large pad that
everyone can see, list and evaluate these forces or
conditions. Whole group discussion is a good way to
evaluate them. Another method is to ask each person
to draw up individual balance sheets. Then each per-
son reports. Analyze by discussing each balance
sheet.

Having a clear idea of the forces favoring and
hindering your project is vitallY important. The re-
source listing and balance sheet exercises should
help your Steering Committee assess what is realistic.
Remember, it is better to seek small changes that can
snowball than to overestimate your potential and damp-
en your enthusiasm for future projects. Remember the
old adage, "Nothing succeeds like success, and nothing
fails..."

If you are having trouble assessing your poten-
tial to undertake a project, call in an experienced
activist or organizer to discuss the situation.

Even established groups might choose_small pro-
jects for _their first experience with action-research.
Projects that aim at parent-teacher communication,
compiling neighborhood resource directories, opening
sthool facilities to the community, or increasing lo-
cal knowledge of politics are important, even if
modest. What's more, small projects build feelings of
success and familiarize you with the action7research
process. This paves the way for more ambitious pro-
jects in the future.

-- outline a plan --

When you're convinced_that your project idea is
realistic, you'll br brimming over with confidence.
You like your issue. You're getting organized. There'
some_light at the end of the tunnel. At this point,
commit an outline of your thinking to paper.

Use AID 6. It's a skeletal planning aid that
stresses "Who-What-How-When-Where." Outline antici-
pated activities. Develop a roUgh time-line. All

35
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these will probably be revised, but it adds structure
and discipline if you put your ideas in writing. You
are moving into the meat of your project.
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CHAPTER TWO: A STEP-BY-STEP PROGRAM OF
-R_ ARC

Your group is formed. Your issue defined. .It's
time for your action-research program to come alive.

Your group has its own style and needs, but your
action-research efforts will include the following
stages:

1. Turning your central issue into a

researchable problem;
2. Breaking the researchable problem

into its most important parts;
3 Choosing your fact-finding techniques;
4. Collecting and analyzing data;
5. Using the data to make proposals for

change.

The first four of these stages are discussed in
this chapter; the fifth in Chapter Three.

STAGE I: TURNING THE ISSUE_ INTO A RESEARCHABLE
PROBLE

Once the issue is defined, turn it into a re-
searchable problem . Researchable problems can bi- pre-
sented as statements or questions. However_you word
your researchable problems, make sure it reflects what
your group wants to know. This is an important point.
The wording reflects your assessment of a situation,
and helps order your priorities.

ince you can't inves4'igate everything about an
issue, you must set priorit,es. Wording your problem
is- m effective way to focus on the information you
need. Clearly, this step has great influence on the
rest of the project.

-- in a town near Cape Cod --

In the seaside town of Wareham, Massachusetts, a

strong dtizen organization (SHARE, Inc.) concerned
about public schools chose the issueof "citizen par-
ticipation in educational decisions."

In order to focus their research, they could have
f amed any of several researchable problems:

- hy ren't citizens Anvolved in educational

3 7



decisions?
-A study of participation in educational deci-
sions.
-How can our citizens become more involved in
school decision-making?

-Do citizens want to be involved?
-Do school professionals want them to be
involved?

-Do people have enough information about
the schools?

Several possible researchable problems were dis-
cussed before they chose:

Are_people in Wareham interested in
or involved in educational decisions?
If so, how? If not, why not? And
how can the situation be improved?

These questions comprised their researchable prob-
lem. The group's commitment to citizen participation
in educational affairs came through clearly, and
enabled SHARE to gather useful facts and act on them.

SHARE gave itself a focus and framework. Al-
though "How can the situation be improved?" was only
touched slightly in their project, their answer came
from the data gathered in dealing with the other-parts
of the researchable problem. By giving themselves a
framework for study, they alsoAdeveloped a focus for
follow-up action.

A High School Course Evaluation --

SHARE worded their problem as a question. But
declarative statements can also be used.

I.R.E. worked with a high school class in the
city of Brockton, Massachusetts. The students were
initially discouraged by the thought of a project
dealing with the school. Why? Not from apathy, but
because previous student efforts to change the school
were vague and fruitless.

Even discussions of school issues seemed vague,
unable to cut through the complexity of a 6500 student
institution. Several members of the-class, however,
stated a problem so clear that the group's reluctance
disappeared:
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"Le s publish a course evaluation guielLfor the classes at BHS."

That kind of specificity was energizing. Sudden-ly they could visualize a project. They could under-stand goals:_ to raise consciousness about course andteacher quality, to assist students and parents inchoosing courses, and to give student feedback to fa-culty and ixiministration.

They immediately began to focus on p9tenti_a1_ps2-cesses for their project:

"How about a survey?"

"Will we just do the courses we'retaking? All the courses? Or a
sOTP192"

"You mean we're going to ask teachersif we can sit in and observe theirclasses?"

Similarly, they could anticipate products:
"A guide that will come out in January.Just before kids sign up for next year!"

"What about a Parent's Guide to BrocktonHigh?"

"We could speak to all the entering freshmenabout our results. And give them A Guide

"How many of these things are we going toput out anyway?"

At Brockton High, wording the researchable pro-blem as a simple, clear sentence gave their wholeproject clarity.

-- the need for clarity --

Most people want and need structure. Your groupwill want to,know what to expect -- the ou lines ofyour project, where your group is heading, and whatwill be asked of them.

39
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The alternative is to fall into an_all-too fami-

liar dilemma. You're concerned. Your issues are im-

portant. But you're stymied in endless discussions
about what you are going to do. People stop coming

to your meetings.

This can be avoided by thinking in terms of pro-

ducts and stating your problem clearly. That way you

can get started on opening the issue, finding the

facts, and building support for change.

Criteria fo- searchable.Prohlems

1. The researchabl roblem should be brie
unam ,guous, t S ou are ect t. e

goals of the project. _ t is helpful to
mention the method you plan to use or the
products you hope to develop. Combining
these three things in the problem gives
you a handy capsule of your plan._ Your

group can understand it, as can the com-

munity. It can energize both your mem-
bership and potential recruits.

2

t

. Your researchable roblem can be worded

éi er as_ a dec arative sentence or as

a uestib-n-- w ic ever is clearer.

Researchable roblems can be solved_
answerd i ei.ence

Avoid problems that are entirely opinion or

value judgment. Similarly, don't focus on problem
for which you have no access to evidence.

Avoid questions reminiscent of the medieval

query, "How many angels can dance on the head of a

pinV1 They're not answerable, at least not by you.

Also stay away from questions with words such as
"ought to," "should," "better or worse than," or other

expressions of bias. Problem statements that include

these words are usually based on pet peeves, personal
biases, or-articles of faith. The expressigns above
are examples of red flags -- danger signals that_you
are going beyond the bounds of what is researchable.

"Why don't parents participate in the local PTA
as much as they ought to?"' for instance, is based on

a preconceived bias in favor of .PTA participation.
Why not simply ask "Why don't parents participate in

4A)



PTA See AID 7 for more examples.

Ideas and terms in he ob em should
mean t e same: n. to each member of

e ou Define t em ate t e wa
in w ic t ey wtll e measure

This_ Mpansthat important ideas and words nped to
be discussed.. SAy your group's question is, "Do citi-
-zens .adequately.participate,in educational affairs?"
.4t's a straightforward,-researchable problem-. But
..there are nonetheless items that need defining.

Who, for instance, are "citizens?" You probably
mean -people,who are not professional educators. But
do-you mean the school board too? What about students?
Do yoli Just Inean,parents? Or are other community res-
idents included?

What about "participate?" SHARE of Wareham used
the following to indicate participation:

-Attendance at school open houses, parent-
teacher conferences, school board meetings,
budget hearings and other community forums.

- Membership in parent-teacher or other com-
munity organizations.

-Involvement in child-related activities
such as youth hockey, church groups,
Little League, scouting, etc.

- Service as a school volunteer.

-Ambunt and character of com-
munication with the school
system about education.

Participation is a crucial term
on whiCh ihe entire researchable
problem hinges. Defining it and
-.developing indicators of it, are im-
portant tasks.

The_ term "adequately" is,also significant.
your measure of participation. How much is adequate?

Suppose one indicator of participation is the num_
ber of candidates for vacancies on -ale school board.
Are four candidates for each vacancy an adequate
amount? Suppose voting in school board elections is
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.1W4..---Ofyour.definition. .What is an adequate voter
-1-urneUt? If you define participation as membership
,-in'a,Citizens' group, communication with the school
:sYstem, or attendance at various-meetings, you need
,...to--decide what amount of each constitutes adequate-
participation.

Finally, what is meant by "educational. affairs?"
Until that is defined, you can't deal with the term
:participate. You don't know what people are supposed
to be participating in!

In Wareham, with an unusually_well-knit study
group, these definitions evolved slowly, in a de fac-
to manner. After awhile, people knew what everyone
else meant.. Even a well-knit group, however,_is bet-
ter off definipg terms as early- and as explicitly as
possible.

Defining the terms in the researchable problem
is particularly crucial when diverse individuals and/
or groups cooperate on action research. Each may
have its own outlook and vocabulary. Agree upon mean-
ings .early in your project. AID 8 outlines a process
for doing this.

5. Researchable oblems have

You make certain assumptions as you develop a
researchable problem. The problem statement "Why
don't citizens adequately participate in educational
affairs?" is based on the assumption (or jumping off
Point) that they should. It is also based on the
assessment that citizens are not participating ade-
quately. The question then becomes, "Why not?"

An alternative is to choose a jumping off point
that does not begin with your position. You could
ask, "Do people believe that they are adequately
participating in educational affairs?" Starting with
this question might be a good way to involve people
who would shun a project that starts with your posi-
tion on the issue.

Po.entialopponents (those who believe that peo-
ple don't want to participate or are participating
fully,,for tstance) might be willing to work with
you.. _This creates dialogue and communication around
questions of attitude and fact. It also forces your
group to' deal with new input--to check your position
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a-gainst other people's positions.

_

Withtn limi
eX-t

The-research problem provides focus for your
action-research project. 'But circumstances may force
you -to rethink yoUr position o'r re-define pmrprob-
lem. Research is not always a logical and prediota-
.ble process.

_

chable 'roblems a e

wording the issue as a researchable
prOblem: a suggested p oces's

The final task of wording the'problem is best
done_in.a small group. However, opportunities for..._
involving a large number of people exist in the pro-
cess of turning your central issue into a research-
able problem. As many people as possible should be
involved.

One.way to generate participation is by asking
people to take on various tasks.' Ask_ some to. check
'background- Materials'in old newspaper files. Others
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.can.-alleck, books and magazines in the .library. Still
Axthers mn interview their friends.- Each person can
then:submit a Sep-arate version of the problem for

-grohp diseussion.

Another approach is to hold a meeting to explain
the issue. Without taking questions from the floor,
break those in attendance into .small workshops.- The
task of each group is to write- a researchable problem.

- A third time-tested, interesting_process for in-
volving people begins with brainstorming. Call a
meeting. Have refreshments there to help people to
get to know each other and feel at ease. Then using
AID 9 conduct a rigorouS.half hour or hour of brain-
storming.

Brainstorming produces a long list of ideas.
They need sorting and categorizing. A few people
must- review the long list and draft the problem state-
ment;

_Next, the draft is submitted to the people who
participated in the brainstorming and to the project
steering committee. You may want approval. You may
simply want to keep people informed. Either way,this
is an important step in keeping communication open
within your group.

STAGE .II:._ BREAK_ING DOWN THE PROBLEM

Once the issue has been stated as a researchable
problem, decide what parts are most important to you.
You won't be able to look at everything. This step
requires you to set specific priorities for investi-
gation.

Observations, background reading, in-depth in-
terviews, group discussions, and preliminary surveys
are some of the ways -you can find out what's most im-
portant. Once you've done this preliminary assess-
ment, you can organize your study.

An E- lorato- Stud-. How To h Do It?

Breaking down the problem means finding the most
fruitful .paths of investigation. This is a prelimi
nary,exploratory, step. It can- save you hours of tra-
vel down the wrong research roads. It helps you to
gather initial evidence, check out your ideas, and
generatehew ones.
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Start by asking exploratory questions that can be-
discarded or-expanded into areasof inquiry. .These
may be nothing more than hunches. At this_point
you're just snooping around. If your hunches seem
plausible after a few days or weeks, they can.be
tested in-depth in the major part of your action-re-
search project.

.We know of a group.that began to investigate over-
crowding in a large urban high school. Before start-
ing on a long research road, they might do:

Observattons ,..spend time at their school and
:other schools. WFat can be observed about overcrowd-
ing? How might it be defined? What seem to be its
effects? Are there patterns of crowding? What other
forces seem to be relevant to the problem_of over-
crowding? Irrelevant? Where is overcrowding most se-
vere: classrooms, corridors, study halls, cafeterias,
certain departments?

. What can be seen or heard that
forms the basis for further study?

Dept'l Interviews...Discuss the problem with peo-
ple, mosT-affected byit. How do parents feel? Tea-
chers? Students? School officials? Taxpayers? Talk to
knowledgeable experts in the field. What do_educa7
tional researchers say about overcrowding? Psycholo-
gists? Classroom teachers? Can they suggest promis-
ing approaches to investigating the problem? Can
they tell you what's already been tried to solve the
problem? Are they willing to help you?

Background readings...What
evidence- is there-in books or ar-
ticles about the effects of over-
crowding? What seems to happen in
schools as a result of overcrowd-
ing? How do other people define,
it? Who else has studied it? What
solutions or recommendations have
they proposed? What can be applied
to your problem?

2nWIILULkntAtitata...Using a
small sample, find out how lo-cal residints,- school
professionals, and students feel about the problem and
its effects.

Intra ou discussions...How does the action-re-
search group perceive the problem? Is it politically
realistic to think that it can be solved? If so, to
what degree? What questions do you have the potential

=-
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to pursue? What ones are most likely to generate
public interest and support? Raise public understand-
ing?

= a bottom-up process --

By enlaging in a limited eXploratory study, the
group investigating overcroWding could have narrowed
their concerns to several aspects of the problem.
,For instance, they might have 'decided that their
priorities revolved around answering any or all of
the following questions:

1. The lettern of overcrowding is uneven.
Why is it more severe in some subjects
and levels than in others?

2. What we the effects of this pattern?

3. Is there a relationship between crowding
ard the increase in discipline problems?

4. Is student achievement affected by class
size?

5. Five ideas for solving the problem emerged
during exploratory research. Which, if
any, are viable for the school, the commun-
ity?

Let's review. From the .endless array of ways to
approach overcrowding, your group can decide which
are Rost relevant. It's almost impossible to do that
without exploratory research. In almost every case,
you'll want to take your lead from the situation it-
self. Experience it. Check into how it's been ap-
proached by_ others.

By using unstructured techniques such as inter-
viewing, observation, and background-reading, you get
an "early line" on the researchable problem. This is
helpful later. Some hunches and tips are discarded,
others played heavily. New hunches develop as you
get a few facts and opinions. Those that are most
supportable guide the rest of your research problem.

An exploratory study provides many opportunities
to involve people, Each of the techniques mentioned
so far appeals to different personalities. Some peo-
.ple may be willing to spend all day in the library;
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:others -...prefer to be first-line observers. Some may
-be..tUrned- on by the thought of interviewing some stu-
:dents;.others may wish to talk to a university pro-
feSsor .over lunch.

Exploratory research is also a .step for attract-
ing new workers and resource people. Students, teach-
ers:, and parents who are asked about the problem
should also be asked to volunteer for the action-re-
search projec:t. A university professor asked for ad-
vice at the exploratory stage might also be induced
to provide consultation at later stages. A school
board member you interview may become an advocate forthe project -- an important ally when you seek policy
change.

-- while you are shaping the study

All this and more con happen while youare still
warming up and shaping the study. New people are
brought in. Your group learns to work together. Youdevelop a resource bank. Nonetheless, plans are still
flexible and open to change during the exploratory
stage.

New people who are asked for help can also beasked for ideas. In short, while you're shaping thestudy, you can continue to shape your organization.

How To Build A Stud Around H ()theses

You've conduc ed your ex-
ploratory study. In that_brief,
informal activity, you collected
and sifted new data and ideas.
You have broken the researchable
ro em own i to its mos i or-

tant componentS.. Now y_ou u-se those
Cem-onents as or diTrze-rs. -That
means stating t-em In- usable form;
as hypotheses, sub-questions, or
headings.

One way to state them is as hypotheses. A hy-pothesis is an informed guess about the ans_wer to aresea c a e pro éimpôrtan ëomponents oesearc a e pro$ em can e state
teste proven or isproven
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Le 's take the overcrowding example in which the
'explora_ory research uncovered a pattern of uneven
overcrowding at an urban high school. The group
wan.ted to know why overcrowding was more severe in
some areas than others. They could have answered-that
'question by testing hypotheses like the following:

+Overcrowding is most severe among non-college
bound classes betause attitudes in this school
and community favor the college-bound student.

+Overcrowding is not a problem in foreign
language classes because teachers in
language were given tenure despite de-
clining enrollments.

+Overcrowding in the practical and fine arts
areas is so severe that we need an addition
to the building.

+Overcrowding could be alleviated through
the introduction of extended school hours
and open campus.

In other words, by testing hypotheses you can discover
relationships, the extent of relationships, the causes
of problems, and possible solutions. Instead of ask-
ing a set of subquestions you state likely answers.
Then you design a research tool to see if those an-
swers are true.

Another example may be helpful. Suppose your
central issue is political apathy. Your researchable
problem is "Why do so few people in the community be-
long to the two existing citizen groups?" With that
problem, any of the following might be likely answers,
or hypotheses:

-Because the organizations meet at incon-
venient times.

- Becaus_e people in our community feel -

adequite.
- Because people in our community are satis-
fied. They don't see any need for change.
-Because most people in our community work
at jobs out of town. Our town is only a
bedroom for them.
-Because the local government discourages
citizen participation. The groups aren't
effective.
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The list of tentative answers is long-,-even when
you've shortened it by an exploratory study. You need
to make some choices about which hypotheses are- most
pertinent. Then build around-them. Suppose that par-
ticipation is low simply because the organizations_
meet at inconvenient times. If you thought that this
point was trivial, the key to improving membership
would be missed. The need.to conduct an exploratory
study before building hypotheses, as you see, is ob-
vious.

-- criteria for hypotheses --

1 A hypothesis is a tentatiye answer to_part of a
researchable problem, set-forth to guide the in-
vestigation of the problem. Hypotheses are
written as statements -- often in "if...then"
format.

2. A hypothesis may frequently express_a re ationshit
betWeen variables, or ideas that you are trying to
Mearsu-i (A- varfable- Ts an idea, concept, thing,
or event which can be measured.) For instance,
overcrowding is a variable, as are attitudes to-
ward college bound students. Membership in citi-
zen organizations is a variable, as is the timeof meetings.

Hypotheses should reflect your priorities about a
problem. They shotad-Order your inquiry by focus-
ing clearly on information you want.. Dont' con-
struct hypotheses that test ideas of-minimal im-
portance. Develop hypotheses that generate the
most powerful set of facts possible.

4 Hypotheses An action-research focus on getting in-
formation which is .available, not out of reach.

_ _ - _ -

Hypotheses should point to causes, relationships,
and solutions about which spmething can be done.
There's little use in proving-that_probletri "X"
exists because there are so many old people in your
community. For the academic researcher, that would
be fine. For the-,ection,reseaether, however, it's
a waste of time. For what can s/he do about the
fact that there are so many old people? The action
reseercher wants to know how the problem can be
solved!

4 9
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6. At least one hypothesis should be directly a med'
at finding fe_asible solutions to the roblem that
concerns you.

HypotheSes -should flow
or other forms of

-om ex lorato udies
Don-t usi y-

potheses extensively until you have reason to
.believe that they are important parts of the re-
searchable problem. Check them out, even-if it's
just through a handful of interviews or observa-
tions.

AID 10 will assist you in developing hypotheses.

The hypothesis is a valuable tool for organizing
a researchable problem. But it is not the only one.
Some groups may prefer not to specul.ate about the
%nswers" in advance. Oth.er.s may be.put off by the
term-nhypothesis" itself.. 'In other cases, group



leaders may Oink that developing hypotheses is too
time consuming- Irttases-like- these, yeur researCh=
can be effectfyely organized around subquestions or
general headings.-

C. j-low:to_OT antze a
ene_ra. -HeAdings_

SUbOeStions or headings organize the research,
but they .do not suggest "likely answers." In other
ways, however, they function much like hypotheses.
They suggest. relationships. They reflect your'prime
interests'within the researchable problem. They fo-
cus on accessible information and realistic solutions.
They flow from exploratory studies and demand pilot
testing if wasted time is to be avoided.

Like_the hypothesis-testing approach., organizing
around subquestions or headtngs demands that you
choose areas within the researchable problem that are
most crucial. One_ way to do this, is by brainstorm-
ing. Frequently, however, Just letting your concerns
surface in a discUssion is sufficient. Soon you'll
-find that a few clusters stand out. Those are your
subquestions or headings.

Wareham parents working on the SHARE survey
brainstormed on two Occasions. But the core of their
activity was just talking about the problem that con-
cerned them_and getting ready to survey community
opinion on it._ Asthey began to write a questionnaire,
several major headings were culled from their notes:

-Personal information
-Knowledge about the school system
-Satisfaction with the schools
-Participation in civic and school affairs
-Communication with the school system
-Knowledge and attitudes about SHARE.

In Brockton, the seniors who evaluated a sample
of high school courses broke their survey down as fol-
lows:

Stud A ound S b ues ions o

-Identification
-General Questions -- goals/grading

subject matter/tea hing
classroom atmosphere
recommendation of the
course to other students

teacher-added questions
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-GUidance-
-Physical Education
-Departmental Questions.

Questions could be generated just as easily as
general headings. Questions, like hypotheses, have
the added .advantage of forcing you to focus your
thinking more precisely than headings do. Let's take
the SHARE survey. They might have used subquestions
like the following as an alternatIve to headings.

-Do people have adequate knowledge about
the school system?

- To what degree are people in Wareham
satisfied with the schools here?
-How many people frequently participate
in civic and educational affairs? Are
people likely to want to participate in
educational decisions? Under what con-
ditions?

- Do citizens feel comfortable communicating
with the school system?
-What do people know about SHARE? What do
they think SHARE should be doing?

To come full circle, they might have used the
hypothesis-testing approach in order to get a similar
set of.facts. (SHARE did not do so because it felt
uncomfortable suggesting the answers in advance.)
Had they done so, their hypotheses might have looked
something like these:

-People currently have little knowledge about
the schools, which is a factor in low parti-
cipation.

- People don't participate actively inthe
schools because many of them are.satisfied.
-People who participate in educational and
civic affairs will become involved in edu-
cational decision-making if given the chance.

-Citizens do no.t feel sufficiently comfortable
to communicate with the-school smtem.

-Citizens need'more information about SHARE.

As you can see, your group can use either sub-
questions, general headings, or hypotheses to attack
your researchabTe problem. The choice is yours.

5 2
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involvemen a ain

Generating a list of hypotheses, subquestions, or
,headings is another point for encouraging involvement.
A brainstorming session or two for formulating every
potsible hYpothesis can be, fun and helpful. Brain-
storming.also taps a reservoir of intuitive knowledge
about the community.

Once a long list is generated it's, up to the pro-
ject leaders to cull and combine hypotheses. Only a
very small group or one person should take on this
task. It is difficult for larger committees to do
this kind of work. Once done, however, it should be'
reported back to the entire group for feedback or
approval.

Another approach is to solicit questions from
local organizations. One group organized a survey
of community opinion on educational priorities in the
following way: they wrote to members of every group,
including the School Board, soliciting questions for
their survey.. They used this approach to build
bridges with other civic and educational associations
in their community.'

As the questions came in, the .group pulled them
together under various headings. This process gave
individuals and community groups a chance for thought-
ful input into the questionnatre.

As_material from various sources is sorted a
particular strength of action-research becomes clear.
With action-research, you can cast differing opinions
-about, "the facts" as alternate hypotheses to be
tested or subquestions to be asked. All .poilnts_of
view can be honored, and people with varying opinions
can be induced to work together.

At this point, be sure not to mistake differentes
over facts with deep-rooted differences of values.
Very few processes seem to change attitudes signifi-
cantly. Action-research can change opinions over the
-facts by engaging people in their oWn re-education.
It cannot, however, change attitudes and values im-
mediately.
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ndicators

Next, you move from.concepts and ideas to real-
world indicators. A concept is an idea, a phenomenon,
or a general understanding (e.g. participation in pol-
itics). An indicator is identifiablp_evidence of a
conce t (e.v. re41-itation in-a-political party, mem-
_ers ip in a.political club or party organization, in-
dividual or group vbting histories, contribution to
campaign funds, candidacy for office). In other
words, a person indicates participation in politics
by voting consistently, running for office, belonging
to a party organization, contributing money, and/or
taking part in other forms of political action. In
order to measure participation, we need these specific
indicators of it.

Your problem is to decide what indicators provide
evidence about the concepts in your researchable prob-
lem.. Ask yourself, "What would constitute evidence --
knowledge, attitudes, opinions, behaviors, social
characteristics, group or community 'processes, etc.
about-our topic?" Then write those indicators into
your research tools such as questionnaires.

,

Let's say that your group is trying to find out
whether or not the local school board is really ac-
countable to your community. You decide that one con-
cept closely 'related to accountability is the level of
public knowledge about the board. Public knowledge
becomes a general heading under your researchable pro-
bleM of accountability.

Now you mu4 measure public knowledge_(the infor-
mation that thepublic has about the board). To do
so, youdecide that five indicators will measure pub-
lic knowledge or information:

1. Public attendance at schDol board meetings;
2. Public ability to name board members;
3. Public ability to identify issues faced

by the board in the past year;
4. Public ability to identify the role of

the board;
5. Contacts and communication between citi-

zens and the board.

Based on those five indicators, you can devise ques-
tions for a survey that measure public knowledge
about the board. By following a similar process for
other components of accountability, you can devise a
whole questionna re,-

5 4
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Let's take a more difficult example. Supposethat your researchable problem is, "Does our public
school system provide equal educational opportunityfor all students?" First you'll need to decide what
groups of students to compare: should you cluster
students according to race, sex, age, socio-economic
background, IQ, achievement scores, tracks, levels, orother categories? Once you classify students, you canresearch the question of whether or not they are beingtreated equally.

Now decide: what does "equally" measure? And
what indicates "equally?" Do you want to measure
equally in terms of disciplinary treatment, resourcesallocated per student, class size, teaching quality,
extracurricular opportunities, special programs of-
fered, or what? In this example, just moving from the
researchable problem to the hypotheses, sub questions,
or general headings requires that you choose among in-
dicators like the above.

Suppose that you decide to compare students of
different socio-economic characteristics, IQ scores,
and records of achievement. You decide that the most
important measures of equality are teaching quality,
resources allocated per student, and special programs
offered. Now you must go one step further in develop-
ing indicators: you must decide what indicates teach-ing quality, resource allocation, and special programsofferd. Teaching quality may be difficult to measure,
the latter two quite simple. But before you design
your research instrument, you must decide what indi-
cates each. Then you can find out whether or not your
"public school system provides equal educational op-
portunity for all students."

develop indicators through exploration -

One excellent way to choose indicators is through
an exploratory study. Field reseatch in which you
deal with your issue fir'st-hand is particularly valua-ble. For instance, say you are investigating_the
Auality of teaching and have decided that student
boredom is an indicator of low quality teaching._
What indicates boredom? A few days in class will un-
doubtedly arm you with many graphic examples?

-students looking out the windows constantly
or falling asleep in class;
-students' comments that verbally express
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boredom;
- Students chattering during the lesson;
- Students preparing to leave class before the
bell.

Now develop "observees checklists" and s_udent
surveys that include these indicators. By :letting
indicators come out of actual experience with a sit-
uation, you add validity to the information you col-
lect.

Field research is not the only way to choose in-
dicators. Background reading and depth-interviews
with reliable witnesses and experts can also insure
that your indicators are relevant. In summary, deci-
sions about indicators are very important. It's dif-
ficult to imagine a productive project that skips
the step of deciding what indicates what you want to
know.

AID 11 is a short exercise in mov ng from con-
cept to indicator.

E. Where to Look for Information: Three Settings

Once you choose your indicators, decide where to
look for information. This consideration is far too
frequently forgotten. Answers to ?ducation uestions
are_pot drily_fko_nd in schools_Te -aTi
in the communit- and be-4n-d.

After reading the next few pages you may either
want to throw in the towel or take on the world. Re-
sist both temptations. Focusing on a specific issue,
and at the same time placing it in -context, is .not as
hard 4s you may think. The key is knowing where to
look for information.

The three "settings" in which.you find educa-
tional information are decidedly different, yet they
frequently interact. By considering each as you in-
vestigate, you can.balance_your need for focus with
a general perspective on the problem. If you've_fol-
lowed the basic steps so far, you'll develop peripher-
al vision about your issue and maintain focus on what
concerns you most.

You may be asking, "Why should we even consider
anything but the immediate problem? Especially if we
might be led astray from our central, motivating in-
terest by doing so?"
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_The answer is that the broad view_balances yourlocal concern. It stops you from developing "tunnelvision." It is more systematic. It leads you to new
questions, new facts, and alternative solutions to
your problem.

three "locations" of information --

The immediate institutions
s em he local communit and the outside

e 4 s ate _and n4-iona environten are the ime
tin, in whic ou can fin data.

school
the schoo and the

-- institutions --

see AIDS L and

In dealing with school problems, the immediate
institution includes the classrooms, other parts of
the school building, and the whole school system.
This institution is a system of interconnected parts.

Change in one will be felt in others. The institution
includes all the programs, personnel, and policies;'
everything from the departmental structure to athletic
programs, grading practices, classroom teachers, ad-
ministrators, guidance services, scheduling, tracking
and leveling systems, school/community relations, stu-
dent government, and othe elements of the school
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-- communities

The local community is also an excellent source
of information about researchable problems in educa-
tion. Community attitudes, for instance, may be the
underlying reason that the women's athletic program
lags behind the men's, or oehind those in surround-
ing school districts.

Low achieving and vocationally oriented students,
to use another example, may be getting shortchanged
in a town that is seventy to eighty per cent college-
bound. Why is it that middle class suburban schools
frequently provide less than adequate industrial arts
programs? The answers to these questions are in the
community ,as well as in the schools.

Similarly, when community school activities are
poorly attended, it may be a reflection of a community
phenomenon. In Worcester, Massachusetts, the Wood-
land Street Community School Council took on an ac-
tion-research project to find the rauses for declin-
ing enrollment in adult programs.

From the beginning, they saw the community as an
integral part of the problem and solution, even though
the activities were based in the school. The Woodland
School Council developed a questionnaire and adminis-
tered it at a series of "block coffees." These meet-
ings were designed to diagnose the problem and bring
the people of this low income, highly mobile neigh-
borhood together for planning activities.

Too often, educational problems have been at-
tacked as_strictly school problems. Schools have tin-
kered with programs. Frequently nothing happened.
By looking to the community, however, successful pro-
gram- changes responsive to community trends and needs
can be designed and implemented with local participa-
tion and support.

It's obvious that local cultural and environmen-
tal factors influence education. The neighborhood,
home, peer group, community traditions, and other non-
school factors bear heavily on education. Local at-
titudes and values, government structures, socio-eco-
nomic levels; cultural groupings, family structures,
job opportunities, and other community characteristics
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ali af ect ec,ucation. It doesn't make sense to over-
look or ignore them as you look into your school sy-
stem.

-- beyond the community --

Finally, your researchable problem may require
you to look at factors beyond the community. These
factors originate away from the local scene, but
have important implications for your community. Fed-
eral_and state court decisions and legislative changes,
for instance, may have substantial impact in your
school system aesegregation, school prayer, school
finance, and special education are just a few areas
in which legal change has had major local effects.

Changes in teacher training programs_and certi-
fication requirements influence the schools. The re-
sults of social science research, population trends,
economic conditions, and regional, national and even
world events find their way into local classrooms.
It is difficult for a local group to deal with the ef-
fects of widespread problems. However, if you fail
to consider the state and national setting, you may
overlook some of the underlying causes of your prob-
lem. If you don't identify these causes, your ac-
tion plans may be headed in the wrong direction .

looking for problem solving ideas --

One important reason to look beyond your commu-
nity is to get problem-solving ideas. Investigating
teacher training programs, in-service education, and
certification requirements, for instance,:will help
a citizen group make informed recommendations about
the quality of teaching in local schools. Similarly,
strategies that seek qo enforce equal opportunity in
education or other constitutional/legal guarantees
are developed only after an in-depth look at existing
court decisions.

Bilingual education programs, storefront learn-
ing centers, adult programs., elderly and low-income
services, and new public health activities are exam-
ples of projects for which models may be found out-
side the local community. Many such programs need
outside technical or funding assistance to get under-
way. Many others can beinitiated with local
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initiative and funding.

Beyond the bounds of your community lies a wealth
of information about your problem and about the re-
sources you'll need to attack the problem.

STAGE III: USING ACTION-RESEARCH TECHNIQUES:
FOUR APPROACHES TO FACT-F NDING-

In Stage III, you actually construct your re-
search tool, or instrument. You'll need to review the
range offact-finding methods presented in the follow-
ing pages. Field techniques, interview guides, ob-
servations, surveys, and document searches are exam-
ples of the tools you may employ.

Reviewing and selecting from possible methodolo-
gies is a process which often requires expert assis-
tance. You might consider inviting a resource person
with a knowledge of applied research to join your dis-
cussions of methods, or at least to review your final
choice of research techniques.

The four methods most applicable to action-re-
search are:

1. Participant-observation field techniques
2. Depth interviews
3. Document Research
4. Surveys

Basic information about each of these methods is
presented here. More detailed explanations of each
are available in the following I.R.E.-Action Research
publications:

Col_le_ctin_g Evidence (Participation-Observation
_and Depth Interviewing)

You Can Look it U- (Using Educational Literature
Facts and Fiiures (Surveys)

Each of these publications is specifically designed to
meet the needs of citizen groups. They are .written in
non-technical language and concentrate on educational
issues.

A. Participant-Observation

Participant observation (P-0 ) is at once the most
natural and unnatural, the simplest and most difficult
of research methods. We are participants every day --
in grocery lines, at work, in crowds and on buses.
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Some imes_we even closely observe what happens around
us. But learning to observe in a systematic and reli-
able way, and to observe the right things, takes prac-
tice and skill.

-- what you see is what you get --

Suppose you are interested in citizen participa-
tion in education in your community. Data could be
obtained quickly by sending two-person teams to obs'erve
the meetings of Title I Councils, PTO's or PTA's, Par-
ent Advisory Councils, citizen organizations, and the
School Board.

But observe what? The possibilities may seem end-
less. One could count the total number of partici-
pants, the make-up of the audiences, pre-and post-
meeting interaction, the style and contents of various
discussions, the proportion of men, young people, wom-
en, nonwhites, etc., in attendance.

One way to decide what is important is_to record
everything that happens. Later you can cull field
note- for data on participation. Over time, the data
itse will lead_you.to what is important. This is
exp iry, o0n-erided-approach to gathering in orma-
tion.

checklisting

Another possibility is to meet in advance, decide
what to look for, and then build checklists for each
observer. But be sure to leave space for recording
direct quotations and observer's comments. The check-
lis -ing technique is often used by groups monitoring
certain situations, such as the progress of school de-
segregation in B,ston and Denver.

Checklists work most effectively if constructed
after a couple of "dry runs" to make sure nothing im-
portant has been overlooked. Even when checklists
are used,observers need practice. In training court-
mandated monitors for Boston school desegregation,
I.R.E. found that without practice or training, observ-
ers are unlikely to recognize the distinction between
specific facts and general impressions.
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a variety of Field techniques --

The participant-observer uses a variety of field
techniques including careful watching and listening,
checking potentially relevant documents, and using
unobtrusive measures (traces and wear spots). This
style of research is useful because it is realistic.
You are immersed in the situation. The methods are
flexible. Working hypotheses and questions can be
shaped, discarded, reshaped, or developed as necessary.
Naturally, these qualities make P-0 methods particu-
larly valuable in conducting exploratory, preliminary
studies.

P-0 is also of great value as a tool for gather-
ing evidence about processes, the circumstances sur-
rounding various events, or other observable condi-
tions. P-0 helps to answer questions such as:

How are things happening?
What is happening that we don't or can't

usually measure?
Under what conditions are things happening?
Why are things happening the way they are?

In order to look at the value of these techniques,
consider the idea that the quality of education is .not
only influenced by what is being taught, but also by
how it is being taught. Some would argue, for in,-
'stance, that a "hidden_curriculum" operates in each
school. This hidden curriculum, they would say, de-
termines the ways in which schools most affect kids.
The hidden curriculum of some schools might train the
kids to be compliant, rigid, dull, and obedient. At
other schools it might be helping kids become indepen-
dent, self-disciplined, active and curious.

-- how do things happen? --

_P-0 is the key to discovering the hidden curricu-
lum in your community's schools. You want to find out
how things are happening. You want to feel the
school's atmosphere. You want to measure things that
aren't usually meaSured. Traditional measures of
school success such as test scores and curricular op-
tions won't do it for you. But by watching, probing
and living with the situation, concerned action-re-
searchers can obtain_unrecorded valuable information
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about crucial questions like:

-What is the quality of student-teacher
interaction?

-What is emphasized in disciplinary matters?
- Do teachers seem flexible or rigid?
- How do students behave in the halls, in the
lavatories, in the cafeteria, in the class-
rooms?
4 He people smiling? alert? friendly?
- Wnat's the graffiti in the washrooms say?

In just a few days you can begin to discov-r a lot
about any school. They way to do it is by spending
time there.

r 00 f you want to measure teaching
quality, it's more important to
observe than to check test scores.

- If_ you want to see a school day
through the eyes of a student,
spend a few days in the student
routine. _Then interview or survey
other students to make sure your
experience was typical.

- If you want to study discipline and
student/teacher conflict, look for it. Watch the halls,
passing doors, lavatories, assistant principals' of-
fices and other key "switchboards" of conflict. All
the action isn't in class.
-If you want a profile of your community, use census
data. But also spend time on the streets, in the
shops, and with the people.

In short, any time you want to know how things
happen, why, and under what circumstances, use P-0.
We seldom use it alone, but your project may require
no more than first-hand observation. On_the other
hand, you may want to use P-0 as a"prelude to some-
thing more extensive. To paint a complete picture of
any situation, you may need more than one technique .

investigators gathering evidence --

A participant-observer is like an investigator
gathering evidence. Like Columbo and Woodward and
Bernstein, s/he amasses facts by:

-Carefully recording observations;
-Searching for clues;

6 3
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-Following leads
-Interviewing key informants;
-Poring over relevant documents;
-Building theory from fact, not molding fact to
fit predetermined ideas.

Fact% rather than general impressions are the
most tseful observational data. The participant-obser-
ver strives to describe the costumes and settings ac-
curately, record quotes verbatim, and detail individ-
ual and group behaviors thoroughly. Prejudgment is
scorned; judgment flows from the facts. The goal
for the partitipant observer is to_construct an ac-
curate, plausible explanation, to build a persuasive
case.

You may be part of a student group which wants to
evaluate the courses at your school. Or a group of
parents concerned about the hidden curriculum. Or a
department chairperson interested in better methods
of staff development. Or any other group interested
in education. In almost every case, P-0 can be a
powerful fact-finding tool. But it takes practice.
AID 14 provides practice exercises.

-- the access problem

Getting access to information can be a serious
problem for action-researchers. The problem is espec-
ially acute if you want to use P-0. You may find that
the only my to do field research at a school is to
"get in" through the eyes of student observers or co-
operative teachers. Unfortunately, many school ad-
ministratc.s are reluctant to open the doors to outside
observers, especially parents and/or evaluators.

The alternative is to demand access by "standing
up for your rights." But access based on demand can
lead to a climate of mistrust and/or hostility. Col-
laborative efforts at reform with school officials
may be impossible as a result of bad feeling. You'll
be on the lookout for "negative facts." School offi-
cials will be defensive and protective. Meshing hos-
tility and objectivity is an almost impossible task.
The only way to avoid this problem is to counteract it
before it begins.

Invite school officials into your research process
from the start unless you are sure they will obstruct
it. By inviting them to share in the research you can
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develop more trusting relationships with school offi-
cials. Make no mistake about it, you may have to
move more slowly when you're working through official
channels.

On the other hand, the collaborative approach can
involve the people who open doors. In the long run
you get things done more quickly and thoroughly than
you could on your own. You also buildsupport for

ichange among those who must implement t.

Action- esearch rovides a bui in_ structure
for s are ro lem-so yin t at can e övercOMe the
access roblem. Many sehool of.icials will be anxious
to work in a structured, cooperative fashion with cit-
izen groups. If action-research were based on confron-
tation, aiming for shared problem solving would be
pointless. But in the late 1970's, when collaboration
and citizen input in school decision making is so bad-
ly needed, the collaborative approach is on target.
Aim for it from the outset. Officials may open the
doors, if they can be convinced you don't want to
break the doors down.*

B. Depth_ Interyiewin

Depth interviewing is a field technique that
falls under the participant-observation umbrella.
Depth interviewing can be used with P-0, as a comple-
ment to surveys, or alone. Because it is so useful
for action-researchers, it deserves special mention
here, and t given special attention in Collect-in-
Evidence.

We know of one group in Maryland that used depth-
interviewing to great advantage. They interviewed
two hundred community leaders about local problems and
potential solutions. At the,close of each interview,
they asked the respondent for_names of others they
felt should be interviewed. (This is called a "snow-
ball" sample.) Soon the respondents became committed
to helping the interviewers. The interviews and the
report that followed resulted in the creation of a
small foundation to fund local attempts_to solve local
problems.

*One good source of strategy, material, resources and
information on collaboration among school people and
community people is TOGETHER: SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES,
by IAA. Associate Director Miriam C asby.
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Depth interviewing need not be used alone. It is
frequently a prelude or follow-up to surveys. Depth
interviews do not allow action-researchers to cover
the broad range of topics and respondents that sur-
veys can. But they do encourage probing and discov-
ering new channels for further investigation. When
you're dealing with subtle and tricky topics such as
school discipline or educational values, depth inter-
views may be an essential preliminary to a good sur-
vey.

The depth interviewer knows in advance what s/he
wishes to cover during a thirty-minute or two-hour
conversation. The best approach is to have pre-
arranged but flexible questions. Then compare re-
sponse's from several respondents. The strength of
this approach is in the researcher's ability to dis-
cover and explore matters s/he had not even consider-7
ed in advance. So the interviewer must remain flexi
ble.

-- using informants

Some people have access to information that is
otherwise unobtainable. Others have special skills
and knowledge about particular situations. The best
informants are "insiders" who know things that are
not public, and who are willing to "leak" information.

a

Reliable informants often have either broad ac-
cess to total situations or specialized access in one
area. Custodians, for instance, generally have a
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picture of what is happening in a school. They have
contact with the students, teachers and administrators.
Secretaries, bookkeepers, and committee vice-presidents
have access to knowledge about specific areas.

"Experts," "decision makers," and "leaders" are
usually poor informants. Too often they have a nar-
row, biased, or defensive point of view.

Look for the "switchboard:" someone who is at a
key point in the flow of communication but without anyaxe to grind.

-- probing

Finding out what happened at the secret meeting
or executive session, or what's inside "the books" is
not easy. The behind-the-scenes facts of the matter
emerge only after careful probing. Informants may be
reluctant to tell too much or to reveal "hard facts,"
until you've built an atmosphere of trust.

Working with informants can be frustrating and_
painstakingly slow, but the potential payoff is high.

-Be patient.
-Question carefully.
-Don't ask too much too soon.

Some journalists use this technique very well.
In All the.. President's Men, Watergate _investigators
Carl Ber-nstein and B-ob Woodward provide'many vivid
examples of the delicate, persistent probing that is
required with reluctant informants. In Facts and Fig-
ures, you'll find a guide for training interviewers
wTW a special section on probing. See AID 15 for a
synopsis of that section.

Depth interviewing is not always as exciting as
it was for Woodward and Bernstein, or as it is for
Colombo and other TV detectives. It requires perse-
verance, imagination, flexibility, sensitivity to
hints and clues, and willingness to ask tough _ques-
tions. It is among the most productive and efficient
action-research methods.

C._ Using p_ocuments_

Books, articles, court decrees, public and semi-
public documents and other written information can be
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valuable. These are especially good sources of back-
ground information, informed opinion, and problem-solv-
ing ideas. Many people may have done prior research
on your researchable problem. Finding the research
that has already been done will prevent yoll from re-
inventing the wheel.

prescreening

A wealth of information is available on almost
any educational question. In fact, you'll probably
have to select out a manageable amount from an abun-
dance of literature. It is important to prescreen
literature by asking for suggestions from well-read
resource people tibrarians, advocacy planners, uni-
versity professors, graduate students, community work-
ers, and school professionals may be helpful. Spend-
ing an_hour or so with someone who knows the litera-
ture will help you zero in on the most important ma-
terial.

Find out what's available in local libraries.
University libraries usually have the best collections
of literature on education. They are more extensive
than all but the largest p0lic libraries. On the
other hand, public libraries may have local news, pic-
ture files, or subject files that can't be found at
the university. It's worth your while to develop a
road map to relevant readings.

Don't use libraries exclusively. Find out what
bookstores stock up-to-date material on your subject.
Check to see where public documents are located, and
how to get access to them. Look for films, slides,
recordings, and other audio-visual materials. Librar-
ies may be the most extensive source of information,
but there are other possibilities too.

-- where you can look it up --

The following list highlights the array of writ-
ten sources on education. These are explained more
fully in You Can Look It Up.

-Current books_ArILI_periodicals provide informa-
tion on many topics in education. Large libraries and
university collections have the most material on edu-
cation. Another excellent source is the "professional
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library" maintained by most local school systems.
'You'll also want to check bookstores for current pa-perbacks.

- An tndex tells you where to
find bookS, articles, and reports.
The Education Index, the Reader's
Guide to PiTodiäiTLiterature, --

and the New York Times Index will
be especially helpful.

- Periodicals are the best
sources of cdrr-ent studies, facts,
statistics, and professional opin-
ion. Monthlies like Phi Del_ta Kappan. and Clearin house are useful for profeo-nal- and

lay readers. alike. Trade journals such as those pub-
lished by principals' and teachers' associations will
also be useful for school/community projects. Citi-
zen Action in_Idu_catjon, the I.R.E. journal, is parti-

._cuarly-he1pf61-to-groUps-interested-i-n-improving----
school/community relations.

-Oblio-ra-hies list books. Some are general,
such as BooT in

. rint, which is available at almost
any libri77(i-EZViTEre. Others are specific, such
ai Don Davies' Citizen Partici- ation in_Education: An
AaloalglAtaisAaatIL: Ann-otated bibliograp_ies ave
a capsule description -and/or critique of each listing.

-ERIC(Educational Resources Information_Center)is a nationwide information network. It is designed
to acquire, abstract, index, store, retrieve, and dis-
tribute the most significant and'timely education-re-
lated reports. The basic ERIC reference tools are an
annotated monthly publication (Resources in Education)
and a computerized information retrieval system. For
about $15, ERIC will conduct a computer search for
titles that relate to your researchable problem. ERIC
is an extremely valuable resource available at most
city, university, and state college libraries.

News_papers_---are-a Tich source of infOrmation about
local issues and problems. They have current files on
news.events. They help sort out the personalities, is-
sues, backgrounds, and decisions that relate to local
news events and developments.

-Government documents and resorts are excellent
backgroun material. 1-_e ii S Census_ re-port on your
area_will help you answer sacio-economic and other
population-related questions. Your town or city

6
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report, and those of various other local agencies, can'
-al.s,o assist you. Federal and State government offices
(e'.g. US Office of Education, State Department of Ed-
ucation) publish and li-st reports that may be related
to your researchable problem.

-Public and quasi-public records include valuable
facts. Annual reports and financial statements, legis-
lative documents, court transcripts, and decrees, min-
utes of meetings and hearings, city and county codes,
and charters and bylaws are several sources of facts
you maY need. The list is long. The trick is to be-
come familiar with agencies and people whose business
it is to klow what's available. By working with them
you'll develop your own mental inventory. Common ex-
amples -of nacords you should learn about include pol-
cy statements, student handbooks, job descriptions,
repOrts of state and regional accreditation agencies,
and minutes 0 school board meetings .

advantages of document research

Using documentary evidence doesn't_create oppor-
tunities for face-to-face interaction with the public.
However, it has several important advantages for ac-
tion-researchers.

-It is efficient.
-it is the most effective, thorough way to find
out how others have looked at your problem and
what solutions have been proposed.
-It is nonthreatening to the researcher. People
who would prefer not to conduct an interview or
do first hand field research may not mind spend-
ing a few hours in the library.

- It is valuable for finding background informa-
tion and ideas for change.
-It is the only way to investigate rules, bud-
gets and other records of "what the system says

'it is. .doing.": .

- It is, therefore, a useful way to check on pub-
lic officials and - if necessary - to prove
official misconduct.

- It is one way to increase your organization's
familiarity with its area of interest. You'll

-develop a "mental file" of Tesources about your
topic.

The following example demonstrates how using doc-
uments helps build community .skills and teamwork.
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I.R.E. worked with an inner city neighborhood org ni-
zation in Boston that recently solved a '"flooding prdb-
lem." Basements of local homes had mysteriously
flooded, causing substantial inconvenience and proper-
ty damage to poor and working class residents. Nobody
was willing to take responsibility for the flooding.
And nobody in the area knew the cause.

The organization's community organizers_developed
a group of thirty residents to investigate the pro-
blem. They pored over underground maps and engineer-
ing reports in .city offices and public works agencies.
It was a demanding and time consuming process,, but it
worked.

These action-reseachers found evidence which
(they believe) demonstrated an underground stream was
re-routed unintentionally during a public construction
project. Because this informal action-research group
dug up this evidence, residents are now negotiating a
settlement with government agencies.

They &so undertook a subsequent project 7-moni-
toring the quality of food at local markets - in co-
operation with the Massachusetts Attorney Generalls
Consumer Protection Division.

-- make documents work for you

There are countless ways in which you can make
dotuments work for you.

-Student handbooks and pamphlets explaining
student_rights can help avoid unwarranted
suspensions.

-Engineering reports and environmental impact
statements can help modify or halt question-
able development.

-Articles, books aid studies can give you.the
knowledge you need to share decision-making_
with school officials and gain "professional
respect" for your group.

-Your own studies can prove that you are a
serious, persistent, and knowledgeable interest
group. 7
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Start by talking to the experts with the refer-
ence tools listed in this section. Judicious use of
the literature and public reports can add tremendously
to your action-research project.

Of all research methods, most people are most fam-
iliar with surveys. Surveys employ questi_onnaires ad-
ministered by mail or interviews conducted by the_ac-
tion-research group. Interview 'surveys can maximize
human centact and interaction around an issue_that can
create_an atmosphere conducive to change. Widespread
participation and advocacy for change can be blended
into a citizens' survey.

7 2
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the Gloucester City elderly project

In Gloucester City, New Jersey, senior citizens
surveyed the_needs of the:elderly. Led by a volunteer
committee and assisted by the local school department,
they recruited and trained interviewers, prepared
questionnaires, conducted the interviews and analyzed
the facts. The survey reached over half of the city's
2,000 elderly residents. That samRle is far larger
than necessary in most cities or town-s. (A ianalt is
a segment of any population taken to represent the_
whole population. See AID 16 for appropriate sample
sizes for community surveys.)

In Gloucester City, "The job to be done_ was to
find the problems, if any, and present them before
those who have power."* According to local officials,
the survey increased local awareless_of_elderly_pxcb-._
lems_ and concerns._ it stimulated face-to-face dis-
cu.ssion among the elderly themselves about the issues.
It drew the attention of lcLal and Philadelphia news-
papers, and of local public officials. Citizens from
other parts of the country have inquired about the
project.

The project provided an important example for
other groups who want to use surveys seriously. First
the local schools and the elderly procured a small
grant from the State of New Jersey. _Then_the local el-
derly, assisted by the Adult Continuing Education Cen-
ter of Montclair State College, developed the instru-
ment itself. The school system and the local Masons
provided meeting space and other resources.

The project proved that concerned citizens can
attract the support from the "outside" to help them
tackle tough problems.

a survey is a way

Surveys are the best wayS to gather data from a
population sample, such as randomly selected students
in a school or voters in a_community. By compiling
the_responses to the questions in a survey, you can get
useful information about:

*-R. Kennett -Gieseke, "Gloucester City Aging Project
Survey," unpublished.
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-Attitudes and opinions;
-Levels of public knowledge;
-Social and economic characteristics
such as income, education levels, ethnic
background;

-Stated behavior (what people say they are
doing, or have done ,in the past- or plan
to do in the future;

-Relationships between various phenomena, called
variables in the language of researchers.
.(A. variable__is a fa_ctor,- event thin- o
p-itiomenon -that can be measured. AO o a-
chers" is a vaPtable,10 instance, as is
miI117E--relate to stdArents."- Each dill be

as can the re_ ationshl_Emeasured in_a surve
.itween t em

If me research goal is to describe phenomena,
another is to explain whya partial-Tar phenomenon is

Issupport--for
school integration related to socio-economic. status?
Are people satisfied with the local schools because
they don't know about other school systems? Is the
level of public knowledge about the school system low
because the local paper doesn't cover school affairs,
or because the school system discourages parent con-
tacts? Will people participate in certain types of
parents' groups, but not in others?

A third goal is comparts_on.: How does support for
integration vary from -e)i part of the district to the
next? Are older people more satisfied with the schools
than the students? Than recent graduates? is the
level of knowledge about the schools lower than the
national level? Does participation by parents lag be-
hind that of surrounding communities?

"resting" relationships

Measuring oP "testing" relationShips between var-
iables is the most difficult form of surveying you are
likely to try. Relationships that are suggested in ex-
ploratory studies or formulated im.your mind should be
tested, however. One good way to do so is to state
the variales in hypotheses. If we believe that "age
of teachers" and "popularity with students" are re-
lated, we can state the hypothesis that "young teachers
are the most popular with their students." (Everyone
in the group need not accept.that as a conclusion --
it's not a'conclusion It'is a hypothesis to be
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supported or disproved_by the facts gathered and tab-
ulated in your survey.) After defining "young" and
developing indicators for "popular," you can build
questions to support or reject the hypothesis.

To use another example, say that your research-
able problem deals with improving the level of citi-
zen participation in school affairs. _Your exploratory
study leads:you to believe that the highest participa-
tion is found among people with the greatest number
of years of education. If the survey is to 'be a guide
for future action, you might test some hypotheses about
maximizing the high potential involvement among the
well-educated. Similarly, you could test the rela-
tionships between less-well educated people and vari-
ous methods to involve them- Possible hypotheses in-
clude:

-We can involve more well-educated people
byaslangthosealreaAyinvoIvedto-
recruit their friends.

-Less-educated people will become involved
on a wider scale if we can identify the
issues that concern them.

-Issues don't really matter; people will
become involved in projects and organi-
zations if we can get their friends in-
volved.

-Less educated people aren't involved be-
cause local parents' organizations pro-
ject an upper-middle class image.

-Less educated people aren t involved be-
cause they are satisfied with the schools.

-- Why is the student council ineffective?

More_than one hypothesis and set of questions
can be built into a survey. Say you're a student
g'roup interested in discovering why your school's
student council is ineffective. After brainstorming
and discussion, you arrive at the following hypothe-
ses to organize a survey.

The student-council is ineffective because:

-student body_expectations of council members
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are low.
-the council has a poor image of itself.
-the council has no clear responsibilites.
-the council is composed of an unrepresentative,

elite group.
-the administration's attitude is restrictive.

After defining terms like "low expectations,"
"poor image," "clear responsibilities,'1 "elite,"
"restrictive administrative attitude," and "ineffec-
tive," write questions to test each hypothesis. (More
on writing questions later.)

Suppose you discover that poor performance ("in-
effectiveness") is less closely tied to student body
expectations and administrative attitudes than to fac-
tors of the council itself. You now haVe a good idea
of where to direct change efforts.

---7- -You-might try to improve council effectiveness
by tactics such as

-Providing leadership training for council
members;

-Engaging the council in a series of "do-able"
projects designed to build esteem;

-Clarifying the role of council members through
orientation sessions and in-service training;

-Seeking changes in the ways council members
are elected to insure more equal representa-
tioh;

-Urging members of "non-elite" groups to run for
the council, and helping them with their cam-
paigns.

Survey research is a great tool for action-re-
searchers. But survey projects are time consuming
and must be undertaken with great care. Three of the
most important points in a survey are selecting the
sample, building the questionnaire, and deciding how
to_administer it.

selecting the sample --

One of the first steps in survey research is to
define the population you want to learn about. Is it
all citizens in the community? All property tax-
payers? All parents? All high school seniors? All
people over 65? All parents of elementary school
students?

rla
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Typically, that population is too large to sur-
vey completely. Interviewing every member of it
would be too time-consuming and complex. Data analy-
sis would be an impossible and endless task. For-
tunately, you can draw a sample of the popul-ation.
Properly done, a random sample yields excellent re-
sults. (Random selection means that each member of
the ulation ha s an e'ual chance of bein chosen
fo le In other Words ft moans chance selec-
tion. See AID 11 for how to ch-Oose the Sample size.
Fa-cts and Fi ures, I.R.E.'s Action-Research publica-
tion on surveys has a detailed, yet nontechnical,
explanation of various types of samOling.

The easiest way to draw a sample which adequate-
ly represents the larger population is from a complete
list of that population (a list of all teachers, all
parents, all students, etc.) To some extent, the ques-tion of what population to study is answered,by. the._
question, "What lists are available?" One could ob-
tain accurate lists of all teachers-, students, or
parents from the schools. You could obtain accurate
lists of all property taxpayers from the tax rolls,
of all attorneys from the phone-book.

But some lists are harder to come by. Say you're
looking for a list of all people over 65, or under 25,
in your town. In some locales, the street listings
include ages of the residents. In others they do not.
It may be difficult to get a population list, much
less to take a sample.

Furthermore, be aware of bias in lists. It may
look like a telephone book comprises a total listing
of community residents. In fact, it excludes those
who cannot afford phones. Voter lists include only
-those who register to vote, not all parents or tax-
payers.

Street listings are usually the best list of
local residents, but in our Wareham field test they
comprised a list that was too extensive. Confusing?
Re-ad-on.

difficult sampling problem --

Wareham, Massachusetts is the gateway to Cape
Cod. The population swells in the sumMer. For sam-
pling only year-round residents, a street listing was
too complete. The group determined that the phone

7 7
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books included just about all residents -- summer and
year round -- of the economically and ethnically di-
verse town. One group of Wareham numbers was listed
not in the Wareham phone book, but in the phone book
of neighboring Bourne.

Sound complicated? It was. The Wareham citizen
group, SHARE, had to find a way to apply a§ much sam-
pling theory as possible to these realitieS. It was
not easy.

Although they were doing a telephone survey, they
used the'street listing as their "population list."
They chose 800 names for the sample, even though they
wanted only 400 respondents. Each interviewer was
given twenty randomly selected names and asked to con-
tact them by telephone, using the appropriate phone
book.- (Remember the town was divided into two ex-

ActIvigw
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Interviewers were instructed to contact every
other name on their lists starting with the first
name., then the third, etc. Then, after reaching the
nineteenth they returned to the second, fourth, etc.
It was anticipated that summer residents would not
answer the phones since the survey was scheduled for
winter. So if a call to a certain number was repeat-
edly not mswered, it was omittec; from the list.

By assigning twenty names to interviewers and
giving them a procedure in which to get ten inter-
views, SHARE was able to deal with a difficult samp-
ling problem emerging from the town's position as a
Cape Cod resort. area. By allowing for face-to-face
interviews in the absence of phone numbers, they were
able to deal with list bias due to income.

pick_the_sample

Assuming that a reliable list is available, a
random sample can be selected in the following way.
Decide how large a sample you need. The more_homo-.
geneous your population, the smaller the sample. Di-
vide the sample size into the total population. You
will get a numerical answer "N." Then, starting with
any number, .choose every "Nth" name on the list.
Those chosen- become the recipients of the questionnaire.

Our other action-research field tests also pro-
vide examples of sampling grounded in the exigencies
of particular situations. In the first, randomness
(or chance selection) was used. Brockton High stu-
dents, you will remember, did an evaluation.of courses
and teachers at their high school.

The students assigned numbers to every_course
not every section) in the school, using the course

catalogue as their list. The total number of courses
was 460. The students then decided on a sample size
of 'about 125: 100 to be drawn at random, 25 to be
selected because they were popular, required, o
heavily subscribed.

To get the 100 at random, one of the students
programmed a computer to print out 100 random numbers
between one and 460. Then they checked the computer-
selected numbers against their numbered list of
courses and took off their sample Of courses. _One
section of each computer-selected course was chosen,
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and every student in the section surveyed. Ideally,
the sections would also have been chosen at random,
but adequate lists were not available.

In another field test, this one involving a
community school council in Worcester, randomness was
not used in drawing the sample. In order to adminis-
ter its survey, the council held a series of "block
coffee hours." Everyone was notified; anyone could
attend. Anyone who attended received the question-
naire and participated in discussing the issues after
answering it. Since a major goal of the Worcester
project was to bring together people with .an interest
in the community school's activities, randomness was
not a prime consideration

As you can see, action-researchers can face some
difficult sampling problems. These are compounded by
the fact that most citizens have limited time and no
-b-udget-with-whih-to-overcome these problems. Get
the best, most random sample possible within the
bounds of practicality.

For more complete explanations of various types
of sampling, consult Facts and Fi u_res or a basic re-
search or statistics b-cok .

questionnaire construction

Questionnaire construction should be approached
with great care. Although most citizen groups are
able to construct excellent questionnaires, this is

. an important step and certain rules should be follow-
ed. The questionnaire, of course, represents the
action-researchers' best guesses about what factors
are relevant to the researchable problem. If key fac-.
tors are missed, there is no way to recoup after the
survey is complete.

The questionnaire must be comprehensive - yet not
so long that it discourages the respondent. _In Mare-v
ham, hundreds of possible questions_were brainstormed
and then- condensed into a list of thirty. Your group
can be just as successful at synthesizing its con-
cerns. Summarize your concerns. Then write the ques-
tions.

The following rules of questionnaire construction
should be helpful:

8 0
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be_the leastdifficult, threatenin and -ersonal on _the _list.
Ask Very personal queStiotis on y ifter-t_e,respOndent
is feeling comfortable, well along An the survey. A
respondent may be more willing to reveal the faMily-
ncome after s/he is "warmed up" to the survey.

Second strive for clarit . Write, rewrite and
edit all Oastions Oth an aye -for confusing words,
double meanings, and other sources of misunderstand-
ing. If m question means different things to dif-
ferent peole, then responses will be based on dif7
ferent per,;eptions. That question, then, is worth--
less.

Third, use closed-ended uestions wheneve ossi-
ble. Closed-ended qUas ions hava -fixed-alternative
answers such as yes/no, ranking, rating scales, multi-
ple choices, etc. Despite the fact that open-ended
questions add richness to your survey, they are very
difficult to categorize and tabulate.

A few open-ended questions bring a "human dimen-
siOn" to the responses. But they are primarily for
in-depth interview work with small samples,--The larger
the sample, the more pronounced theneed for closed-
ended questions.

Fourth, in construc 'n
closed-ended ue'_ions_ be sure
are exhaustive and mu_tually axclusaya. Suppose t e
question is, "How many years of schooling have you
had?" The answers "a) 1-9 yrs. b) 10-12 yrs. c)13-16
yrs." are not exhaustive. The categories exclude all
those with less than one year and more than sixteen.
But the categories are mutually exclusive: no person
can fit into more than one of them.

the answer choices
hat the

for

Finally, a questionnaire should -uarantee the
e respon-dent. The obvious means ofanoniMity o

_

identifitation sho1d be a6sent. And no questions so
specific that they reveal the respondent's personal
identity should be asked. Always assd;re the respon-
dent in writing (and during the course of the inter-
view) that no personal identification is betng re-
corded.

More material on questionnaire construction
available in AIDS 17, 18, 19, including seven rules
about question writing. FiEtL_LLLii_aulle_1, a com-
panion handbook on community surveys, presents a more
detailed explanation of building questionnaires and

8 1
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wording individual questi,op.s.

methods of conducting the survey --

The th-ee most common ways to conduct a su vey
are:

1. Face-to-faze interviews
2. Telephone interviews
3. Mail-out questionnaires

This section is designed to help you choose the method
that best suits your.needs.

In general, the mail-out questionnaire is least
useful. It fails to stimulate face-to-face discussion.
It doesn't require much volunteer assistance. So
there are_fewer opportunities for involvement. It
usually yields a low rate of return.

Nonetheless, if your group is_small or trying to
reach a very large sample, the mail survey may be for
you. If you can't expand your group or get_enough
volunteer interviewers, the mail survey's efficiency
of distribution is a big advantage. Other adventages
of the mail survey include anonymity and lack of bias
due to the style of different interviewers.

Mail- surveys invariably suffer from low response
rates, so anything you can do to motivate the recip-
ients to respond will be -a plus. You should:

-Make the survey neat and attractive in format;
- Be sure to include a full statement about your
group and its purposes;

-Publicize the fact that you are doing the survey;
- Enclose a cover letter;
-Send-an advance notice to each member of the
sample;

- Include a stamped, self-addressed return envelope.

These techniques, especially the first two, are useful in
face-to-face and telephone surveys too.

Be prepared to send cards or make calls to those
who do not respend. As a rule of thumb, expect 10%
to 20% of the sample to respond after the initial
mailing. Another 10% to 30% may respend after one or
two follow-up requests. So, although the mail-out is
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easy to distribute, it is not particularly easy to re-
trieve.

One variation of the mail-out survey compensates
for many of the weaknesses listed above. Deliver the
surveys by hand, and explain the purpose and impor-
tance to each member of the sample. Ask respondents
to complete the survey within a few days. Then remindthem by telephone. A week or so later, pick the sur-
veys up (or have them mailed back in a prestamped, self-
addressed envelope.) This variation requires fewer
volunteer surveyors, creates public contact, and im-
proves your response rate.

In action-research the quality of action is as
important as the quality of research. Thus, the one-
to-one discussions, personal contacts, and wide range
of volunteer opportunities provided by personal and
telephone interviews fit best for action-research.
They take longer to administer than the mail out.
Face-to-face interviews take from fifteen minutes to
over an hour; telephone interviews ten minutes to half
an hour.

The phone interview omits those
who do not have telephones (usually
low-income people), from the sample.
But it has positive qualities you
shouldn't ignore.. It generates per-
sonal contact. It is relatively
flexible and quick. It does not re-
quire the interviewer to leave_home.
Advance appointments are usually not
required. Many people seem to feel
more comfortable being interviewed
at a distance; and most interviewers
would rather call than knock on doors.

-Several attempts can easily be ,iiclee to contact each
respondent.

Buildinu Tools T Time for Involvement

.Once you decide on the appropriate method, you
can develop your own research instrument. This is
another point in action-research where you have_great
opportunities to involve people. By involving people
in buildingthe instrument you can increase their com-
mitment to the project and the issue. More important,
you'll be giving them a sense pf involvement anq in-
fluence that is so missing in today's world.

8 3
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-- a suggested process -

Assume that your group is about to construct a
questionnaire and an observation schedule. You could
invite people, both members of your group and poten-
tial volunteers, to a brainstorming session. Start
the session by explaining the researchable problem,
your particular "slant" on it -- including your .hypo-
theses, subquestions, or general headings -- and the
indicators you have selected. (Of course, if you've
stimulated enough participation up to this point, many
people at the meeting with be familiar with all this.)

Then explain that your purpose for_this meeting
is to generate specific questions for the questionnai-e
and a strategy for observations and other field re-
search. Th_e _first ste is a brainstorming_session:
half devoted to t.-_e observations; lialf dev-oted to the
questionnaire. Once again, see AID 9 on brainstorming.
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Next. break 'n -o small ou s Each group can
draft initiat versions of the -research instruments.
Or_half the groups can work on the questionnaire and
half on the observation itinerary. They might even
take the work home for a couple of weeks, and report
back to the whole group later. The task of each group
is to select the most important ideas from the brain-
storming, and incorporate them into a research tool%

Writing the final_ versions of the instrument is
a task for a121LJIL'cltla. Four of' five- people 'and a
resource person would seem to be the maximum size for
this job. (The resource person you use here should
be the same one who will help with data analysis --
a task closely related to constructing the instrument.)

After your small group completes its work, you
may wish to report back to all those who helped con-
struct the instrument. You can hold 0 meeting to re-
view the final version. Or mail it out and ask for
written comments. I.R.E.'s experience in Worcester,
Wareham, and Brockton indicates that a meeting is the
best approach. It gives everyone a chance to review
the instrument. They "own" it. They want to make it
work. Thus, they are committed to giving more time
and energy to the project.

- much to be learned

Whatever the instrument, there is much to be
learned from producing it. Developing instruments is
the point at which common concepts and words must be
given final and precise clarification. As people de-
bate what they mean by educationalequality, a good
course, citizen involvement,open education, or back
to basics, vital learnings can take place.

DeveloOr,g people's abilities to cut thrdugh
vague terms and think precisely gives a boost to fu-
ture community action projects. Organizing productive
group processes demonstrates to people that they are
capable of working effectively together. Giving people
a taste of influence on decisions will whet,their appe-
tite for input in the future.

Developing your own research tools will help your
group to build inquiry skills. But more important, it
demonstrates the ability of the public to investigate
public issues and-institutions.

8 5
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I.R.E.'s experience shows that people have the
skills to write questions and develop other action-re-
search instruments. In New Haven, a group consisting
of three housewives, three teachers, one cashier, one
graduate student, one recent high school graduate, one
tenant organizer, one day care worker, and one gui-
dance counselor demonstrated that they could build a
first-rate questionnay,e.

In Gloucester City, elderly 'esidents had little
trouble designing an instrument to generate informa-
tion about their own problems. Students in Brockton and
New Hyde Park were similarly successful, as were par-
ents in Worcester and Wareham. In each of these cases,
technical assistance was helpful, but lay .people showed
that they knew what they wanted to ask and how to ask
it.

-- a reminder a odt using resource people --

Action-research appeals to people who want to
approach problems logically. In Wareham, an ex-co-
ciology student with an interest in public opinion and
political behavior found herself leading an action-re-
search project. In Brockton, a high school student
particularly adept at scientific thinking emerged as
a leader. Even in these situations, however, the in-
volvement of a resource person who could offer encour-
agement and technical help was useful.

Although the message may be getting_repetitive,
we once again urge you to enlist such aid. If you
haven't done so by now, this is a step in which con-
sulting with an "expert" will add to the quality of
your work. Try to find someone who can:supplement
this handbook and help you to adapt or go beyond it.

The resource person is just that and not a leader.
The resource person is there to be a checker, supporter,
technical assistant, and answer person. Make it clear
from the start that you have your own agenda. Find out
what the msource person's is. (Within limits, you may
be able to assist him/her at the same time you use his/
her assistance.) Your work is not academic. You want
more than information. Concern, support, involvement,
planning for change, and other 'action-oriented out-
comes are just as important as the facts themselves.

Explain these realities to the resource p&-son.--
Also explain that you'll need periodic advice in areas
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such as question writing, interviewer training, data
analysi.s, and report writing. Tell the consultant
that you'll need sustained inieest and a willin-gness
to see the project through, but that a heavy time com-mitment isn't necessary. Establish a verbal contract
with your resource people.

-- a pilot test --

Instruments. especially surveys, should be pre-
tested with a small group similar to the anticipated
population under study. The procedure for pretesting
a survey questionnaire or interview schedule is as
follows: Select a small sample. Provide space on
the questionnaire or interview schedule for reactions
to the instrument. Administer the pretest under con-
ditions comparable to what you plan. Check the re7
sponses. Analyze the results. Analyze the overall
reaction. Make appropriate changes in the instrument.

-- summary

TOO often, the survey method is seen as the "one
best way" to get the facts. In the preceding pages
the survey is placed in context with three other val-
uable tools: obse .-Aions, depth interviews, and doc-
ument research. Each has its own particular functions
and attributes, and each can be used effectively by
action-researchers.

In action-research, the premium is on methods
that involve people in getting the facts. Methods
that will engage people in meeting other people are
particulrly useful. Remember too, that different
tasks and therefore different methods will appea'i to
the wide range of personalities that will be a part of
your project. Unless you provide tasks and acti,,ities
that appeal to those personalities, your projec . will
fall short of maxi AM success.

Fihally, remember that developing research tools
is a point for involving a wide range of communities
and groups. In the City of New Haven and in the small
town of Sharon, Massachusetts, f, e instance, represen-
tatives of many groups and constituencies were involved
in building instruments. A study that includes con-
tributions--from the school department, elected
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representatives, neighborhood people, business groups,
and other important actors on the local_scene is bound
to have more credibility than one conceived in isola-
tion.

For more information on particular methods
consult EALL:1_11.1_ELILIntL, Collecting Evidence, Yo_u
Can Look It UR= all available from I.R.E. -- or
talk to a resource person in your area.

STAGE IV: COLLECTOO AND ANALYZING THE FACTS

Stage IV has been shaped by decisions already
made. In this stage of action-research your organi-
zation gets the facts. Then facts are analyzed and
conclusions drawn.

A. How to Collect the Facts

All through Stage I, II, and III you lined up
volunteers for data gathering. Some agreed to give
just a short time commitment -- perhaps an afternoon
or an evening. Others agreed to work on_a specific
task. Sti,11 others have been with you all along.

At this point, you'll need volunteers for one
purpose --data gathering. Try to recruit about 25%
more volunteers than you think you need. This allows
for_sickness, other "no-shows," and dropouts. If
you're doing face-to-face interviews, or using the
telephone, seek a volunteer core that represents a
cross-section of the community. This not only gen-
erates new involvement among groups you may not know
first,-hand, but also balances out errors due to any
bias whch may be common to a particular group of in-
terviewers.

Don't let a lack of participation at this point
discourage,you,. And don't- involve people who might
obstruct your group, even if they are willing to
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"help." There's still plenty of time to seek new re-
cruits. By explaining how much you've done so far,
and exactly the kind of help you need to complete
your work, you can probably attract that help.

Another alternative is to scale down your project
if you don't have the resources needed to follow
through on your p- - sent plan. You can survey a smaller
sample. Or use a ,nail-out questionnaire instead of
one that requires large numbers of volunteer inter-
viewers. Maybe you'll have to concentrate on documents
and observations, or interviews with informants and
experts, instead of doing a large multi-method study.
Perhaps all that's needed is an adjustment in your
time-table. Check back to AID 6. Fill it out again.
Do you have the resources to complete the job?
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--- the human feel of involvement --

Stage IV presents many opportunities for people
to become involved in a project with their neighbors
and fellow citizens. Properly executed, it creates
good feelings about participation. People begin to
think that involvement in community projects is fun.

Yod might conduct a community survey by schedul-
ing interviews for a Saturday morning. Then reassem-
ble_in the afternoon and discuss your experiences
while eating a late lunch. For many participants,
the.day will have brought some new and even startling
insights into the community. Your group, will be anx-
ious to discuss the interviews and talk about differ-
ent respondents. Capitalize on_that fact. Encourage
discussions that bring out the human feel of a day in
the community. As people talk about it, motivation
is developed for other community projects.

During the course of the interviewing, you have
three opportunities:

-To collect data and make a case for support;
-To meLt new people;
-To inform them of any additional concerns and
objectives of your organization.

You might leave a postcard with the people you inter-
view. Ask them to return it if they are interested
in attending a meeting at which the results of fact-
finding are discussed. Ask them to return the card if
they'd be interested in receiving more information
about:your group, attending a meeting, or working on
a project.

The post-card technique can help you build on
the day's contacts. It's a good way to develop or in-
crease a mailing list. It can be a vehicle to sup-
port change, or add to your corps of volunteers. Ac-
cording to one veteran of Washington-area action-re-
searcher projects, "The post card technique is a dandy
way of drawing together an audience which might be
drawn into, or turned into, your constituency."

0
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training volunteer data gatherers

Training programs for action research rely on
common sense. For instance, don't hassle data gather-
ers with unnecessary, specialized knowledge and
theory. They need the tools to do a job. And in most
cases, a general statement of purpose explaining why
you are using the methods selected is sufficient. Be
open to theoretical questions, but don't answer them
with long involved treatises.

Limit your theoretical explanations to the appli-
cation of theory to your specific project. Questions
will usually focus not on theory, but on "where? what7
when7 and how?" This was I.R.E.'s experience in New
Haven, Brockton, and other projects. Volunteers don't
want a research course. They don't need one. Don't
give them one.

As little as one or two hours of training may be
enough. In a project in metropolitan Washington, D.C.,
training and data collection took place on the same
day. There's nothing to say that your group can't
train people in the morning, give them some lunch-,
and send them out to get the facts that very day.

On the other hand, up to eight to ten hours of
training may be needed, as it was in New Haven. The
complexity of your methlds and the experience of your
interviewers determine z-;he length of training required.

Training procedures should be stimulating and in-
teresting. Both F_a_c_ts_and Ti:ures and Cellecting.
Eyidence detail training Met7ods you may wish.to apply
to your situation.) AID 20 is designed to help you
to construct your own "Lesson Plan." Training should
add to a "community project," "we're doing this to-
gether" spirit. Don't train people just by talking
to them. Get them involved in an active learning pro-
cess as you train them.

One way to do this is to break into small groups.
Each will focus on the particular research tasks its
members undertake. Use groups of ten each led by a
trainer who will supervise the group throughout the
data gathering. Groups of ten are large enough to be
stimulating and small enough to ensure individual at-
tention. This size is comfortable for activities such
as role-plays, discussions, mock interviews, practice
observations, simulations, and other group exercises.
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Small groups also emphasize the importance of

each individual volunteer. Trainers should cover
each individual's questions and problems. This in-
creases the commitment of volunteei's .to the group and
the task. It also helps build active -Support for the
results.and proposals that emerge from thel.

At the close of the training session(s), you may
want to bring everyone together for a general "skull
session" and last-minute instructions. Have some re-
freshments on hand. You'll be having fun anyway, and
this meeting will increase everyone's enthusiasm at
the vital moment just before the job begins.

By keeping the time span between training and
data gathering as brief as possible, you'll keep moti-
vation hign and instruction fresh in people's minds
As tliey leave, the volunteers should receive instruc-
tion§ summarizing the training sessions.

_upe vising data gatherers -

Like much of Stage J, the outline of the data
gathering itself has been determined by prior decisions.
You've designed a model for getting the facts, now all
you need is a logistical plan. Plan schedules, respon-
sibilities, assignments, and the like. One person
should take charge of the actual data gathering, as-
sisted by a field supervisor for every ten or so vol-
unteers. Both assignments are demanding and require
great attention to detail and skill in working with
people.

The data gathering coordinator and field supervi-
sors will find AID 21 a useful action-planning aicL
By filling it out, or working, with a similar format,
they'll develop a handy management tbol; one that is
invaluable for controlling a potentially disorganized
process.

Consider each major step in data gathering to be
a fu_nction. You might have three or four of these,
such as making observations, reporting observations,
conducting the survey, and collecting the question-
naires. The various tasks necessary to carry out each
function should also be liited. For each task, you'll
want to know: Who will carry it out? When? Where?
How? And who can provide backup?
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Commit your plan to written form, on AID 21 or
elsewhere. Otherwise,nobody will really feel secure
about what is expected of him. You won't have full
control of the data gathering. And you won't be able
to anticipate and provide for problems before they
occur.

9 3
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The rqle.of each field supervi_sor is particular-
ly_important. ItliT to suppt, aSs-IS , endburage,
an cajo.e the volunteers. The field supervisor must
deliver and pick up materials from the ten workers
s/he is respcnsible for. S/he answers questions.
keeps accurate records, arrangesfor babysitting, helps
with transportation, and gives feedback to the coordi-
nator. In short, the field supervisors are the cadre
of small group leaders who,provide the impetus to get
this particular job done. It is helpful if the field
supervisor is the person who has trained the data
gatherers.

The data gathering process may flow smooth7y. 0,,

the other hand, volunteers -- and leaders too --
get discouraged. You may find yourself dishing out
large helpings of "emotional chicken soup" to keep
_people going. Whatever the case, the field supervisor
dr "captain" system is lie best way to get early warn-
ing signals about problems, and to -211sure a quick re-
sponse to whatever needs arise in the field.

B. How to_Anal ze the Facts

Analyzing the facts is a process that will be as
simple or complex as the project you undertake. Data
analysis means pulling your information together, sort-
ing it, and deciding what it means. The major tasks
are therefore compiling information, relating it to
your researchable problem, and interpreting the resul s

in terms of your hypotheses, subquestions, or general
headings. Before analysis, you have what is called
"raw data." This data needs to be summarized and
classifiA so that it can be presented in a way that
makes sense to your audience.

Sometimes you can easily visualize a clear, under-
standable method of analyzing and presenting the facts.
A catalogue of community resources, a poll of resi-
dents opinions, or a report on school observations
would be the logical result of certain projects. For
these, all you may need is a ii-C;le help on packaging
and presenting the data attractively.

Other times, however, data analysis is more com-
plex. In these cases, it is particularly important to
have 'Jeen working with a research-oriented resource
person from the time you designed your fact-finding
tools. As you already know, the decisions made in de-
signing instruments determine what facts you get.
They also largely determine how those facts can be

di
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analyzed. Most groups need help in compiling figures
and statistics, showing the relationships between
variables, and drawing out unexpected conclusions.
While it's not too late to seek that help now, the
best source ofassistance would be a person who's
worked with you ail along.

Resource people can alert y u to various subtle'
meanings and implications in the data. They provide
an outside perspective on your project. They can help
you put the facts in .a form that can withstand the
scrutiny of bureaucrats and policy-makers. They can
alert y-..A to clearly written books such as Kerlinger's
Research Methods in the Behavioral Scienc_ McCall and
Simmons Partici.ant Observa ion Phillips -o-ial Re-
-earch: S a e and Tac ics :ee the Resource Di-
rectory at the back of this report for more information
about these books.)

So, while common sense may well provide you with
the basic tools for data analysis, outside help can
be useful. Compilation of statistics, graphs, tabu-
lations, and reports can be strengthened by a rdsource
person's familiarity with tools like computers and
correlation formulae. Your case will be much stronger
once you've tested it against an experienced opinion.

A variety of data analysis methods are at yourdisposal. The ones you choose depend on what you
hope to demonstrate and accomplish. You might want
to use bar graphs, tables, charts, figures, or even
correlations (See AID 22).

Don't feel that your techniques must be_complex.
It's better to tabulate and display the results in a
simple fashion than to bore people with endless sta-
tistics and proof that results did not occur by
chance. That degree of complexity may be necessary in
large projects, such as citywide citizens' evaluation
of a school system. But for most projects, the fol-
lowing from the Gloucester City Aging Project can
serve as a good example:

AGING EDUCATION PROJECT DATA SUMMARY

Health: More than two-thirds of those (1200) inter-
vi wed decliu :d they had no health problems. Consid-
ering the ages of the group, it would appear that the
overall health of our senior citizens is good. More
than one-half our -elderly ci 'lens visit a doctor only
as needed; however, 460 visi ed a doctor monthly or
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semi-monthly. Possibly these Glouces er City residents
are in a good state of health because of their visits
to a physician. A comparatively few, however, do vis-
it a doctor frequently.

Surprisingly and happily, only 29 persons said
they had no health coverage of_any ind. Many are
covered by both insurance, medicare, and/or medicade.
A few would not answer the question, but the results_
shcw that the older citizens of our city are not with-
out assistance in the en/ent of serious illness. Over
two-thirds indicated finances wo!!ld not interfere with
their con:acting a physicidn if needed. One-third
se: .1 that money was one reason for not seeing a doctor
more often. Three out of four would welcome a clinic
for senior citizens.

Que

Data Tabulation (Health):

on: Do you have any health problems that
prevent you from getting around on your
own?

Yes: 27% No: 70% No Answer: 3%

Question: How often do you visit a physician?

Yearly: 4%
Monthly: 24%
Bi-monthly: 10%
As needed: 62%

Question: What health covera e do you now carry?

None: 3%
Medicare: 22%
Hospitalization Insurance: 3%
Blue Cross/Blue Shield: 15%
More than one type of coverage: 55%
io answer: 2%

Que: ion: Does lack of income prevent you from
visiting a physician more frequently?

Yes: 25% No: 73% No answer: 2%

Ques ion: Would you use an "over 60" medical clinic
if one were available in Camden County?

Yes: -70% No: 22%- No ansWer:'
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The results from Gloucester City lent themselves
to the typ_e of reporting and tabulation presented
above. The author's experience is that in most pro-
jects, data can be tallied by hand and presented as
totals with an accompanying explanation -- as was done
in Gloucester City. Percentage tabulations of the
responses to each question are easy to compile and
clear to all.

Other projects are more meaningful when they
demonstrate relAtionshifts between variables_. Suppose
your group is measuring parent satisfaction with the
public schools in your city. The results of one part
of your survey could be compiled as follows:

Question: Do you feel satisfied with the qual ty of
education at your child's school?

Answers by school:

School
School
School
School
School
School

1

2

3

4

5

6

es

56%
61%
36%
60%
59%
62%

Somewhat N- Not Sure

20%
29%
11%
22%
32%
21%

6%
8%
10%
4%
2%
4%

Simply by "eyeballing" the data, you can -see that
school 3 has a much lower satisfaction rating and a
much higher dissatisfaction rating than any of the
others. Although you might have the statistics veri-
fied by your resource person, it seems as if there is
a relationship between being a parent at school 3 and
having a low degree of satisfaction with the quality
of education at your child's school.

Suppose we also find that,school 3 parents place
a high premium on order and discipline. If school 3
is an "open-classroom" school with a premium on stu-
dent self-expression, then we may have begun to dis-
cover why parents are so dissatisfied. As you compile
your own data, these relationships are often visible
if you are alert for them.

Other relationships may not be so obvious, but
can be discovered by using correl_ations_. Correlation
is a measuPe of the extent to wh-ich tw6 variables are
related. Your survey consultant can advise you on
correlation techniques that will help you measure the
relationship between variables. These techniques are

9 7
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not too difficult. They should not, however, be.used
without some outside help or until you've consulted
a good statistics primer.

pa YOU V'CE
cArtsFEP wiry -NE

aiwov. try oF ENapirtam
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If your group has access to a computer, the pos-
sibilities for cross-tabulating data and discovering
relationships and correlations are enhanced consider-
ably. In large surveys% such as the New. Haven project
mentioned earlier, a computer is inva7uable.

But computers are only as helpful as the people who
use them. If you have a computer-wise resource per-
son., you may be able to learn to set up your question-
naires so that they can be easily "kgypunched" onto
cards; learn to read print out; or perhaps even
write a computer program.

In most cases, citizen groups will not need a
computer. But if you are planning an extensive sur-
vey, or working with a specially-stratified (broken
Up into different groups such as races, ages, etc.
type of sample, then it may be worth your while to in-
vestigate the possibilities of using_one. The best
sources of help are local school administrators,

9 8
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professors, or businessmen. They may have access to
computers which they can share with you. Equally m-
portant, they can assist you in finding a resource
person to help you %omputeizeu your study.

As you design your instrument, check into the
question of whether or not to use a computer. By de-
ciding early, you can save work later by preparing
your instruments in advance for computer zed data
analysis.

-- some focusing questions

Ask yourself the following questions as you re-
view and analyze your "raw data:"*

-What important points dothe data reveal?
-Are your totalssignificant? Why?
- Are your averages important? Why?
-How can categories be arranged and combined
to reveal important facts? important relation-
ships?

- Are your results different than you expected?
- Can you explain obvious exceptions to your
conclusions or to dominant patterns?

-What patterns or trends show up? Can you
explain them?

-Do any casual relationships or correlations seem
important?

- What community factors influence the data?
-How do data from various sources (surveys,
readings, depth interviews, documents )- com-
pare or contrast?

- What are your overall conclusions?
-What proposals for change emerge from those

conclusions?

conclusi ns and consAnsus

Once the results are analyzed, think about the
implications of your work. What recommendations should
be made? To whom? How? Conclusions, interpretations,
and proposals must be presented for maximum public

*List adapted from a simflar one prepared by Joanne
Lema in Oonductin A Surve A Hand_book for the Com-
munity, _oston University, unpu iiId manuscript,
1974, p.61.
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impact. They form the basis for programmatic action
that the community can support.

Before proposals can be made, however, your own
group must agree about the interpreta ion and use of
the study. The project steering committee_must take
the lead in achieving group consensus. _This consen-
sus, which is important as a Oasis for future group
action, has been described as a "state in which every-
one is 75% happy. Nobody gets everything he wanted;
and nobody is shut out."

It is important then, to avoid a quick majority
vote. Such action may leave loyal workers feeling
"out in the cold" for the first time, perhaps feeling
manipulated and in a mood to block further action.
All_ along, you've striven to bring the group together.
Don't stray from that course now, Give feelings of
commitment to the group and the action-research pro-
cess a chance to work for you.

Leaders may hav., to compromise on what the data
means or haw- it is to be used. But workers will be
alienated unless they have input into what comes
next. AID 23 briefly explains four methods of resolv-
ing intra-group conflict about what the data means
and/or what to do with it. You might try one if nec-
essary. Note that majority rule is not among them.
If the Aid isn't sufficient, seek an outsider (an
experienced_counselor, mediator, labor leader, clergy-
man, psychologist, or organizational leader) to help
resolve severe splits.

Groups should not assume that the facts them-
selves will create harmony where there was discord.
People can no longer dispute .the facts, but they c'an
argue about everything-t.hat surrounds them. Disagree-
ment is natural. People with different assumptions
and different attitudes have invested in your project.
Despite an increase in concern for the group, everyone
has a commitment to his/her own ideas. The feelings
of ownership and individual empowerment at the heart
of action-research may also lead to spirited arguments.
The task of the leader is to resolve arguments in a
way that builds group strength around group consensus.
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-- summary: knowledge is power -

It is in this stage the maxim "knowledge is
powe " begins to come alive. If you have done your
work well, you will probably possess the most up-to-
date reliable body of knowledge about "community pro-
blem X." Action-research groups frequently know more
about what's happening in local schools than local
school boards. Public interest and community re-
searchers are frequently the best-informed people
about questions in consumerism, environmentalism and
transportation planning -- not to mention education.

Capitalize on the fact that "you're the expert."
As various institutions and publics become interested
in your project, you can show them the "professional
quality" of your work:

-Devise attractive ways to state your case; slide
shows are inexpensive and very effective.

-Hold a community meeting. Invite everyone
you interviewed and anyone who might be in-
terested.

-Develop fact sheets and hold hearings on
them. Review each question and explore
its implications.

In most cases you won't have to limit access to
your information. Encourage opponents to "come out of
the woodwork" and help you develop solutions to the
problems you've explored or uncovered. Use your hard-
won knowledge to gain leverage, build alliances, and
add to your constituency. Invite other community
groups to make suggestions based on the facts.

But don't be naive or unsuspecting. Until your
proposals are developed from the facts and.your stra-
tegies for change in order, you should avoid relation-
ships and/or circumstances that might lead to the
emergence of "campaign style" political opposition to
your group.

If you're now saying, "So that's the research.
Where's the action?" then you've missed the point.
The very process of research, with its wide involve-
ment of community people, is a form of action.

Suppose you've focused on a school. By the time
you've come this far you may have stimulated a series
of discussions and meetings among teachers, school
officials, parents, students and other citizens that
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could have happened no other way. The real function
of these conversations is the airin of_complaints,
launching of new ideas, checking of leads, winning of
allies, (and discovery of enemies -- all political
functions).

This is action. And by the time you've collected
and analyzed your facts, you may have all the action
(or potential action) you want. Action-research is
.not a matter of taking facts and translating them in-
to action programs, although some projects may take
that tack. The action is already there. A partici-
patory research process has seen to that.

Action-research is a new style of politics, edu-
cation, and community action. The commitment that
comes from participating brings together a cross-sec-
tion of people and institutions. Participants come
face-to-face with problems, and in so doing encourage
cooperative steps toward change. Those who come
together for informed citizen action may deVelop al-
liances and find themselves caught up in the politics
of cooperation and problem-solving rather than con-
frontation and rhetoric.
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CHAPTER THREE: USE YOUR KNOWLEDGE AS LEVERAGE F R
CHANGE

How 0. Pro.osals For Chan e

Identifying and advocating workable proposals for
change is central to all forms of effective community
action. Action-research is no exception.. Your con-
clusions drawn from data must be crystallized into a
set of proposals that capture tie situation, the facts,
and their meaning.

Proposals can include:

-Recommendations for program or policy chan e= in
schools or other agencies;

-Proposals that your own group can carry out;
-Invitations to other groups for joint programs;
-Suggestions for "social inventions11 that give
a community new approaches to problem-solving.
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Focus on priorities once again, as you have
throughout the action-research project. Check possi-
ble proposals against your overall goals Let's say
your group's overall goal-is to change the local
school into a truly community-centered one. Action-
research has revealed strong interest in after-school
and evening classes for adults and programs for chil-
dren. Your task is to decide among several possible
proposals for action:

-Forming a citizens' commi tee to develop a
community education plan for the school
board;

-Opening the local high school in the evening
and holding "high s_chool" and/or "adult"
classes at various -times of the day and
night;

-Offering all high school classes to the
community;

-Developing a recreation-centered program
for the community after school hours;

-Focusing on using the school as home base
for civic, political, and cultural activities.

You can't work on all these possible proposals at
once. Decisions must be made about what is most im-
portant and what is achievable.

Developing proposals is an important step. You
must be absolutely clear, so that the community will
understand you. You must make a compelling case so
that the community will support you. Keep the fol-
lowing guidelines in mind as you design proposals for
change

-Summarize proposals into a one or two page state-
ment.

-Base proposals on the facts. Outline needs,
goals, and activities flowing from the data
collected.

-Proposals should be practical in two senses..
One, they must be achievable. Two,'you must
believe/that your group has the desire and
resources to bring them about.

-Include a concise, precise, comprehensive ex-
planation of what is wrong and why your pro-
posals would lead to improvement.

-Proposals can be designed to either change
existing institutions or to initiate new
ones.

-Make a compelling case, one that is easily
understood.
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-Provide the public and/or policy makers with
_the opportunity to respond to your proposals.
-Base your proposals on a carefully constructed

strategy. You need a step-by-step rationale
indicating how and why the proposal.will be-
come a reality, anticipating potential pit-
falls and opposition.

-Present your proposals in open forums, slide
shows, community hearings, local newspapers,
and other similar ways. This stimulates
community awareness and dialogue.

Developing sound proposals is another activity in
which resource people can come in handy. After clear-
ly outlining your group's priorities to a resource per-
son, you might see if s/he would prepare a short paper
that shapes your data_into workable recommendations
for change. fch an'approach was very successful in
a Maryland actiLJ-research project.

Alternatively, you might ask a resource person to
work on AIDS 24, 25, 26, and 27 with your project
steering committee. These aids, particularly when_you
involve a consultant, will help you think creatively.,
functionally, and politically about what needs to be
done. If a consultant takes part in these exercises
with you, you'll learn much about what's been tried
elsewhere, what works, and what won't work. Exper-
ienced activists and people with volunteer or pro-
fessional experience in your field are the best sources
of help for this activity.

Of course, with or without outside help, your
group can get going and develop useful ideas and ef-
fective.strategies for carrying them out.. Brain-storm-
ing sessions are again a good starting point for gen-
erating ideas. Next, separate the realistic from the
impractical suggestions. You might get a more accur-
ate picture of what's realistic.

Community support and assistance are even more_im-
portant than expert opinion at this point. If people
who will help make:change aren't involved by now, they
must be brought in at the proposal-generating stage.
People who help develop proposals are likely to help
push for them.

The message is simple. When developing proposals
you must involve a cross section of the people who
will:

-Be affected by them.
-Be responsible for implementing them and
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monitoring their progress as programs.

If you fail to involve these people, you risk opposi-
tion and alienation where there could have been active
support.

. How to Des19_11A_EaiLTPLLTLt9I.

Action-research is a change strategy in itself.
By the time you're developing proposals, chances are
that you'll be well on your way to making change.

It's also possible that your situation is less
promising. You've got the facts and a set of pro-
posals, but little ar nothing i happening on the
"action-for-change front." Wiy,-

-Perhaps only a few people could work on the
project. Rather than do nothing you went
ahead and did a study. Now you need to
build involvement.

-Perhaps your study is explosive, hard-hitting,
or potentially embarrassing to some. You
knew it would be, so the project was done
quietly._ Now you find your group in an
adversarial position.

-Perhaps your group proceeded on its own.
Now you need to reach the community and
prepare other groups to help make change.

-Perhaps you have the facts, you have support,
and people have been itivolved throughout.
But that's not enough. The power structure
will eesist your efforts at change.

-Pelhaps you simply need to get more support
from policy makers or from the community.

This section is designed to
assist groups in situations like
those. Despite what seems like
adverse circumstances, through
patience and careful planning you
can use your knowledge to stimu-
late change.

The material in the pages that
follow should also be helpful to
groups who find themselves in the
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midst of all the action t, .,ant. The .fr.lmework for
change may be in place, bLt you may need he4 with
strategy- and tac;tics.

-- a new style of community politics

Action-research recognizes the fac-: th some-
thing is missing in politics that emphE,;ize partisanship
and differences_between people. It sEeks to create
responsible dialogue around the issues, consensus
rooted in fact, and a problem-solving approach to com-
munity action. Placed in this context, knowledge is
power.*

The use of knowledge is the most important ele-
ment of planned change. In concluding the handbook,
let's turn to three strategies based on the old maxim,
"knowledge is power." .

1. Increasing public information
2. Re-educating communities
3. Practicing responsible community politics.

INCREASING PUBLIC INFORMATION

"Getting out the facts" can do more than prepare
the public for change. It can build support for your
proposals among the public and among decision-makers.
Information-based strategies are particularlyuseful when
decision-makers need a push from their constituencies.
Going public (or the threat of going public) with your
information can convince decision makers to work with
you.

an example: the great transportation debate --

Around 1970, Boston and its inner suburbs were
immersed in bitter debate over transportation policy
and planning-. At stake were the location and design
of highways, the fate of neighborhoods, and:the ques-
tion of mass transit versus the automobile

*Some of ite material in this chapter is adapted from
Robert Chin and Kenneth D. Benne, "General Strategies
for Effecting Changes in Human System," in Waren Benis,
Benne, and Chin, Jhe Planning of Change Holt, Rine-
hart, and Winston, New 'for,
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The anti-highway forces enlisted the help of
technical experts, lawyers, and other resourte people
who came on board at little or no cost. With that
assistance, they develop comprehensive and under-
standable reports and visual presentations. The anti-
highway people organized a broad coalition and lined
up political support.

Thex compined a barrage of_pub_lio_appeals with
careful q1.14y_And skillful politics_. They developed
The be-s-t available set of facts oh Boston-area trans-
portation policy and used it to sway the public and
the decision-makers in Boston, at the State House,
and in the Washington bureaucracies.

The anti-highway coalition was able, to completely
reverse transportation policy in the Boston region.
Where Mghways had been considered only technical
engineering issues in the past, the coalition demon-
strated the importance of human implications of trans-
portation decisions.

The job was not easy. Opposition was overcome
from powerful sources such as the State Department of
Public Works, the U.S. Department of Transportation,
the construction industry and at least one maJor uni-
versity. The coalition proved the powerful =effect of
public information on the resolution of major urban
issues.

letters to the editor provoke _own debate --

A veterinarian friend often tells the story of a
much smaller scale but equally successful effort of a
'group of citizens who used information to bring about
change in a small Massachusetts community.

Many years ago the "vet" served on a bi-partisan
committee in his town. Its charge was to develop a
plan for reorganizing several local departments into a
consolidated public works department. At the time,
the.town was rural and residential, but a few citizens
anticipated great growth around the corner. Time af-
ter time the voters turned down a committee plan for
consolidating public works activities if growth came.

Frustrated, the propon,_ ts of consolidation de-
vised a unique strategy. They called in the editor of
the-local paper and told him their idea. One
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proponent of consolidation would begin wri ing "anon-
ymous" letters to the editor in oppositiun to the plan.
The other proponents would respond to this "devil's ad-
vocate" by writing in favor of the change.

It seemed like a good way to air the pro's and
con's of consolidation so the editor agreed to publish
the letters.

The results surprised even this little group of
benevolent conspirators. People from all over town
flooded the paper with letters, pro and con. The town
people were actually using the paper to debate the is-
sue. Soon the merits of unification became clear.
More and more incoming letters supported the change.

The enabling legislation passed easily in the
next election. As the town grew, the department was
consolidated.

the infor a ion people need*

The first two chapters of this handbook took you
to other places where similar uses.of knowledge have
led to change. In New York, New Jersey, Virginia,
Texas, Illinois, and elsewhere across the couhtrY,
people are using action-research to generate informa-
tion.

Some groups -- such as the high school students
in Brockton, Massachusetts -- want to raise conscious-
ness and build a public atmosphere in which change is
possible. Others such as SHARE of Wareham -- need in-
formation to_develop organizational_strategies or pro-
posals for change to present to public officials.
Others, such as the anti-highway coalition and the
small-town public works planners apply their informa-
tion to change_policies and programs. .In every case,
action-researchers are producing the information peo-
ple need to cope with problems and changing communi-
ties.

how to get out the facts

Once it's time to get your message _o the public,
a public information campaign can:

*Much of the following information is adapted from
Barbara Prenticesing Med4a4" unpublished.
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-Inform the public of your goals, findings,
and recommendations;

-Establish your group's identity;
-Enlist more support.

With some brainstorming and willingness to try
new ideas, you can think of surprising, effective,
and inexpensive wais to reach everybody in the com-
munity.

MailingLists

0frect mail is the most effective method of es-
tablisbffi irid Maintaining communication with your
audience. And mailing lists are the core of any di-
rect mail campaign. At the outset of your project,
begin compiling the names of all those who express in-
terest in what you're doing. The eo e workin with
you are the most_important names on the list. These
are the people with whom you must communicate con-
stantly, and keep informed of progress and new develop-
ments.

Next you will want to add all members_ of_the
Wool commdnit: -- teachers, princi_pals, _stuMnts,
school board MeMbers, and parents. Include community
leaders, both those:who hold offite and otners you
know to be influential. Ask all those working on the
project to submit names re_ularl of people they think
will be suppOrtive and 1nterested in your work.

The media is the next important addition. Com-
pile a list-of-newspapers, radio stations, and tele-
vision stations. Include names of editors, station
managers, and public affairs directors. If your pro-
ject extends beyond your own community, include names
of media in the project area. And tf-your_community
relies on media from another community, add those

-names to your list.

Your mailing list will expand quickly, so it's a
good idea to develop a filing system. You might want
to cross-reference the list so that you can pinpoirt
separate messages to teachers, administrators; stu
.dents, the media, or interested parents and citi- os.

Newsi_etters_

-Newsletters are the cheapest, easiet met od of
communicating news of your group to the peopl who
want and need to know, Newsletters can be p, inted_ or
mimeograpned On standard 81/2 x 11 paper, folded in
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three, and mailed by non-profit groups at very reduced
rates.

A newsletter is just that -- a letter-to convey
news. It should not be:used to expound your philos-
ophy, or to convince people of the value of your pro-
ject and/or viewpoint._ Save your philosophizing for
group discussions, and your consciousness raising for
other media.

This_ is the best medium for presenting your argu-
ments with drama and forte. It should be used by ac-
tion-researchers whenever possible. As "a picture is
worth a thousand words," the slide/tape combines the
impact of the visual message with the drama of the
script and possibly music.

A slide/tape can be used effectively for large
groups and public meetings or neighborhood_hearings.
It is relatively simple to produce, as outlined in
AID 28.

Slide/tape presentations are a good_way to pre-
sent your message quickly and dramatically. If you've
prepared carefully, you won't have to interrupt to
look for a lost slide, -turn a slide right-side-up, or
try to find the place in the script where you should
have advanced the slide. Presenting a well put to-
gether slide show can be a lot of fun.

Newspapers

Hundreds of news items compete for space in the
newspaper every day. How can you make sure they print
your message? You can't. But you can increase your
chances.

News of your organization should be put together
in press releases. All press releases should state
-news clearly and-briefly. Use active verbs, short
sentences, simple words. The "lead" or opening of.the
release should contain the who, what, when, where, why
of your message. Each paragraph should contain no
more than one idea. Arrange your ideas most important
idea first. That way the editor can clip the bottom
of your release to fit his space needs mithout omit-
ting your most important information. AID 29 will as-
sistyou in preparing press releases.
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The press release format is used to write straight
news pieces or announcements. More-extensive "feature"
articles are usually assigned to reporters on the news-
paper staff. Contact the education', news, or city
editor about feature articles on your issue, projeLt,
or group.

Radio and Television

Radio and television offer a variety of ways for
your group to broadcast_its message. They welcome in-
teresting people for talk shows, panel discussions and
editorial opinions.

Stations need public service announcements to
fulfill license requirements established by,the Fed-
eral Communications Commission. "Timed spott" of 10
seconds, 30 seconds, and 60 seconds are used by radio
stations, usually on a rotating. basis. These announce-
ments often reach more people than a long newspaper
feature, if broadcast at a time when people are lis-
tening. But the FCC does not tell the stations when
to broadcast public service announcements. You have
no guarantee that your message will be broadcast dur-
ing prime listening hours.

To get_your message onto radio and TV airwaves,
contact each station to see what format it uses.
Some radio stations use only 10 second_spots. Some
television stations will use only a slide or slides
with a taped message. Others will accept one slide
with a timed script for the announcer to read. The
station managers or public affairs directors will
tell you exactly how to prepare your message, and per-
,haps provide some professional and technical help as
well

The media- have a responsibility to the communi-
ties they serve. At license renewal time, they must
provide evidence of the public service they perform.
So don't hesitate to use all media channels in your
effort to make change happen. Most stations want to
help.

A well-organized public information campaign is
one of the_most important parts of your action-re-
search project. You can use it to alert the community
to problems, enlist support and keep the ball_rolling
once change begins to develop. Don't stop using the_
media when your project is over...continue to_keep the
channels of open communication buzzing with the facts
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For more information on public
paigns, see Words_, Pictures, Media:
Educational roilti-cs, by Lloyd P-ren
Action-Research p-Ublication.
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RE-_EDUCATING_COMMUNJTJES

Reeducative strategies are based on the idea
that facts alone often don't change behavior or atti-
tudes. People need to have new experiences, develop
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new relationships, and build new skills be ore atti-
tudes and behaviors change.

For the action-researcher, this means that people
need to become involved with problems in a "hands on"
way before their attitudes shift. An action-research
program itself is a re-educative change strategy. By
involving people in the process of action-research you
hope to build support for change. Next, you may .need
to re-educate the broader community -- or part of it
with respect to your issue.

NOd
iliANT21,4

OW/

In addition to presenting the facts, get the com-
munity involved in dealing with them. Use low-key
projects like the following:

-Form neighborhood councils;
-Plan and execute a series of small community
projects that get people involved;

-Hold meighborhood meetings to air issues,
and follow up with workshops that build
the skills needed to cope with those issues;

-Ask students to serve as volunteers in various
community agencies;

-Use simulations to teach people problem-solv-
ing skills;

-Start a school volunteer program to get parents
into schools -- (a community school program
will do the same thing);

-involve parents and students in the school's
self-evaluation for accreditation.
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-- in central Ma ne

Last year, the weekly Maine Times carried a story
about a.school self-evaluatiohi-n --MTiol Administrative
District 49 (Fairfield and_the surrounding towns of
Clinton, Benton and Albion). Using guidelines for com-
munity participation developed by former Maine Educa-
tion Commissioner Carrol McGarry, citizens and educa-
tors began to evaluate their schools.

The -idea was that local people should look into
their school distridts. In doing so they would come
face-to-face with educational issues, develop the
skills to cope with educational problems, and plan for
the future. The process of self-evaluation would be
as important as the evaluation report itself.

The process and the report have been controver-
sial. A great deal of timely, if heated, debate about
comnunity needs and school policy has been generated.
Many local residents, looking at their schools for the
first time, developed an interest in education that
will serve SAD 49 well in the future.

The self-evaluation process described here is .an
excellent example of an action-research project -- an
inherently re-educative strategy An evaluation done
by the state, a consultant, or a professor might have
produced similar findings. But it could not have pro-
duced 5imilar community dialogue, participation, and
skill building.

Eve r' time o

role _in do_i_n a o-

re7educative strategies. n SAD 4 _nvo vement
gan early. fislial-b,--th-at's the best situation. But
you may have to keep a project small at first, and
then use re-educative, participatory strategies later
to bring others along.

Let's take an example from a regional school dis-
trict west of Boston. The green suburbs of Lincoln-
Sudbury received a federal grant:to demonstrate new
approaches to controlling educational costs. _They be-
gan with a committee of about thirty -- school offi-
cials, teachers, parents, students and other citizens.

suburban Boston --

4.1 decide to increase the communit
1-6
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The committee produced several alterna ive plans, and
surveyed the community to:

-Determine community preferences about the plans;
-Make community residents more aware of the pro-

ject;
-Make community residents more aware of the

issues in'volved in finding and choosing cost-
cutting alternatives.

The next step, once the survey raised local
awareness levels, was "bringing in the community.
The committee conducted a series of conferences, w rk-
shops, seminars, and planning sessions for community
resiclents. These working meetings helped the community
become directly involved with the issue, develop the
knowledge and skills to make an informed judgement
about the issues, and build a two-way avenue of com-
munication and support between the school and the
public.

The original committee did an action-research
project to work on alternatives. They, followed it up
with a re-educative strategy for involving the com-
munity in the change process

The Lincoln-Sudbury Regional District, by the
way, also develops its annual school budget in open
meetings with wide citizen input .

living room seminars*

The Living Room Seminars on Creatively_Coping
with Community Change provide another example of_a re-
educative strategy that your group can use to follow-
up its proposals for change.

The seminars were developed to help people in the
inner suburbs of Washington, D.C. 'cope with_ the rapid
changes clOcuring in their communities. Each seminar
is led by a resource person. Each series has eight
meetings. It is a structured approach that emphasizes
the neighborhood problems.

First, residents define neighborhood problems and
clarify their attitudes about them. Then they choose

*Adapted from Parker Palmer.
The Community Foundation, Inc., Washington, D.C., 1975.
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a part cular problem and focus on it for the bulk o
the seminar series. Finally, each seminar develops a
social invention to deal with the problem.

Social inventions are new alternatives or pro-
jects designed to meet specific community needs. Once
the seminar finds a need, it invents an activity to
satisfy it. Some of the inventions reported by the
Community Foundation, Inc., which sponsor seminars
include:

The Pur le Peo le Meeter: In one seminar the
participants became interested in the fact that people
cope better with change when they feel themselves part
of the community than when they feel isolated and
alone. They spent a good deal of time discussing the
suburban experience of uselessness (the tendency to
buy all the services we need, not knowing what our
neighbor has to offer, etc.) and how all this contri-
butes to the lack of community in the suburbs. Being
useful to one another therefore became for this semi-
nar the key part of the complex notion of "community."
To this end, the seminar collected statements from
people in their church, statemelits of things these
people would be willing to do for others in the commu-
nity. These statements were published as a guarteriv
catalogue of human resources.

The Whole TESS Catalo ue: In the Takoma Park-East
Silver Sprin- TESS -a-rea, another seminar, developing
the_ notion that a sense of community helps people cope
with change, chose the dimension of "self-interest."
Communities hang together in part because they meet
people's interests and needs: convenient schools, in-
teresting little shops, quiet places, places of beauty,
etc. The combined listings were published as The_Whole
TESS Catalogue, a periodic catalogue of communitY -re-
sourceS-.--

A Radio Series on_ the TESS Community: Another
seminar in Takorna arH--Eait Sil-ver Spring emphasized
problems and latent resources for solving them avail-
able in the area. As their social invention the par-
ticipants developed five talk-shows aired by the local
radio station (WOTS). The purpose of the programs was
to raise awareness of community problems and opportuni-
ties, and to urge listeners to join in meeting commu-
nity needs and enriching community life, All programs
focused on the TESS area. The series considered the
drug scene, youth problems, the churches, politics,
and college-community relations.
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Brid e theAu.) Participants in a fourth seminar
developed "a happening to bridge the gap between young
and older people in our community." Flyers throughout
the neighboring community announced that participants
would be at a church every Tuesday evening from 7 to
9 PM throughout the summer. They offe.-ed to share
their knowledge andinterest in a number of areas in-
cluding music, block printing, needlepoint, flute,
cooking, dramatics, French, Polish, and in the pro-
fessional fields of law, engineering and accounting.
They also invited people "to just plain rap.° The
flyer invited community persons to share their skills
and experiences including mechanics, bricklaying, car-
pentry, shoemaking, Spanish, Italian, and Greek.

Perhaps these four examples of social inventions
enhance our understanding of the purpose and potential
of the social invention part of the Living Room Semi-
nar. Note two of the above inventions address the
TESS area only, rather than the total area with which
the Takoma Park-Silver Spring Community Foundation is
concerned. Social inventions may address an area as
small as a neighborhood or as large as a town or city.

-- community development --

The,Living Room Seminar, self-evaluation, and
cost-cutting projects mentioned above are examples of
"community development." The term is usual.ly assoc-
iated with such programs as Model Cities, Community
Action, United Way, Urban Renewal, or job training.
In fact, community development has a broader meaning.

Any program you develop that aims to create new
personal and/or institutional resources in a locale
classifies as a community development program. High
levels of participation in dectsion-making by commun-
i* people are usually stressed in these programs.

Many states continue to supply money for these
programs. Federal funds_are. available to qualified
groups who can convince local mayors that support is
beneficial, since the mayors hold the purse-strings
on the disbursement of federal community development
money. Private foundations, especially local charities
and funds, may be willing to support your group in its
own community development program -- large or small.
A resource person who is experienced in grantsmanship
may be able to tell you if or how you can qualify.
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su -ary

The value of participation as a tool for re-educa-
tion has been well demonstrated. If the in'formation
your group has gathered leads naturally to a re-educa-
tive strategy, then get busy-planning a workshop, con-
ference, group project, or whatever's appropriate.
Stress projects that allow people to meet problems head
on. Build community resources and skills. Timing is
particularly important in re-educative strategies.
Don't bring people you hope to re-educate together be-
fore you have "your own act together." An example
will be instructive.
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We know of one student council that initiated a
committee to examine a high school problem. The stu-
dents did not develop clear goals or a mode of opera-
tion prior to including faculty and administrators on
the committee. When the committee began to meet, the
students found themselves overwhelmed_by administra-
tors who.wanted to .develop solutions before examining
the problem. Had the students categorized their own
goals and_developed a strategy for achieving them be-
fore opening the process to administrators, some of
these problems might have been avoided.

The value of participatory, action-oriented edu-
cation is proven in situations that demand changes in
personal and group commitments and outlooks. Exam-
ples abound:

-The volunteer movement in our country is based
on the commitment of millions of people who originally
had planned to get involved "just this once."

-The strength of labor organizations is derived
at least as much from the feelings of solidarity that'
come from collective experiences and a sense of common
history and purpose as from an intellectual understand-
ing of the benefits of unionism to working people.

-The community control, citizen.participation, and
community development efforts found in some cities
have strong roots in the experience of low income peo-
ple with participation during the War on Poverty.

-The increased politicization of the black com-
munity has many ties to the involvement of individuals
and _groups in the civil rights movement and, once
again, anti-poverty programs.

Re-educative strategies often take a long time
to show results. Used to follow up action-research,
they require special patience and skill from your
group. View extra time spent as an investment in com-
munity-building -- an investment that is necessary to
lay the foundation for lasting change. The process of
re-education by participation is at least as important
as any more tangible products.

RE.SPONSIBLE_ COMMUNI_TY POLITICS

The Watergate incidents and the mini-Watergates
Which have cropped up in the state houses and on main
streets around the country have tended to pollute the

1 20
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political process. They have shaken public confidence
in'government and po7'tical leadership. Community ac-
tivists werewary of poiitics-as-usual long before gen-
eral public suspicion grew. But activists also recog-
nize that the political system can be used by citizen
groups who want to make change. Knowing when and how
to work through the political system is the key.

Working through established political channels
does not necessarily mean politics-as-usual. As an
action-research group, knowledge about an issue and
public support for your proposals are your prime re-
sources. Your political strategies should avoid easy
answers, empty promises, and closed-door decisions.
YouT politics should be issue-oriented andeducational
for both the and sublic off-fa-Ws.

Responsible community politics means that winning
an election or vote is not the most important part of
political action. Winning is important, but increas-
ing a community's capacity to deal with the issues it
confronts -- especially your issue -- is one of your
important goals. .You want to open the issue and help
the community find short and long run approaches to
handling them. Your set of proposals is the approach
your group advocates.

Political strategies include running for office,
working for legislation, forming specia) interest
groups, building coalitions, and increasing public
knowledge. They become more significant_with the
added objectives of educating the community and/or
preparing it,for change. By emphasizing those added
objectives, your action-research group can_use estab-
lished political channels as routes to real change.

Throughout the handbook, the politics of coopera-
tion have been emphasized. The effectiveness of con-
frontation tactics for action-researchers has been
minimized. The point needs no .restatement, but there
nonetheless are times when your group may need to take
an adversarial stance.

when there's opposition

In many situations, ne matter how hard you've
tried to build support and opeeate collaboratively,
opposition to your group and its proposals will emerge.
Perhaps you are:
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-Supporting unpopular policies;_
-Competing for public support with the
established power structure;

-Facing political opposition from influential
individuals or other community groups;

-Advocating proposals that are threatening to
_school professionals;

-Organizing against the system itself.

In these or similar situations you often come to
a point where you recognize that unless you use power,
influence, or confrontation tactics to persuade people
to accept the changes you propose, those changes won't
happen.

The problem becomes how to harness power or au-
thority so that its energy is directed in support of
yc,P proposals. "The influence process involved is
basically that of compliance of those with less power
to the plans, directions, and leadership of those with
greater power..,the strategy may involve getting the
authority of law or administrative authority behind
the change.u*

Mobilizing public opinion, strong political or
economic pressure, using sanctions for non-compliance,
mass demonstration, legal action, administrative rul-
ing and confrontation politics are examPles of direct-
ing energy in support of your proposals. Some others
are:

-The NAACP has frequently taken legal action
to employ the authority of the- courts, and
used economic boycotts to employ the power
of the dollar. In both cases the goal was
to speed desegregation.

-Anti-war protesters have attempted to mobilize
the power of public opinion through mass de-
monstrations that attracted attention to their
cause and confronted policy-makers with the
strength of their convictions.

*Ohiti-, et al,_p.34. Authority refers to legally or
organizationally recognized power. Power itself, how-
ever, is the influence needed tcp direct someone else's
behavior toward your goals. In most states, for
example-, school board members have authority over school
policy_only as a group. As you know, however, a parti-
cular board member may have the power to influence
policy greatly.
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-Students and parents, unsat-
isfied with a principal's
decision, have frequently
gone "over his/her head" to
the superintendent or the
courts-where they appeal the
ruling to higher administra-
tive or legal authority.

Parents and teacher groups in
several states, unhappy with
the quality of special edu-

cation, have lobbied state legislators and successful-
ly fbught for far-reaching laws on educating the handi-
capped.

Chances are that you know the power structure in
your cmmmunity. If not, by this point in an action-
research project you will. Your task is to marshall
enough of that power and to apply it at the right
places.

Sometimes all you need is the support and/or au-
thority of a key individuala judge, a mayor, a school
superintendent, or a behind-the-scenes 'kingmaker."
Other times, you need to influence a group of decision
makers, such as a board, a legislature, a committee,
or a school faculty.

Rally the supportive members of the group and
work on the "undecideds." Forget the bedrock bppo-
nents. They are unlikely to support you under any c r-
cumstances. By using information, re-education, and
influence, you may be able to build enough support
among the decision-makers so that, as a group,_they'll
use their authority in support of your proposals.

Since a_ction-research emphasizes cooperation rath-
er than conflict, the question of when to use con-
frontation tactics is especially important. Far too
often, people assume that conflict is needed and move
headlong into confrontation when the potential for
collaboration exists. Don't make that mistake. But
at the same time there are many circumstances in which
strategies including confrontation can be effective:

-when you are seeking to change behavior that
is clearly illegal -- such as sex discrimina-
tion, 1 segregation, or violation of free
speech oere is often little hope that such
change -ill come without resort to the courts,
legislatures or administrative channels.

1 9
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-when you seek mass public support to counteract
blatant injustice. Dramatize that injustice
through public information and protest activi-
ties.

-when you need to apply :the influence of higher
authority to reverse inappropriate actions.
Examples include asking a state official to
demand a change_in the operation of local
practices., getting state lawpassed on a

subject when none presently exists, appealing
to the school board or superintendent about
the behavior of a principal.

-when you are seeking to hold an elected official
politically accountable.

In these situations and others in which power and
authority are used to force non-violent change, your
group must remove the element of choice from your op-
ponents. Build enough support so that their opposi-
tion to change is insufficient to block your proposals.

the limits of power politics -

The use of power politics has one obvious disad-
vantage. Even if your group "wins," its "victory" can
be undone by opponents who mass greater support in the
future. Unless real change in public attitudes and
skill develop as a result of your change strategy,
your proposals can be reversed by counterpolitics.

Proposals developed from broad community support
have a much better chance of surviving shifts in the
political wind. To use influence to effect real
change, you must accompany and/or follow-up power poli-
tics with efforts for increasing community knowledge,
understanding and skills.

Thus change strategies that simply energize in-
fluence and authority behind your proposals are incom-
plete._ They lead to real change only when accompanied
by activities that add to your community's understand-
ing of and ability to deal with imposed change. The
lack of such supportive activities_on behalf of govern-
ment-imposed changes such as school desegregation and
public wrlfare, for instance, is a continuing problem
decades after the original policy decisions were made.
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The responsibl application of power and author-
i6y to overcome opposition to change is sonvithing your
gi-oup must consider in its own setting. Once you de-
cide to use power, you have a responsibility to pre-
pare those who will be affected.

How you use public information will be an impor-
tant consideration. What types of workshops, commu-
nity hearings, citizen councils and other participatorv
forms of community re-education you employ is equally
significant. Don't settle for the old saw that "change
is always traumatic, the people will adjust eventually."
Too often they won't adjust, or will be bitter oppo=
!lents who will undo the work you've done at the first
opportunity.

In addition to the techniques mentioned earlier
in this chapter, there are many ways in which you
can use established political channels. Let's turn to
two examples.

-- running for office --

Your proposals will probably furnish a platform
upon which someone can build a campaign for office.
What's more,.a grassroots political campaign can fur-
ther your objectives and give your group a voice on
the school board or other policy-making body. The
campaign itself is a natural forum for your issue, a
source of volunteers, a method of educating the pub-
lic, and an opportunity to increase support.

Political campaigns also have drawbacks for citi-
zen groups. The campaign opens the door for emotion-
ally charged counterattacks which may confuse the pub-
lic about your proposals.

_Furthermore, politics can sweep you up in person-
alities and re-route your path -- leading you away
from the issues. Commitment to a candidate 'rather
than the issue, even a candidate who represents your
group and issue, often leads to disappointing results.
Once in office you may find that the candidate's prior-
ities have changed. Your issue has been exploited and
played out. Then what do you do?

Campaigns are also energy-sapping. Your candi-
date may be defeated and the group could disappear
with that defeat. Or the candidate win, and your
group consider its work done. Whether your candidate
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wins or loses, you'll have to maintain_strength in
order to see your proposals become policies and pro-
grams.

-- wa ning signals --

Many groups find that avoiding_direct participa-
tion in political campaigns is the best course. For
one thing, political activity jeopardizes your group's
non-profit, tax-exempt status. Organizations that seek
non-profit status (Internal Revenue Service Section
501 3C) have a much easier time getting grants from
foundations and government organizations, as well as
breaks on postage and taxes, than groups without IRS
approval. But Section 501 3C status does ban the or-
ganization from most forms of lobbying, supporting
candidates, and other direct political activities.
Other non-profit groups -- such as the League of Women
Voters -- can be more explicitly political but relin-
guish their tax exempt status.

More importantly, people are turned off by_the
appearance of electoral politics. If they think that
your group is a "front" for a candidate(s)_they may
be reluctant to support it much less join it. Citi-
zen organizations often weigh the potential benefits
of backing a candidate against the loss of credibility
that *En go with being identified closely with a can-
didate.

The disadvantages listed are simply warning sig-
nals. The potential benefits of sponsoring candidates
for office are high. But there are costs. You'll
want to balance the plusses and minuses in ybur own
community. The balance sheet technique shown in AIDS
5 and 24 can be applied to this task.

.- an interest group model --

Action-research groups share many of the charac-
teristics of special interest groups. Youm is pro-
bably no exception. You

-Organize around an issue;
-Are at least as well informed as
decision-makers about the issue;

-May testify at hearings, influence and
monitor court decisions, legislation
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and executive policy;
-Develop support for your cause by means of
publicity and other public-information
activities;

-Lobby to further your interest;
-Represent an effective channel for public

input into decisions.
The interest group model is one that the action-re-
search group can adopt naturally in pursuit of its
proposals.

By adopting the interest group model, you'll
leave many options open -- including sponsorship or
support of political candidates. You can continue to
design studies and proposals, and use the media, con-
ferences, workshops, and other formsof communication
'for advocacy. You can work behind the scenes to
quietly convince decision-makers.

As an interest group, vou can write and fight for
legislation. You can keep Tblic interest high to put
the_Hheat"_on wavering legisi,ors. You can urge
citizens who favor change to write letters or place
calls to the appropriate officials. You can inform
the public about key hearings and the progress of
specific legislation. You tan build support for
change in the law with a public information campaign.
Before 'lobbying, however, be sure that you check state
and federal laws regulating lobbyists and tax exempt,
non-profit organizations.)

Another alternative under the interest group um-
brella is to seek outside funding for youi activities.
Federal, state and foundation funds -- as well as in-
dividual gifts -- are usually available only to_in-
corporated,.non-profit, tax-exempt groups. If your
group doesn't have that status but wants it, meet
with a public interest law group or lawyer friend to
find out how to incorporate under IRS 501 3C. But
remember, 501 C status restricts your direct politi-
cal activities.

Another alternative is to form coalitions with
other groups.. Just a few groups, working together in
a mutually supportive way can have a snowball effect
in terms of influence. This is particularly true at
the state level, where support from more than one com-
munity is usually needed to effect policy or program
change.

The interest group nodel can be adopted success-
fully by action-researchers. And it can be adapted
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many types of political activities. Once you've
completed an action-research project, you'll have de-
veloped many of the skills you need to be an effective
interest group.

Electoral and interest group politics are_two
ways that action-researchers can enter the political
arena. Politics in the traditional sense is hardly
the focus of action-research, but there is much to be
gained by following up proposals with responsible
political action. Your proposals may inevitably lead
to the school board, mayor's office, or state legisla-
ture. But if you do enter established political chan-
nels, don't abandon the idea that people need the facts
for a change.
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SU. ARY: WHAT EXT?

You're the experts. You've got the facts. You've
probably got some support. People are interested and
involved. Your head may be spinning with ideas for
using information, re-education, or responsible poli-
tics to follow up your proposals for change.

Use AID 30 to design your own follow-up strategy
and tactics. As you imagine and play them out, ask an
observer/resource person or a member of your group to
play the devil's advocate. Someone should be constant-
ly probing and checking out your assumptions and plans.
You've planned and set priorities throughout the pro-
ject. Continue to do so in taking the last steps to-
ward change.

Once your project is over, decide whether or not
your group wants to stay together. As you know, the
interest group model is a particularly promising
structure for action-researchers who are committed to
a single issue. If you are_part of an established
group already, perhaps you'll want to form a perma-
nent subcommittee on your issue.

A broader option is to create a permanent citi-
zen action-research group in your community. You've
already initiated it. You can rhove to new issues to
involve people with different interests. You can,
after all, use action-research as the basic tool for
dealing with a variety of community problems.

By using action-research as a base, you may .be
able to develop an ongoing, more permanent coalition
to improve your community and its schools. You'll have
the names, lists, contacts, skills and other resources.
Generating successful citizen involvement is not an
easy task. Once it comes alive, don't let it die.

Seek new challenges. You know that they exist --
in the community and in the schools. Action-research
can be a powerful structure for facing those_challenges
with informed citizen participation -- the heart of
community change.
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Resource Directory* -

Institutions

American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc.
500 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10036
(212) 524-5468

As the trade associa ion for fund-raising firms,
the Association maintains records of current grants
and foundations. Publications include a monthly
8ulleti.n and an annual Giving The Association can
refer yew to profestiona fund-raisers in your area.

American Civil Liberties Union
22 East 40th Street
New York, N.Y. 10016
(212) 725-1222

The ACLU is a nonprofit law group with *Ole goals
of protecting and extending the rights of individuals.
ACLU maintains an extensive library and publishes a
paper (Civil Liberties), policy statements, pamphlets,
and handbooks. These can be purchased from a publica-
tion list. The ACLU can help with legal advice and
take on litigation when an irdiviOual believes his/her
civil liberties have beer violated.

American Educational Research Association
1126 16th Street, NW
Washington,- D.C. 20036
(202) 223-9485

AERA is an association of professors and other
people interested in educational research. Although
their concerns are most academic than those of_more
action-researchers, they maintain an extensive file
and referral service on persons and organizations con-
ducting research. AERA publishes three magazines:
Educational.Researcher, a monthly; Amertcan Educational
Researchaiirna.l,- foUr- times a year; an
ucationaT_Research, five times a year. They also

hooks abstracts and directories.

Rev ew

*Some of the descriptions in this section are
adapted from Joanne Lema's, "Mass/PACTS Resource Direc-
tory," in Together and Don Davies', Citizen Partici a-
tion in Educatit3n: Annotated Biblio fih , bo*h .R.
pu 1 cat ons, an cmmun ty esource Cen ers, Natioral
Self Help Resource Center, i1áshfngton, D.C. 1976. 1
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American Federation of Teachers
11 DuPont
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 737-6141

AFT is a union whose affiliates represent class-
room teachers in many of the nation's- largest cities.
Although its purpose is to further the interest of the
classroom teacher, AFT can be of use to citizen groups.
The union has an excellent program of publicationsabout
educational issues and current problems such as the
urban crisis. Citizens who will find themselves work-
ing with teacher groups should not ignore_AFT. Publi-
cations such as American Teacher (monthly), PlAulaa
Educa_tion (quarter y an the T-Quest serie Orcivide
useful information filtered through the AFT persDective.

American Friends Service Committee
160 North 15th S reet
Philadelphia, PA.
(215 ) 241-7000

The Committee's activities include social and
technical assistance, work and study projects for young
people, seminars and other school projects. The Com-
mittee plays an important role in wet-king toward.. the
solution ofsocial problems in the U.S., particularly

ithose that nvolve minorities.

Center for Law and Education at Harvard University
Larsen Hall
14 Appian Way
Cambridge, MA. 021 8
(617) 495-4666

The Center for Law and Educa ion is a legal re-
source in-the area of educational issues. It has a
number of publication, including the quarterly Ineual-
ity in Education and handbooks such as Alternalti-ve
Schoolsi 4 Practical Manual. A price lfst is available
upon reque-st-.--
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Center for the Study of Parent Involvement
2544 Etna Street
Berkeley, CA 94704

CSPI conducts research, provides assistance to
schools, community organizers, and teacher trainers.
It offers informatioo regarding parent involvement in
legislation, administration, and experimental schools
in its newsletter, Apple Pie. Occasionally, CSP1
publishes full papers- on p-irent involvement.

The Foundation Center
1001 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20035
(202) 331-1400

The Center keeps records on 26 000 foundations
and charitable trusts and monitors the distribution
of foundation grants. They publish the Foundation 0-
rectory and The Foundatioo Grants index_, in iddftien
to booklets and broChures. By car fng Washington, you
can locate the nearest of their fifty regional
collections in libraries across the country.

The Grantsmanship Center
1015 W. Olympic Bbid.
Los Angeles, California 90015
(213) 485-9094

The Wantsoianshi News,- s a newsletter published
by th_e Grantsmans ip Center, available by subscription
for 115_a year. It includes current information on
foundation activities and excellent suggestions for
grant-seekers. The Grantsmanship Center also sponsors
proposal-writing seminars in major U.S. cities.

Home and School Institute, Inc.
Trinity College
Washington, D.C. 20017
(202) 269-2371

Courses and workshops of the Institute focus on
the inMial issues in home-school-community relations
today. Summer workshops are available.
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Information and Materials Center
U.S. Office of Education
400 Maryland Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20202
(202) 245-8437

The Information and Materials Branch, in collabora-
tion with the Association of American Publishers, Inc.,
the Children's Book Council, Inc., and Individual pub-
lishers, maintains special exhibits and reference ser-
vices. New textbooks and.children's literature in all
curriculum areas, new books related to teacher educa-
tion, instructional materials and professional litera-
ture focusing on OE priorities, and educational publi-
cations of other government agencies are available on
a non-circulating basis for examination and study. Re-
sources available are: Office of Education publications,
other current materials about education, and reference
service to other centers.

Institute for Responsive Education
704 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA 02215
(617) 353-3309

I.R.E. was funded to study and assist the process
of citizen participation in edvcational decision-making.
The Institute's prime areas of activity are field work,
publication, and research. Limited advice and techni7
cal assistanceare available when practical, but I.R.E's
focus is on helping community people develop their own
skills and resources. Publications include a quarter-
ly, Citizen Action in Education and a series of reports
and FEFEs-Ii-Sted on th-e--iek cover of this publication.

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under the Law
733 15th St., NW
Washington, DC
(202) 628-6700

The Lawyers' Committee monitors the implementation
of state and federal legislation and regulations that
affect minorities and the poor. The Committee has an
active inte..est in Title I, Vocational Education, and
parent participation. It has a litigation budget to
undert-ke important civil rights cases.
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League of Women Voters-
1520 New Hampshire Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 296-1770

The League is a nationarvoter education organiza-
tion with statewide and local affiliates. The .League
and its affiliates sponsor conferences and studies,
pamphlets and booklets. Education has traditionally
been a priority item for the League.

National Alternative Schools Programs
University of Massachusetts
School of Education
Amherst, MA 01002
(413) 545-0941

NASP's goal is o assist the establishment, main-
tenance, and improvement of public alternative schools.
It does research, disseminates the results, holds con-
ferences and provides technical assistance to all al-
ternative schools. The Program also trains teachers
and leaders in alternative education; and has attempted

.

to create an information flow in the field of alterna--
tive education.

National Commission on Resources for Youth, Inc.
36 West 44th Street
New York, NY 10036
-(212) 682-3339

The NCRY is a non-profit organizationformed in
1967 to collect and disseminate information on innova-
tive programs which provide youth_with opportunities
to assume rewarding and responsible role& in, society.
NCRY provides how-to-do-it material in print, on films
and videotapes about programs in youth participation.
NCRY also develops_model programs. Youth Tutor Youth
is a model in which older students teacher younger
students on a one-to-one ratio. It has become a na-
tion-wide program with mor'e than 500 cities participa-
ting. The Day Care Youth Helper Program ls a model in
which junior and senior high school students take a
school.course in Parenting or Child Development and
work with preschool children in day care centers.

1 5
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National Committee for Citizens in Education
Suite 410, Wilde Lake Village Green
Columbia, Maryland 21044
(301) 997-9300

NCCE is dedicated to increasing citizen involve-
ment in the affairs of the nation's public schools.
The Committee has established a toll-free citizen in-
formation line: 800-NETWORK. Publications of the
Committee ifIciude National Committee Guides and a
monthly report on school issues.

National Community Education Association
1017 Avon Street
Flint, Michigan 48503
(313) 234-1634

NCEA is a membership association which serves as
a national information.clearinghouse, advocacy group
and communications-network for community education.
Among the NCEA's activities are conferences, work-_
shops, research, publication, and leadership training.
Many NCEA members staff the more than sixty Community
Education Development Centers found throughout the
country. The Centers provide free consultation in
commUnity education, development, and involvement.
Call the NCEA to locate the Center nearest you.

National Congress of Parents and leachers
700 North Rush Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 787-0977

The National PTA works "with the schools to pro-
vide quality education for all children and youth and
(seeks) to participate in the decision-making process
establishing school policy." (PTA Handbook, 1973-197 )

The organization has many local and state affiliates,
and publishes a monthly PTA magazine and-periodic state
bulletins.

National Education Association
1201 16th Street NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 833-4000

NEA is the largest association of professional edu-
cators in the U.S. It hes interests in most aspects of
public education, but is primarily concerned with the
protection and improvement of the teaching-profession.

1.116L._



-,Publications of the NEA and its research division are
AvAilable by writing to the. NEA Order Department,
..Atademic Building, Saw Mill 'Road, West Haven, CT 06516

National'Information Cen er on Volunteerism
POBox 4179
Boulder, Colorado 80302
(303) 447-0492

The Center maintains a library on problem-solving
for planning and starting .a program, recruiting volun-
teers, public relations, funding, and other areas per-
tinent to-volunteerism.

National School Boards Association
800 State National Bank Plaza
POBox 1496
Evanston, Illinois 60204

Some of the purposes and services of the Associa-
tion include the following: it acts as a clearinghouse
for the dissemination of pertinent data relating to all
aspects of public education., establishing appropriate,
material and publications for such purpose. It en-
courages efficient and effective organization and ad-
ministration of the public schools. It works for the
adequate and equitable financial support of the public
schools; studies and interprets educational programs
and relates them to the needs of pupils; conducts, in-
clependently or in cooperation with others, seminars,
conferences:, courses and research projects in the
various aspects of education.--It- studies and interprets
legislation proposed in Congress that may affect educa-
tion and takes appropriate means to disseminate such
knowledge and information.

National School Public Relations Association
1801 North Moore Street
Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 528-5840

NSPRA's goal is to advance education through
responsible communication. NSPRA has developed a
talent bank of consultants to provide inservice and
special staff development programs. Available work-
shops cover a wide range for the building principals,
support staff, parents, boards of education, clasSroom
teachers, and for those facing operating levy or bond
issue elections. NSPRA.-is also ready with talent and
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materials to-develop special programs to meet specific
needs- of_schOol- districts across the nation. Each con-
tract is-daveloped individually with the-fee established
on-content arid assignm'ent .

NSPRA also provides help to school districts re-
:questing-an-evaluation of their communication program
'arkrassistance. to a full-scale on-site project includ-
ifig-a survey of community attitudes.

National Self Help Resource Center, Inc.
1800 WiSconsin Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 338-5704

The Center advocates and_assists skill and re-
source development at the local level. Among its
publications are UPLIFT, a series of 100 case studies
of "what people can do" and Community Resource Centers:
The Notebook, a how-to-book on developing community
resourCes e-ffectively for community use.

Organizer's Book Center
POBox 21066
Washington, DC 20009

OBC is a mail-order and publishing- project dis-
tributing practical organizing materials from Saul
Alinsky and Ralph Nader to the NACLA Research _and
MethodolqgyGuide, and the New Women's Survi_Val Cata-
laic'. A general brochure cov-ers tenant organiiiilg,
community schools, cable TV and other areas; a separate
brochure offers resources for women's organizing.

Rurban Educational Development Laboratory
College of Education
University- of Illinois
Urbane, Illinois 61820
(215) 333-8087

The Lab offers a series of useful publications on
.-citizen advisory -councils and committees.
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United Bronx Parents
791,Prospect Avenue
Bronx, New York 10455
212) 993-5300

Tbe United Bronx Parents is a community action
group that has made their own experiences available
in the form of publications in both English and Spanish.
Their inexpensive (25t-$1.) pamphlets and materials
cover topics like curriculum, school evaluation, bud-
gets, staff evaluation, and parent and student rights.
44 price list is available.

The Support Center
1424 16th Street, NW
Washington, DC
(202) 265-2443

The Support Center Is a nonprofit, public interest
organization that provides other public interest organ-
izations with support in financial management, person-
nel, office management, communication- and financtal
deyelopment, management planning, and maregement .systems.
Fees are based on the client organization's ability
to pay. To request assistance or discuss services, call
or write.

Volunteers for International Technical Assistance
3706 Rhode Island Avenue
.Mt. Ranter, Maryland 20822
(301) 277-7000

VITA is an "Agency for Volunteer Technical and
Professional Services." It serves as liason _between
organizations which want and need professional assis-
tance and volunteers who have time and skills,to give.
VITA also- offeTs a resource library, training workshops,
and publications (e.g. Manual of Practical Fundraising_
VITA: maintains an active network ofvolunteers although
domestic activities are currently somewhat curtailed.

Volunteer Consultant Network
National Center for Voluntary Action
1785 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC
(800) 424-8630

-The center_can. provide your group with a consul-
-Lan at minimal cost. ..Services include technical as-
-_SiStanCe in,4)49ilihT.and:training-_,TrOlem-7solving...?-



Management, and evaluation.
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B. Periodi_cals

Apple Pie is a newsletter containing "how to" oriented
neWS of legislation, administrative regulations,
staff development programs, trends, and confer-
ences related to parental involvement in educa-
tion. You can order it by writing to The Center
for the Study of Parent Involvement, 2544 Etna
Street, Berkeley, CA 94704.

American School Board Journal is written for board
of elf-Cat-fon Mevert. T.i-Journal prints a broad
spectrum of articles relaterTcriUucational pro-
grams and the governance of schools. You can
find the Journal in almost any university library
or at your school superintendent's office.

Citizen Actlon in Education is the quarterly journal
of the Irrfti-tuti forResponsive Education. It
addresses issues of interest in school-community
relations. It is available by request c/o I.R.E.
704 Commonwealth Ave. , Boston, MA. 02215

The

E_RTC is the acronym for the Educational Resources In-
formation Center. It is a computerized informa-
tion service which publishes a quarterly, Res_ources
in Education, that indexes and summarizes printed-
matter bn all areas of education. The ERIC system
is available to you through most large, public
university, and state college libraries.

.

The Harvard Educational Review is a scholarly journal
clio-ted to the discussionof major policy issues
in education. Written primarily for professors,
students, and education professionals,_ this pub-
lication frequently discussesissues of concern
to the informed, concerned lay person. It is
available at public and university libraries.

The Home and School Ins 'tute Newsletter is especially
designed fcir parents, community eaders, and edu-
cators. Its focus is on ways to build a more
effective home-school educational partnership.
It is available by writing to The Home and School
Institute, Trinity College, Washington, D.C. 20017.

Education focuses on the relationship be-
tween legiiiWTFiTlucational issues. It is avail-
able in many libraries and'by request cio the Cen-
ter for Law and Education, Larson Hall, 14 Appian
Way, Cambridge, MA. 02138
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log the sd eighNETWORK is publishet times durincho-- .

year by the National Committee for Citizens in
Education. It reports on educational issues of
,interest to citizens, and can be obtained by writ-
ing to NCCE, Suite 410, Wilde Lake Village Green,
Columbia, Maryland.

Phi DeIteKappan_ is the journal of Phi Delta Kappa,
a professional education fraternity. POK covers
a wide range of topics in education. While di-
rected at professionals, it can be of great use
to the informed lay person. PDK is available at
most public and university libriries.
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C. Books on Research Methods

Bollens,- John and Marshall Dale, A Gqide_tg Part_tCVA-
tion, Prentice Hall, 1973. -Alis -oo: is use-u
for teachers who want to involve students in ac-
tion-research and community groups about to tackle
researchable problems. It includes several
excellent-sections on defining problems, choos-
ing research methods, stimulating participation,
keeping groups moving, and analyzing and'report-
ing data.

Bosstick, Maurice and Cable, John L., Patterns in t e
Sand: An'Ex_loratjon in Mathematics Glencoe
PreSs,- 1971. Chapter 5. p_p 211-51 is one of
the best discussions of elementary statistics to
be found anywhere. Geared to the beginner, the
chapter explains means, medians, modes, standard
deviations, normal (bell) curves, and sampling
with unusual clarity -- in an easy-to-read style
unusual for a 'math book. Chapter 5 is an excel-
lent statistics primer, even for those apprehen-
sive of mathematics.

Burges, Bill, Facts and Fi ures, Institute for Respon-
sive Education, 1976. This guide to surveys is
written for both laymen and educators. It con-
tains instruction in survey methods and interview
techniques; 'and several sample questionnaires and
case studies.

Burges, Bill, You Can L_jtUp Institute for Respon-
sive Education, 1976. Written for laymen, stu-
dents, educators, and board of education members,
this is a brief guide to sources of information
written about education. It is designed to help
the reader find the best books, periodicals, in-
dexes, newspapers, etc with the smallest amount
of wasted time and energy.

Ferreira, Joseph and Burges, Bill, Collectin_ Evidence,
Institute for Responsive Educatto-n, 1971. Co_-
lectin_g_Evidence is a lay person's guide to field
researdtby means of observations, depth inter-
views and unobtrusive measures. Specific how-to
ideas and exercises for citizens are included.

Kerlinger, Frederick, Foundations of Behavioral Re-
search, Holt, Rine_art, ani Winston,
e-dttion. This college and graduate school text-
book,ts one of the finest in its field, supplying
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explanations of both the theoretical and practi-
-cal aspects of research. Much of the book is
devoted to surveys and other quantitative methods,
and the statistical information needed to use
these techniques. Nonetheless, the author also
explains other methods such as field research,
depth interviews, and historiography. Two of the
best sections cover defining the researchable
problem and designing the research strategy. The
book is written clearly and simply, and has many
examples.

McCall, George J. and Simmons, J.L., issues in Partici-
pantObservation, Addison-Wesley, 1969. A text
and reader en -fleld _research, the McCall/Simmons
book details the theoretical. background, general
methods, and pros and cons of first-hand research.
The book As a collection of significant contribu-
tions to the literature on field research. Written
primarily for researchers, it nonetheless contains
much information that would be helpful in a citi-
zens' study.

liational School Public Relations Association, Polling
and Survey Research, NSPRA, 1973. This twenty-
page manual detriFFs that the same problems that
keep information from flowing out of schools
keep information from flowing in. It cites re-
search on the pros and cons of the interview vs .

the questionnaire, various methods of construct-
ing poll questions and analyzing data, and de7_
scribes model survey techniques developed in Michi-
gan, Nebraska, and California.

Phillips, Bernard, Social Research: Strate and Tac-
tics, MacMillan, 1966. Like the Kerlinger _ook,
Secial Research puts various research methods in
the context of-various types of researchable
problems. Written for college students, it is a
good source of information for the informed lay-
man with some background in research or statistics.

Survey Research Center, Interviewer Manual, University
of Michigan, 1969 1n this short-Eook, you'll
find the directions provided to interviewers by
one of the world's best known survey centers. Ad-
ditionally, the manual -includes valuable and de-
tailed information on-Sampling and other facets
of survey research.
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Vannatta, Glen D., Carnahan, Walter H., and Fawcett,
Harold P., Advanced Hflh. School Mathematics,
Charles E Merrill Bàoks, 19-61 . This is a book
for juniors and seniors in high school mathema-
tics. Chapter 12 is an excellent introduction
to descriptive statistics. It is slightly more
complex and detailed than Bosstick and Cable's
treatment of the same material.

Weinberg, Eve, Surveys With Local Talent, National
Opinion Researcii tenter, -19717--TFow-to hand-
book for undertaking community surveys, this is
an excellent source of material and resources
for community groUps and educators interested
in conducting polls.
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0, Books.About_Chanle..

Action_ Guide fer Community 0_r9anizers, Department of
tlfban ComMunity ServioeS, Georgia State Univer-
sity, Atlanta, Ga. Written for the community or-
ganizer, it discusses setting priorities; how to
recruit, retain, and reward members; and how to
plan and hold an effective meeting.

Alinsky, Saul D. Rules for Radi_cals.:_A Practical Pri-
mer for Real_istiC Radicals,- Random House, 1971.
Mr. Alinsky d-raws on his experience as the most
successful community organizer of his generation
to give concrete priorities, perspectives, and
tools to future organizers.

Bemis, Warren, Benne, Kenneth, and Chin, Robert, The
Planning of Change, Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc 11-69. The authors present a theoretical,
but practical collection of conceptual articles
on effecting planned change.

Cave Ronald G. Partnership for Change: Parents and
Schools, Ward-Loa-Education-, 1970. Based on is
experiences with British schools, the author de-
velops an operative manual designed for both
parents and school officials.

Clasby, Miriam, To ethe- . Schools and Communities,
institute for Respcinsive E "'cation, Bot-ton, 975.
A year of field research on school/community col-
laboration in Massachusetts led to the prepara-
tion of this extensive handbook and resource
rectory for people who want to work together to
improve the schools.

Ecklein, J.L. and Laufer, Armand, Community Orgatri_zers
and Social Planners, John Wiley and Soh-S-;-1972-.
TheoretiCal and heiv-to-do7it chapters may prove
helpful to both professional planning interven-
tions in a community and citizens organizing to
influence local policy decisions.

Hess, Hannah S., The Third Side of the Desk: How Citi-
zens Can Change the- 5thoo1s, Charles 751bner'--
ons, e aut . or presents a parents per-

spective on one elementary school during the New
York school strike, and in doing so provides many
lessons for parents who find themselves dealing
with an unresponsive educational bureaucracy.

1
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The Htme-School New Educational Partnershi Home and
School Institute, Washington, D.C, 19 4. This
handbook of activities is designed to increase
parents involvement (within the home) on their
children's learning.

Huenfeld, John, The Communit Activis 's Handbook,
Beacon Press, 1-7 e -aut

. or etai_s _ow to
develop a citizen's organization, manage it,_and
influence policy making through mmmunity action.

Kozol, Jonathan, Free Schools, Houghton Mifflin Co.,
1972. Mr. Kozol, -a-well-known educational critic,
presents a deromanticized, very helpful primer
for parents, students, teachers, or others inter-
ested in alternativesto the public schools.

Lurie, Ellen, How To Change The Schools, Random House,
1970. This action-hi4Abboi TOT pa-rents is fast
becoming a .classic on how-to-fight the urban edu-
cational bureaucracy.

Making Schools Work, Massachusetts Advecacy Center,
Boston, 1974. The book stresses techniques for
cooperation between school personnel and community
groups as a way to resolve educational problemS.

Mann, Dale, "A Principal's Handbook for Shared Control
in Urban Neighborhood Schools." Unpublished paper,
Teachers College, Columbia, University, 1973.
This paper is a how-to-do-it for the urban princi-
palsinterested in increasing the amount of parent
participation and control in the school.

a

Or.anizin' Grou-s: A Guide_ for the Or.anizer Commun-
ity Action Training, Trenton, N.J. u nes the
stages of group development and points out dif-
ferent actions to spur the process.

P rent Power in the Schools, The Merrimack Education
Center, ChelmSford, Ma. This is a. handbook for
principals, parents, and teachers about home-
school communication and parent volunteer programs.

Postman, Neil and Weingartner, Charles, Delacarte, 1973.
A guidebook for amateurs to the world of schooling,
the book would be helpful to both 43arents, educa-
tors, and other citizens who want to change the
schools in a leftward direction.
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Sarason, Seymour, The Culture of the School and the
P_roblem of Chinq_c_. A lyn an_ Bacon, 1971.
Sai.4s-on exaMines the complexity.of change and
provides a useful resource of both theory and
practical ideas for parents, citizens, and edu-
cators seeking to change the schools.

Stevens, Chandler Harrison, Barwig, Floyd and Haviland,
David, Feedback: An.-Involvement Prtme_r. Center
for Architedtural-Reseafdh-, Rensselaer Polytech-
nic institute, Troy, N.Y., 1974. A how-to-do-it-
manual on related community dialogue techniques;
issue balloting in newspapers, interaction with
TV involving home and studio audiences and elec-
tronically aided group dialogue.

UPLIFT: What _peopie_Themselves_Can .Do, The National
Self-Help Aesource Center, WsKington, D.C.
A comprehensive study of 100 outstanding Self-
help programs nationwide, detailing successes
and problems in an easy-to-read human interest
style.

Use a Survey to FielL_Entntt, Community Action Train-
ing,Trenton, N.J. An easy-to-read handbook cov-
ering the_subjects of survey design, questionnaire
cxistruction, sampling, interviewing, data tabu-
lation and analysis. Appendix includes sample
survey guides.
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-.-Goal Setting Means Choosing Among Alternatives
,Motivation, or "What's Really Bugging You?"

ALD- 3: Aft:Organizational Chart
AIDA: . Reality Check.List

Helping and. Hindering Forces: A Balance Sheet
ALLY6:. Skeleton-Planning Aid .

v---A-111-1: Building- Resea-rchable Problems
a .

"7-AIV8:-- 'Defining Terms
AID 9: How to Run a-Brainstorming Session
AID 10: Building Hypotheses
AID 11: From Concept to Indicator
:AID 12: Checklist to Find Information Influencing Your -Central

Issue-
: AID 13: A Comprehensive Model of Citizen-Action Research in

Education
'AID 14: Skill Development for Participant Observation
JAID 15: Probing
AID 16: Sample Size

.AID..17: Seven Rules of Question Writing
"AID'..18:lise a Cover Letter to Identify Your Survey
AID 19: Sample Survey Questions
-AID 20: A "Lesson Plan" for a Citizen Training Session
-AID 21: Planning Outline for Data Gathering
AID 22: Tabulating Facts for the Public
)1411 23: Four Ideas for Resolving Conflict
AID .24: Developing Proposals

the-Proposals:' An Outline
AID 26: Producing a Slide-Tape Show
'flaID-27: News Releases
AID 28: Strategy for Change

ACTION-RESEARCH AIDS

(The followinv aids can be reproduced for group
work. The- most inexpensive method of reproduction
is to make one copy of the aid on a."xerox" machine.
Then using a 3M "Thermo-Fax" machine or other thermal
copier turn the copy into a ditto master. Next,
ditto as many copies as necessary.)
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AID 1: GOAL SETTING MEANS CHOOSING AMONG ALTERNATIVES

In a discussion, list at least 5-10 possible goal state-
ments for ypur project. Then, each person in your group should
check the bexes which best describes his/her personal opinion of
the importance of alternative goals. Then compare and discuss
these rankings to decide on goals for the project.

Alternative
Goal Statemen

Very
High High Average Low

Priori Priority Prtpr_ity Priori

Very
Low

Pori
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AID MOTIVATION, OR "WHAT'S REALLY BUGGING YOU

After preliminary discussions you should attempt to
clarify your collective and individual concerns. No member should
have illusions about goals and underlying values. Hold a meet-
ing that's designed to bring motivations to the forefront.
Suppose you are a student-teacher-parent-school official group
that plans to study collective bargaining and seek alternatives
to present policies. The various members will undoubtedly have
differing motivations for joining the committee and different
expectations of what the committee will do with differing per-
spectives. You'll want to be honest with one another and de-
cide on the limits and goals of your activities. This AID shuld
help you to do so.

1. Identifying Ideas: Ask each member of the group to write
the key i_deas and terms in the discus-
sion and report hfS[her list to the
overall group. Ask a recorder to keep
track of which ones are cited most fre-
quently. Examples of ideas might be
"unionism," "job security," "educational
change," and "citizen input."

2. Priorities: How do the_key tdeas_and terms identified
above fit ihto yoUr project? Can you
order them according to their importance
to the group? Does this ordering conflict
with your goals?

Motivations: Answering the following questions will help
you focus each member's energies and build
group motivation. Onoe_again, do this in
small groups (followed by a large group
reporting session) or in an open forum.
Seek consensus.

) What individual concerns motivate me
in this situation? Why am I here?

b) What underlying issues are involved
in the terms and problems we are
discussing?

*One particularly helpful way of dealing with the question of
motives is through values classification exercises. .V_a_lues

Clarification (by Simon, Howe and Kiyschenbaum) is a "handbook
of practical strategies" that you can use to find out What you
really want to do anyway, if It's necessary. All the exercises
are good. The one you'll use depends on your particular purposes.
Exercises 2, 18, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28 and 42 seem especially use-
ful for action-research groups. The book is popularly written
and available in paperback ($3.95, Hart Publishing Co., N.Y.)
at most bookstores and libraries.
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Why am I interested in group
action? The action-research
approach?

How does the issue relate to my
basic values and belief?

4._ Summa 'ze motivations:

Assign one person to produce a summary motiva-
tional statement by the next meeting. The key to suc-
cess is finding some common ground on which the entire
group can agree. SimOiiWWiTTUns of majority will
are not 1.ery useful in a program that depends on wide-
spread participation.
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AID 3.: AN ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

A moderate-sized citizen-action research project is likely to
include each of these committees and functions. You might want
to use an organization chart like this. Be sure that people are
assigned to each function, and that they are well-organized by
the .Steering Committee Chairperson(s) and subcommittee chairper-
son(s). (See pp.18)

CHAIRPERSON(S) AND
STEERING COMMITTEE

coordinates and supervises project
develop overall strategy
prepares proposals for change

4. coordinates follow-up action

Community
Relations

Subcommittee

1. Coordinates Media

2. Holds Special Events
and Meetings

Community
Contacts

Subcommittee

1. Prepares final draft
of researchable pro-
blem, subquestions,etc.

2. Conducts exploratory
3. Helps with Fundraising study

Recruits volunteers

5. Develops support from
key groups and in-
dividuals in the com-
munity

Develops and finalizes
action7research instru-
ments (questionnaire,
observations, etc.

Trains and Supervises
Data Gatherers

Locates and attracts
resource people 5. Analyzes and reports

results

6. Makes tentative pro-
posals to Steering
Committee
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AID 4: REALITY CHECK LIST
See pp.28)

Project Goal:

klEEDED RESOURCES (List_ and desc ft

AVAILABLE RESOURCES
Hand

AVAILABILITY OF
Probabl Will

RESO
Mi'ht

RCES
Probabl Won'

RESOURCE GAP, if any: What is the di ference between what is
needed and what you can reliably call
upon for help? If the gap is too large,
either seek to identify new resources
(you may find many outside the community
who take an interest in your project) or
redefine your project more moderately.
Be sure to ask resource people about the
"reality" of what you are doing.
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HELPING AND HINDERING FORCES: A BALANCE SHEET

Based upon your goal and possible activities, consider
the forces which might help or hinder goal achievement. List
the helping (A) and constraining or hindering (-) forces on
charts like those below as a method of assessing your chances
for success. (See pp.28)

1. A COMMUNITY CONDITIONS BALANCE SHEET

In general do soc al and other conditions in the community
favor you?

2. A RESOURCE BALANCE SHEET

4.

In general, can you muster the necessary resources
job?

A GROUP ACTIVIT ES-POTENTIAL BALANCE SHEET

to do the

In general will your group be able

ADDITIONAL BALANCE SHEETS MHICH MAY

to carry out

BE IMPORTANT

its

IN

plans?

YOUR
COMMUNITY

150
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AID 6: SKELETON PLANNING AID

AID 6 is an attempt to stimulate your thinking_and com-mit it to writing. It may be useful to do this in small groups
and then consolidate results. Once again, you are lookinn for
a rough plan -- an idea of how to get the Job done.

1. Pro ec Goa

2 Wh- e_are we now? (present c_ ditions

Difference between What are ou- needs?

Conti nue other side

4. POSSIBLE LIST OF NEED-MEETING GOAL-ACHIEVING ACT V TIES
T n b oad y ere. W at needs to one

MA OR ACTIV TY Wio When How Resou ce ommitment

I.

.

IV.

5. A FL CHART: Draw a diagram showing the major steps in the
project from beginning to end, that is, those
that seem to be the steps at this early stage
of planning.

(Approxirate line of dates on the project flo
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A_D 7: BUILDING RESEARCHABLE PROBLEMS

Researchable problems are listed on the left hand side
of_the page, comments about what's wrong with each in the middle,
_and suggested improvements, right. In the final examples, the
aid becomes an exercise. (See pp. 35)

RESEARCHABLE PROBLEN JCTS
-This takes a position
but that's OK
-"Really" has no re-
search answer
-"Well" is a value
judgement unless
carefully defined.
-Suggesting direc-
tions for change
would be hel-fu1-

_REVISED PROBLEM

1 Students in our
school system can't
really read well.

Are students in our
school system reading
at grade level? If
not, what can be done
to improve reading
scores?

2. What can we do abou
desegregatioo?

-Do about is a term
that means different
things to different
people.

How can our community
prepare for the pos-
sible effects of
court-ordered school
dese ation?

. Why is the curricu-
lum in our school so
bad?

-The researchable pro-
blem takes a position
but does so based on
a term "bad" that can-
not be defined except
in a value judgement.

Directions for
change: Evalua ing
the curriculum at
our school.

4. Parents should be
more involved in school
elated decisions.

-Once again, the pro-
blem is the value
judgement "should"
-School-related is

-a u _

You revise.

5. Why do school board
policies so frequently
follow . the recommenda-
tion; of the superinten-
dent? Is the school
board at all responsive
to other groups besides
the school administra-
tion?

-Too long and wordy
-Unclear about whether
or not the superinten-
dent and administra-
tion should be con-
sidered as one.

6. What's the ideal way
to teach reading?

-Can't be answered
by_evidence.

7. Why is discipline so
poorly handled at our
high _school?

You oomment
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AID 7: (Continued)

RESEARC AB

!El. The school super-
lintendent doesn't care
"about kids.

E PROBLEM _CO ENTS REV sEp PRO LEM

9. Now dra t sample researchable ques ions for your issue;
comment on hem; and revise them.
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AID 8: DEFINING TERMS

After reading the example on "adequate participation,"
try your hand at defining the terms in researchable problems.
Attempt to develop consensus around each definition, don't just
take a majority vote. (See pp.36) Also see AID 23 on con-
sensus building.)

A) Sample Researchable Problem: What are the benefits and
costs of initiating one
open classroom at each grade
level in our elementary schools?

1. Which terms need clarification?
2. What are the key terms?
3. How can the key terms be defined?
4. How do you plan to measure important ideas?

B) Sample Researchable Problem: Can we make our school system
more effective and efficient
in its use of human and econo-
my resources?

1. Which terms need clarification?
2. What are the key terms?
3. How can the key terms be defined?
4. How do you plan to measure important ideas?

Now answer the same four questions for your researchable
problem.
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AID 9: HOW TO RUN A BRAINSTORMING ESSION*

Aid 9 is divided into three sections. Each can be used
to promote creative and realistic proposals. The first section
is a detailed outline of brainstorming formats. The second sec-
tion asks five questions about turning rough data into concrete
prop)sals. The third is a sampling of representative "social in-
ventions" developed on one project. (See pp.

A. Mai:1 ideas of brainstorming:

1. Clear problem formulation.
Before people can think creatively about a problem or
question it must be clearly stated.

2. Idea stimulation.
B-rains -ming attempts to stimula e each person's think-
ing in response to the ideas to others.

3. No initial evaluatAon.
So that every pos7TT5Te idea gets put forwa d, no one
person is allowed to make evaluative remar s about what
another says. Every idea has merit initia ly. Evalua-
tion is a later step.

An e_nco_ura_gin_9_aIn_EPAELEt
Everyone should have the idea that "anything goes." A
relaxed setting, surprisingly, often stifles creativity.
A special setting may be necessary to encourage the idea
that anything can and should be said. The formality of
having a leader, recorder, special room, and a set of
ground rules will create a better atmosphere than a
general "bull session" setting.

Format for brainstorming:

1. am12 size.
5-20. If your group is larger, split up into smaller
groups.

2. The_ Chair erson.
Defines the problem; fosters discussion; prevents eval-
uative remarks; keeps the group on the subject; encourages
broad thinking; fills holes in the discussions with sug-
gestions; ends the session at an appropriate time.

3. The consultant.
Listens, Thelp-s- weed cut ideas later.

4. The recorder.
Takes note on all ideas, decides whether an idea is
new enough to write down, checks with chairperson if
unsure, keeps notes so that they make sense to anyone

*Many of the ideas in this aid were adapted from Edward de Bono,
Lateral Thinking, Ward Lock: London, 1970, pp.151ff.
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AID 9 (Continued)

and can be used by the chair immediately. It often
helps to keep the list on a blackboard or large pieces
of chart paper taped to a wall.

C. A Typical Session:

1. Leader explains concept and defines pro lem and goal
of session.

2. If group members are unfamiliar with brainstorming,
conduct a five-minute warmup using a very simple
problem (e.g. What should we have for lunch?)

3. One half-hour brainstorming session.

4. Follow up: Begin to separate suggestions that are
really useable from those that are'not. -This is
usually done by a small group at a later time. They
might be rated as follows:

(1) immediately applicable.
(2) creative approach; let's explore it further.
(3) not useful in this situation.
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AID 10: BUILDING HYPOTHESES

Aid 10 is a worksheet for developing hypotheses. PartA takes a central issue, outlines a researchable problem, sug-gests a possible exploratory study and lists several hypotheses.
Follow the same steps with the issues in Part B, using a sheetof scrap paper. Then, in Part C, develop possible hypothesesfor your own researchabl_e problem. Part D is a checklist forhypotheses. (See pp. 44)

A. Issue:
Res ea hab e Probl_em:

taaltInti

High School Overcrowding
Why is the high school overcrowded?
And what can be done about it?
What have other communities done in
similar situations?
Are there any really imaginative
solutions? Is overcrowding really
a problem? Why?
The local high school is overcrowded
because of the 8-3 school day. The
schedule is not flexible enough.

Because control is emphasized. The
school would have plenty of room if
the authorities eliminated study
halls, opened the campus, encouraged
work study and community learning
experiences.
Because space utilization is inefficient.
Because a new building is needed.

. Issue 1: Parents lack of interest in the schools.
Issue 2: School discipline.
Issue 3: Difficulty in getting and keeping good teache

C. Your issue:

Your researchable problem:

Your explora. ory questions:
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ATD_10: (Continued)

Your hypotheses:

158

Uo your hypothese:?

suggest tentative answers?

express relationships?

reflect your group's priorities?

focus on obtainable information?

deal with realistic solutions to the problem
that concerns you?

flow from an exploratory study or pilot-tes

16.1



AID 11:
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FROM CONCEPT TO INDICATOR

The meaning of "indicators" is not always grasped
easily. Aid 11 is designed to demonstrate the indicators of
several concepts. (See pp.50)

A. CONCEPT: INFLATION

INDICATORS OF INFLATION COULD INCLUDE:

- Higher grocery bills;
-Getting less for your money;
-Unions demanding."cost-of-living" increases;
- Politicians talking on and on about "balancing

the budget or tightening the reins" or "wage-price
controls";

-Endless debates about whether the "greedy unions"
or "profit-hungry companies" are_at fault;

- Increases in government "cost-of-living" estimates;

B. CONCEPT: LACK OF SCHOOL DISCIPLINE

INDICATORS OF LACK OF DISCIPLINE COULD INCLUDE:

- a Wigh'incidence of fights;
-classroom disruptions;
-widespread violation of school rules;
-trays scattered throughout the cafeteria;
-long lines at the assistant principal's offic-,

YOU ADD SOME:

C. CONCEPT: A GOOD COURSE

INDICATORS OF A GOOD COURSE COULD INCLUDE:

-helpful and interesting materials;
-a well-prepared teacher;
-nigh student test scores in the subject;
-active class participation by students;
-clearly explained goals;
-a fair grading system;

YOU ADO SOME:
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AID 121 CHECKLIST TO FIND INFORMATION INFLUENCING YOUR CENTRAL ISSUE

As explained in pages50 to 51 non-school as well as school-
related factors can influence education. The following is a check-
list which _will help you to locate and identify educational "influ-
ences" that may relate to your researchable problem.

.Ctommpity _Influen_ces_May_Include The_se

1. Local attitudes and values
---2. Socio-economic factors
---3. Family structures

4. Local government
5. Employment opportunities
6. Size and location of the communi y
7. Tax base
-8. Degree of inititutional suppor

in the community.
_9. Parent and citizen involvement in

the institution.
10. Presence of cultural-educational

resources.
11. Others.

Influences Within the In-.
stitution schooTr666,
sc_oouiTding an school

Include The-1
and/or Others
1. Teacher quality
2. Administrative-supervi-

sory level of performance
3. Grading/evaluation/tracking
4. Placement/counseling services
5. Disciplinary-student affairs

system
6. Athletics and other extra-

turricular activities
7. Communication system within

institution
8. Communication with community

and external environment
9 Role of parents, students,. _

professionals and others in
governance.

_10. Career/college counseling and
plappment.

1 6

YOUR CENTRAL ISSUE

Extennal EnvironmentAl _Influences
Ma: Include ThiSd and/or -0tWir-
1. The courts
'2. State and federal laws
3. Teacher (or other professional)

training institutions.
4. Powerful interest groups
5. Social science research
6. State And-national population

factors
7.-Major events and social trends
8. Important trends in values of

various subcultural groups
9 _Others_ _
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AID 13 A COMPREHENSIVE MODEL OF CITIZEN-ACTION RESEARCH IN
EDUCATION

The model uses various sources and methods. From written
materials a group might find out what state policies exist, how
they eme1.-ged, what t going on in other communities, what are some
ideal change models, etc. From surveys, you'll be able to deter-
mine community attitudes, values, opinfons, and test our hypotheses.
.With parttOpant 9bservation and ItEtti_tatrwill, groups are
likely to firld out what iS Feally happening in a particular insti-
tution/community. (See pp. 51)

schoolbuild-
ing level schoolroom

level

other
...educational
settings/re-
- sources The

. Education
System/Insti-

tution

The
'School Sys-
tem (central

level)

RESEARCH VIA:
Written Materials

+Depth Interviews
+Surveys
+Participant Obser-
vation (including
informants)

RELEVANT DATA

PULL DATA

The
Community

School

The
External

Environment

RESEARCH VIA: RESEARCH VIA:
Written Materials Written Ma-

+Depth Interviews terials
+Surveys +Depth Inter-
+Participant Ob- views
servation (includ-+Exoert Infor7
ing informants) mants

'Surveys

RELEVANT DATA RELENANT DATA

FROM ALL SOURCES TOGETHER

ANALYZE DATA

WITH EYE TOWARD

PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE

PROPOSALS AND ACTION FOR CHANGE
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AID 13: (Continued)

If you have completed Aid 4, check back to it now. The major
purpose, of Ahi 13-is. rather direct: based on your issue and
the sources of relevant data, think of ways you can generate
the knowledge/facts you need. (See pp. 53)

A. YOUR ISSUE:

B. HYPOTHESES OR RESEARCH QUESTIONS:

SOURCES OF DATA: see Aids 8 and 9)

institution:
the. c_ommUn_ity:

1. WRITTEN MATERIALS 1. WRITTEN MATERIALS

2. DEPTH INTERVIE S 2. DEPTH INTERVIEWS

In the extern_al
enyironment:

1. WRITTEN MATERIALS

2. DEPTH INTERVIEWS

PARTICIPANT OBSERV. 3. PARTICIPANT OB. 3. PARTICIPANT OB.
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AID 14: SKILL DEVELOPMENT FOR PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION

(See pp. 54-55)

A. EXERCISES

(1) Mini-obse vations
Each observer makes a fifteen minute visit to any situatio
(e.g. laundromats, restaurants) and immediately afterward
records all data observed. Following that, the group
comes together and each person reports on what was seen.
(You might wish to do this in small groups.)

This exercise will enable you to become more aware of the
wide variety of things that are "observable". What
nificant about the setting, the costumes, the overall sit-
uation?

Me_m_o_ry Tests

fry to "tune in" on ten minute segments of other people's
public conversations. For instance, try to listen care-
fully to ten minutes of a school committee or city coun-
cil meeting. Who said what to whom and in what sequence?
Once again, record the data immediately after leaving
the situation.

Communit Observations
isit a community -setting in a team of three or four.
Observe the stmet scenes and the actors. What are the
major institutions? What are the people_ like? Is there
much interaction? What socio-economic characteristics
stand out? (Socio-economic characteristics include sex,-
age, race, income levels, lifestyles, and other community
characteristics.)

Once you've done the observation, meet as a team and put
together a "community analysis" based on the dile observa-
tion. Present it to the other teams and vice versa. The
exercise will promote your ability to observe community
influences.

(4 ) Mock Informant Interviews
Practicethe dept interviews needed to get information
from informants if you need to use that technique. Have
one person conduct the mock interview while another plays
the mie of informant. Introductory questions should be
written in advance and reviewed after the simulated inter-
view. You might ask each other to describe your-net4hbor-
hoods, a committee you serve on or interesting experiences.-

If_ possible, interview someone about a subject on which
s/he has more information than sihe wants to reveal.
Anyone who plans to do depth interviewing of informants
needs practice. The more reluctant you_anticipate the
informants will be, the more important it is to work on
this exercise.
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A_IM14:_ (Continued)

(5) Your .Scho_ol
AS-k th-e principal to arrange for a group of three or four
of you to visit the school in your neighborhood. Ask to
tour the building, sit in on classes, get to the cafeteria,
and talk to a couple of teachers. At the end of the day,
sit down as a group and list the things that made an iM-
press'ion on ou, and_develop another flst of areas for
further inquiry. Call back and ask the.principal to let
you look into those situations for further inquiry. This
is more .than an exerciseOt is the beginning of a citizen
study of the xhool.

PARTICIPANT-OBSERVERS CHECK LIST. DO YOU.

1. Record facts rather than experiences?
2. Discover the background to the situation being observed?

Describe costumes, props, and the stage?
---4. Use accurate, detailed descriptions of actions and

behaviors?
5. Report word-for-word statementswhere appropriate?
6. Work effectively with reliable witnesses and informan
7. Report on any important trace effects or wear spots?
8. Use documents to add to observations?
9. Seem to observe natural and typical instances?

10.. Become involved in a situation to the extent that it was
disrvptive or unnatural?

11. Have pre-formed opinions or "axes to grind?"
12. Make interpretations that flow directly from the data?
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AI_D_ 15:: PROBING

The following aid is expanded in "The Interviewer's
Training Manual," by Dr. Edison Trickett. The "Training Manual"is included in Facts and I.R.E.'s guide to citizen 'sur-veys. (See pp. 61; also see Facts And Fi ures.)

Probing is a technique used by the interviewer to stimulatediscussion and obtain more information. When an answer gives in-sufficient information, probing is the art of getting additionalinformation.

A. Functions cri robes

1. Probes motivate the respondent to communicate more f llyso that s/he enlarges on, clarifies, or explains the
answer s/he has given.

2. Probes focus the discussion on the specific content ofthe interview so that irrelevant and unnecessary informa-tion can be eliminated. The interviewer must know whats/he is eter to know an inadequate response and thenecessity of probing.

Kinds of probes

1 Reassuring sounds. Saying things such as "uh_huh" o"I see" or "yes" or "that's interesting," indicates thatthe interviewer has heard the response given so far, is
interested and expects more.

2 An expectant pause. Often accompanied by an expectant
look or a nod of the head. These tactics allow the re-spondent time to gather his/her thoughts. The pausewon't work, of murse, if the respondent is out of ideas.

3 Repeating the question. When the respondent doesn't seemto understand the question-, misinterprets it, or is un-
able to make up his/her mind. If the respondent is stray-ing from_the question, repeat it. That focuses the re-spondent's thoughts,

4 Repeatingthe respendent's answer. Simply repeating what
the re-spondent has said as soon as s/he stops talking
is often an excellent probe. This should be done as the
interviewer is writing the answer.

5. A_neutral comment or question. These obtain fuller and
clearer responses- Examples include:

What do you mean?
Could you tell me more about your thinking on that?
Will you- tell me what you have in mind?
Why do you think this is so?
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(Continued)

Could you tell me why you feel that way?
Which figure do you think comes closest?
Do you have any other reasons for feeling as you do.
Anything else?

6 Asking for further clarification. This technique can
arouse the_respondent's desire to cooperate with a human
being who is lrying to do a,good job. The interviewer
might say, "I'm sorry, I'm not sure what you mean by
that...could you tell me a little more?" The approach
is also useful in dealing with an answer that appears
to be inconsistent with previous answers. The inter-
viewer might say, "I'm sorry, but I am not sure I un-
derstand. Did you mention previously...?" It is most
important that the rspondent does not get the feeling
s/he is being cross-examined.

166

C. Exam les of probes

Probing should be done neutrally, without introducing bias
into the interview. The following

A: CONSIDERING THE COUNTRY AS A WHOLE, DO YOU THINK WE
WILL HAVE GOOD TIMES DURING THE NEXT YEAR, BAD TIMES
OR WHAT?

Answer 1: "yes I do." (What does the respondent mean?
Possible probes:

"I see." (followed by an expectant pause.)
"What do you mean?"
"Would you say then that...(repeat question.
"Can you tell me more about your thinking?"

Answer 2: "Maybe good. Maybe bad. It all depends."
Possible probes:

"Uh huh" (pause aid expectant look.
"What do you mean?"
"What do you have in mind?"
"Can you tell me more about your thinking on that?"

Answer 3: "I hope we have good times." (But what does s/he think
will happen? The answer given is irrelevant.)

Possible probes:
"We hope so, but what do you really think?"
"I see, but what do you think will happen?"
"Yes, but..." (repeat the question.)

D. Recording probes. Wr te P before the probed comment, then
write the answei. given.



AID 16: SAMPLE ZE
167

(See pp. 67)

A mix of practical and research facto s determine sample
size. Naturally, the least chance of error due to sampling
occurs when you use a large sample. If the population you are
studying, however, is relatively homogenous or can be broken_
down into homogenous components (See Facts and Fi ures), a small,
randomly selected sample will yield ekcellent reiUlts-7

To clear up one common misconception, the size of the sampler'ather than the size of the population is the point of emphasis
in determining sample adequacy. In other words, samples don't
have to be a fixed percentage of the population. The following
chart indicates sample sizes that can be used by community sur-
veys employing the random selection techniques described in thetext.

The chart can be read as follows: "In 99 cases out of 100, asample size of 16,587 would yield results within tl% of those thatwould be yielded by asking the entire population. In 95 cases out
of 100, a sample of 9,6041 would do the same..."Similarly, "in 99
cases out of 100 a sample of 166 would yield results within +10%
of those that would be yielded by the entire population. In 95,ou
of 100, a sample of 96 would do the same."

SAMPLE SIZES TO BE TAIRLY CONFIOENT_OF ACCURACY
confident 95% of time of confident 99% of time of
results within t error results within + error

1% 9604 16587
2 2401 4147
3 1067 1843
4 600 1037
5 384 663
6 267 461
7 196 339
8 150 259
9 119 205

10 96 166
1_5_ 43 74

Choose the error an_d_chance of_confidence needed for your survey.As you can see, the-size of sample- to diminish the error below
+6% may not be worth the additional effort.
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SEVEN RULES OF QUESTION WRITING

(See pp. 75)

RELATE THE QUESTION TO YOUR GOALS.

Design questions to draw out information that is directly re-
lated to the overall action-questions or hypotheses.

MAKE THE QDESTIO_N AS TIGHT AS POSSIBLE.

Whenever possible, specify alternative choices from which a
respondent can select an answer. Open-ended questions, with-
out fixed-alternative answers, are difficult to analyze in
large quantity. While open-ended questions are very useful
for getting at attitudes, reasons for behavior, and unantici-
pated responses, don't use too many of them in anything but
a small survey or investigative interview project. For most
questionnaires, multiple choice, yes-no, rank ordering and
other similar formats are most useful.

3. STRIVE FOR CLARITY.

Questions should not be subject to more than one alternative.
Avoid questions that contain more than one idea, multiple mean-
ings, unclear wording, or judgmental expressions.and_vocabulary
open to various evaluations. AVoid questions like, "Do the
teachers and administrators at the junior high school favor
certain groups?" too many ideas, double meaning, unclear
wording - favor_ groups, etc.) Be as clear and objective as
possible.

4. SUGGEST NO ANSWERS IN ADVANCE

Some questions are loaded." They lead people to certain, re-
sponses. For instance, if you ask the questi "Have You
heard about the'situation at the high school? people are
likely to answer yes. The question implies that one OUGHT
to have heard about the situation. A better approach is to
ask a respondent to list the three most recent "situations"
at the local school about which -/he has heard.

5 A.S.K RESPOND_EINTS ABOUT THI_NBS_ THEY_ARE FA ILIAR WITH.

If you are unsure about familiarity with a particular item,
either gfveunbiased background or.ask a "fYiter quLstion."
Filter questions are de'signed'to tell whether or not someone
knows about a situation. Sometimes they simply ask whether
or not a person is familiar with a subject. For example, in
a survey of attitudes of users of public transportation, you'd
filter respondents by asking how often they use the transpor-
tation.. More frequent users would be considered more informed
than those who ride only occasionally. Other times they get
at this information in more indirect ways.
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AID_17_: (Continued)

6. PERSONAL

169

UESTIONS COME LATE IN A EST ONNAIRE OR INTERVIEW.

Questions ihat are personal, for example questions about age,
education level, income, ethnic background, or marital status.
The respondent may resist answering them. These-are best airec
late in the interview or questionnaire. By that time some trus
or rapport is likely to emerge. Use language that is as non-
threatening as possible.

7. AVOI.D èUESTIONS WITH "RIGHT" ANS ER5.

People want to answer questions the "right way." So avoid
questions with answer-choices which are clearly acceptable or
unacceptable. Don't ask people qi!cstions_like, "Do you agree
with .the general consensus that the principal. and teachers
are doing a great job on the reading program?"
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AID USE A COVER LETTER TO IDENTIFY YOUR SURVEY

(See pp. 76)

SAmple Cover Letter:

January 6, 1976

Dear Teacher:

Our group is an advanced "City" class working under the
direction of Ms. Libby Segrub. We have adopted the ti le "Course
Evaluation Committee" because we think that traditional class
labels are inappropriate for a long-range project.

Your class is among the many that have been selected for
our course evaluation project. Eighty percent were chosen ran-.
domnly by a computer: while about twenty per cent were included
in our sample by design because they were required, heavily sub-
scribed, or particularly popular. We are using a well-tested
method called Action-Research to achieve the goals we set for
our project.

Our goals are to make the school community more awar_ of
the.content and quality of education offered at BHS. In order
to improve the quallty of information about our.school, we are
scientifically gathering and analyzing facts and opinions.

We want to stress that our approach is based on modera_ion,
cooperation, and objectivity. We want to do something positive,
and feel that we've discovered a way to do so. Our iritent is
to produce and print a brief, constructive report at the con-
clusion of our survey. Hopefully this project will provide
useful feedback to teachers and helpful data to students,
parents, and counselors.

Thank you for cooperating,

Course Evaluation Committee
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AID 19. SAMPLE SURVEY QUESTIONS

The following survey and others printed in their entirety
in Fact and Fi ures. (Also see pp. 78-80)

A. Brockton, (MA ) High School students evaluated a sample of
the school's courses by surveying student opinion in randomly
chosen classes. It was a "paper and pencil test" with no verbal
interviewing. The following are the first four parts of a
lengthy questionnaire:

To the Stu ;It:

BHS COURSE EVALUATION

Please answer the following questions carefully. Considerthe course as a whole. If Ahe question does not apply to the
course you are evaluating, do not answer it. Please take your .

time in responding and feel free to comment on any or all of.
your responses. Your evaluation will:help students and teachers
make better judgements in. choosing 'courses; and help give teachers
feedback from f-heir students.

QUESTIONNAIRE I D.

1 Course Name

2. Teacher's Name

Thank you,
Course Evaluati n Committee

Ci cle One:
3. Course Level: 1. basic

2. standard
3. honors
4. advanced
5. other (please specify).

4. You are a, (1) freshman (2) sophomore (3) junior 4) senior
h) What is your house 1)0 2 R 3)A 4)Y

5. I took this course to satisfy: (1) requirements for
graduation (2) requirements for college or employment
(3) my own rsonal interest (4) no particular require-=
ments (5) my counselor

6. I have at ended (1) every class (2) almost every class
(3) more than missed (4) less than half the classes
(5) almost none

7. After graduation, I intended to (1) attend a 24 year
college (2) follow other training programs (3) get a
job (4) join the armed service (5) don't know
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Directions: Each of t. e following statements is followed
-_bse four possible responses. If, without any doubt, the state-
ment applies to the course you are evaluating, you should cir-
cle the first choice which is "definitely yes." If the state-
Ment definitely does not apply "definitely no" would be the
'appropriate selection. The "yes" and "no" responses apply to
those statements with which you may agree or disagree, but
without strong, definite feelings.

Gbals/Grading

1. I am getting what
I expected from
this course.

2. Course goals were
clearly explained
early in the
semester.

I am learning a
great deal in
this dass

The teacher ex-
plained his/her
grading system
fully

Definitely
yes

5. The teacher has a
fair grading system

6. The teacher keeps me
informed of ny

progress

Subj_pct_Matter eachin

7. The teacher comes to
class well prepared

The teacher presents
material clearly

9. The teacher is readily
available outside of
class to work with
students

10. The teacher expresses
an interest in student's
understanding of class
material

Definitely
Yes no no

2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 3 4

1 4

1 2
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AID 19 (Continued)

yes Yes No

Definitely
noDefinitely

11. Taking this course has
increased my interest
in the subject matter.

1 2 3 4

12. Materials presented
(ex: filmstrips,text-
books, media) are
helpful in under-
standing the subject
matter.

1 2 3 4

13. The teacher has a good
command of the subject
matter.

1 2 3 4

14. The teacher works at
the right speed, neither
too fast nor too slow for
me.

1 2 3 4

Atmosphere

15. I look forward to attending
this class.

1 2 3 4

16. The teaching encourages
class discussion and
participation.

1 2 3 4

17. The teacher expressed a
genuine personal concern
for the students in the
class.

1 2 3 4

18. Class discussion and
participation are dominated
by a few members of the
class.

1 2 3 4

19. The teacher is fair and
impartial in dealings
with students.

1 4

20. The atmosphere in the
classroom is free and
open.

2 3 4

21. The atmosphere encourages
studying and classwork. 1 2 3 4

22. The teacher is effective
in exercising discipl4ne 1 2
when necessary.
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A I D (Continued)
Definitely Definitely

Yes Yes No No

_19

23. I have a great deal of
respect for this teacher. 1 2 3

24. Would you recommend this
course to other students? 1 2 3 4

25 If yourfriend were considering taking this course and asked
for your advice howwould you briefl1 evaluate it for him/her?

III. Teacher Questions:

In this section, the teacher is encouraged to add any
questions he/she feels are necessary for an' accurate survey.

2

I. GUIDANCE

1 Who is your guidance counselor?

2. How many times have you seen your courL.;elor this semester?
Not at all b)1-2 c) 3-4 d) 5 or more

In what ways has your guidance counselor helped you during
your time at B.H.S?

a) Discipline
b) Course selection
c) College advisor
d) Career advisement

e) Course change
f) Scholarship assistance
g) Personal problems
h) Other (please explain)

4. Do you have confidence in your counselor's abili -y _

you make decisions?
a) Definitely yes b) yes ) no d) definitely

5. Do you go to another faculty member for advice more often
than you go to your guidance counselor?
a) Definitely yes b) yes c) no d) definitely no

help

My counselor makes me feel welcome, even if I don't have an
appointment.

Definitely yes b) yes ) no d) definitely no
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AID 19 (Continued)

7. How much has your guidance counselor influenced you in
choosing courses?
a) Majority of Courses b) some cou _ s c) very few d) none

What improvements, if any, can be made to better the guidance
department for the future?

B. SHARE Of Wareham (MA.), Inc. conducted a survey on citi-
zen par icipation. They used the telephone intervi-ew tech-nique. The following questions are taken from the SHARE
interview:

6. Whoare the members of the Wareham School Committee?

Have you ever attended any of the following?

school/open house
_parent/teacher conference
town meeting
school committee meeting
open school budget meeting
selectmen's meeting

_other public meeting

8. In the last two years have you

wrote or spoken to a teacher
visited a school or classroom
wrote or spoken to a principal or superintendent
attended a PTA or other parent meeting
voted on a school bond or school tax
wrote or spoken to a school committee member
attended a school committee meeting
other (please specify
none of the above

If you have ever felt particularlypleased about somethin7 that
happened in the public schools, what have you done about i

15. Do you think that parents )nd other citizens should be in-volved in education? YES NO I so, how?

_as volunteers
in decisions about disciplinary rules
in decisions about hiring teachers
in decisions bout curriculum
in evaluating ::eachers and administrators
in decisions about classroom materials
in decisions_ about school budgets
in decisions about teacher contract negotiations
other, please specify

0
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AID 19 (Continued)

18. Do you fe-el that there is a need for a citizen group
concerned about public schools in Wareham YES NO

Please explain: Why? Why not?

23. Would you li"-e more informa_ion on SHARE? YES NO

24. Do your children look forward to going to school? YES NO

26. What do you think are the most pressing issues facing the
Wareham Schools? (Please list)

27. In your opinion, does the School Committee perform its
responsibilities well in the following areas? (Check)

making budget always _sometimes _never_
negotiating teacher contracts _always _sometimes never
making policy always _sometimes _never
keeping the community informed _always _sometimes _never
responding to community needs always sometimes never
listening to the students always sometimes never

29 How do you rate this school system?

excellent
good
satisfactory
poor
inadequate, worse than poor.

Are there any other comments you would like to make at
this time?
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AID 20: A "LESSON PLAN" FOR A CITIZEN TRAINING SESSION

Training sessions must be well-planned. "Playing it by ear" is
a mistake. On a separate sheet of paper, complete the outline
in whatever detail necessary as an aid tr effective planning.
(See pp. 85)

1. Traininq Goals

a. skill goals

b. attitude goals

2 S e0a1 Goals for Small Groups (if any

3. Activities to Accomilish Goals

a. whole group activities

b. small group activities

4 P e a-ation Reeded to Execute Train n Session

a. preparation for trainers

b. materials needed

c. outside resource people needed (if any)

d. preparation of/by trainees (if any)

Flow_ Chart-Di alram of Training Plan

Prepare
Trainers

Prepare
Materials

Enlist out-
side resources

Prepara tion
of/by

Trainees
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AID 20 (-ontinued)

Major Activities
Tasks

P son Responsible
Timin

Resources Necessary Orh
Comments

ACTIVITY

Task 1

Task 2

Etc.

ACTIVITY I-

Task 1

Task 2

Etc.

ACT V TY __I

Task I

Task 2

Etc.
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A D 21. PLANNING OUTLINE FOR DATA GATHERING

A flow chart may prove to be a useful addition or alter-
native to this outline. See pp. 86 and Aid 6.

---P-erson _esponsiblei
Fun ions Tasks Timino

R ources/Prepar-
ation Needed Notes

A OR FUNCTION I

Task 1

Task 2

E

-1.----

MAJOR FUNCTION 1

Task 1

Task 2

c

MAJOR FUNCTION

Task

Task ?

Etc.

MAJ_R FUNCTION IV

Task 1

Task 2_

E c
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AID 22: TABULATING FACTS FOR THE PUBLIC

Charts, graphs and tabulations are excellent ways to pre-
sent data. Such presentations should be acco panied by narrative
summaries. One such approach was demonstrated by the Gloucester
City materials in the text. Other techniques are shcr, in this
aid. (See pp. 89)

A. Percentage Tables (The following charts are from the New
Haven Community Survey of Educational
Options)

I. Presenting the Sample

Demographic characteristics of sample (N=593)

Black
(N=303)

PUBLIC
Hispanic
(N.43

White
N=182

Total PRIVATE/YAROCHIAL
Sample
Public Total Sam le

Sex 84% female 88% female 76% female 81"% female 67% female

kge
20-29 20% 30, 13% 18% 3-

30-39 51f6 357. 46% 48% 42:%
40 49 23% 30% 30% 26%
50+ ''' 10% 5-

_47%

8:]

Average
number of 2.67 2.7 2.2 2.55 2.42
:hild-_n

Summarizing several questions in a chart. Knowledge of
names of select school system personnel - Rercentale
knowledge.

PUBLIC
Black His anic Total

PRIVATE/PAROCHIAL
Total

11.Names
!child's
;teacher_ 747 6 84% 85'7
2.Name of
:child's
Pripci al 6$% 51% 84% 92%
0.Name o
!guidance
.counsel 37% 6
4.Name o
superinten-
dent of
schools 31% 8% 46%

.,

,

.5.Name of
at least
:one member
bf Bd.ofEd 1 31% 22% 26%

1
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AID 42 (Continued)

3. Measuring response to a series of related questions.
P,,:t-ental response to opinions about various educational
ideologies-Ercentage who respond "aoree strongly" or
"agree somewhat" rather than "disagree somewhat" or
"disagree strongly" (percentage of favorable response).

PUBL I

Black Hispanic White Total Total

1. A program that 92%
concentrates on
developing basic
learning skills in
preschoolers is
important for
children from

100% 82% 89% 78%

.gvellevel hom s.

2. What is wrong 81%
with schools today
is lack of dis-
ci_oline

67% 76% 78% 82,

,

3. Decisions about 95%
high school students'
courses and running
the school should be
shared by parents,
teachers and stu-
dents.

92 87% 90%
check
output

83%

4. Students should 75
be grouped ac-
cording to the
intellect,J.Jal
abili_tigs.

74% 76%

5. Students should 19%
be grouped in
classes according
to the background
of the child's
famil

27 8 16:.; 10%

6. It is impor- 91
tant to have
students with
different back-
grounds in the
same classes.

79 89% 84% 82%

7. Studonts should 64%
be grouped in
classes according

child's rnaturty .

84% 64% 66% 71%

.
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AID 22 (Continued)

PUB IC

ack His anic White

8. Students should be
grouped by chance,
using no special
rules.

38% 44% 24%

9. Spanish-speak-
ing children should
be taught in
Spanish as well as
English

90% 70%

10. Students who show 90% 86
special talents
should receive high
school credits for
special work in the
field pursued out-
side of school.

PR VATE'PARDCHIAL

Total Total

8:

85

Highlight your major conclusions

1. Bar Graphs

The last three years ou
school taxes have risen

Line Graphs

1972
1973

chool Tax Rises 20%
Annually

Local Math Skills Have Risen
Dramatically Since the New
Math Curricul.um was Intro-'
duced in 1 7

188

970 1972 1974 1976
MATH SKILLS ON RISE

SINCE '73



AID 22 (Continued)

16.3

3. Comparison Charts

AVIRAGE READING SMRES 1
OURTOWN LAGGED BEHIND THE1
REG ONCE_AGAO.

Pie Charts

Y., Children by Level
Be1ot AFe

o-s o 14 4 30

Jonesville _23 62 15

Orchard Hall 30 59 11

ill Ci 37 45 17

Ourtown 48 42 10

LOCAL READING SCORES BELOW RE-
GIONAL PAR

DESPITE THE FACT THAT PUBLIC
HEALTH IS A MAJOR CONCERN OF
PEOPLE IN THE CITY, THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT HAS INCREASED EXL
PENDITURES ON IT BY ONLY TWO
PERCENT IN FIVE EARS.

1955CITY SPENT ON HEALTH 1960--CITY SPENT ON HEALTH

of total city budget)

189
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AID 22: (Continued)

C. "Cro Br_ Charts that show relationships between
variables.

1. (Relationship between parent ratings of school and
parent willingness to work as a school olunteer.)

WILLINGNESS TO VOLUNTEER

will volunteer
!positive

!average

ne_oative

29

won' t volun
64%

7

READ AS FOLLOWS: "of the parents rating the schJol
positively, 36 said they could
volunteer end 64% said they
wo.uldn't etc."

2 (Relationship between age of teacher and popular
of teacher's course.)

AGE OF TEACHERS

Under 30 30-40 Over 40
highly popular 32'14 ,

i r 25
I

moderately po. , 51: ! 9 1 20',

unpopular r 47':

READ AS FOLLOWS: of the courses rated as highly
popular, 32', were taught by
teachers under 30, 43t from
30-40, and 25% over 40.

(Relationship between parent ratings of school dis-
cipline and parent satisfaction with ch ld's educa-
tion.)

adequate
inadequa-e

SATISFACTION WITH EDUCATION
satisfied dissatisfied

54% ----4-47-
46% 6%

190
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AID 23: FOUR IDEAS FOR RESOLVING CONFLICT

Conflict resolution means seeking meaningful compromise or
consensus, not adopting the majority position. Majority rule
in the strict sense is likely to be rather divisive in small
groups. The following suggestions aim to finL consensus and
compromise to avoid the possibility that a group will be
weake!--ed by dissenting voices, and in fact, to empower it by
makinq room for all viewpoints. (See op.94)

1. SEEK AREAS OF EE ENT

It is very easy to get hung up" on what you disagree about
and consequently to miss the potential for agreement. Wide
areas of agreement are liable to exist, especially since the
data will yield facts about your situation. Find out what
the areas of agreement are. By focusing on the positive,
you are likely to emerge with a wor:Kable solution that would
have been lost in a more argumentativa atmosphere. Your
group has been through a project together, there is consid-
erable inclination to find a workable solution to any pro-blem. Make use of that inclination by highlighting consen-
sus rather than the things that divide you.

2 KEEP THE JISCUSSION OPEN/AIR A_LL POINTS F VIEW

Give everyone the opportunity to speak. If a few people
dominate the discussion, two negative things can happen:
First, people will feel excluded and resentful - but you
won't know it; second, you'll lose out on some valuable
ideas - some of which may innite the concensus you are see.-ing. In order to promote openness and participation, est,i-
bluish a format in which each participant is allowed threeminutes of uninterrupted time to state his/her position
abou_t the s..ubject of dC.,:ate. Once all views are aired,
the chairperson(s) role is to seek areas of agreement and
actively promote consensus via open discussion. Avoid
voting unless a "solution" seems to have near unanimous
support.

TRADETQFFS

Determine what "trad -offs" are Possible in a potential con-
flict situation. What are the partisans of each point of
view willing to give uv What is least important to them?
You might wish to follow a discussion of "areas of agreement".
with one in which various "trade-offs" are explored. Oneway of doing this is tb define areas of agreement, then rank-
order the importance of disputed items.

APPO NT A COMPROMISE_GOMMITTEE

If the_potential for consensus seems particularly low, the
wisest course may be to appoint a small (3-5 members) "study
team". Let the committee represent diverse points of view
and take charge of the matter for one week after they have
heard all points of view. Their ',.ask is to returr with a
recommended compromise at the next meeting,

191.
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AID DEVELOPING PROPOSALS

(See pp.9,8)

Five Qst1ons

The following sections are designed to help you develop
realistic, workable proposals for change; and to P.113 you think
aoout strategies for implementing them. Aid 24 asks five ques-
tions designed to stimulate your thinking.

1. What needs are indicated by your data?

2. What are at least three ::istinc
you might recommend to rm = those needs? Plan.

3. Would the activities needed te execute these approaches
be received_warmly or hostily by t community? Propose
a straly_.

ai nstarm ,

alternativ_e osals_

4. At what points in the community or school system do you
have leverage_ o: :pull" that can be exercised on behalf
of the proposals? ' can you use that "pull?" Propose
a _stT,il!IZIL.

What can you exPct to achieve even if there is significant
opposition to your proposals?

Rtg_LLLt_plg_ck on P.-oposals

After asking tie questions in Aid 24 and those in "I"
below, list all the potential pitfalls and losses that might
influence the realization of proposals. List them on the balance
sheet in "II" below. If the proposals seem to face too many pit-
falls, 7ou need to rethink them.

I. Reality Questions:

1. Will the proposals make clear sense to the general
public?

2. Who will favor/oppose the proposals?

3. Wnat if early (or unexpected) opposition develops?

4. What resources will it require to adapt implement
these recommendations?

5. Are those resources available?

6. Do the proposals effectively resolve the problem at
which they are aimed?

7. Can you think of three alternative "plays" in which
the proposals are successful/unsuccessful?
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AID 24: (Continued))

8 a 1 ta_DspSJI_Ft___E.9. e

187

C. Do the Voposals Fit the Pgcts?

In a one page or les5 Preliminary statement, trace the facts
to the proposals developed frorli them. Unless this is clearly
understan dable, it ls unli kely that the proposals will be able
to gonerate public sLioport.
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A-D 25: WRITING THE PUPOSALS AN OUTLINE

(See pp. 100)

Need for Chan e

Fac ortin. the Need

Actions Recommended to Accomplish Goals

es Achieve the Reçmjen_dajons

ort

Concludin Statepent

194
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AID 26L PRODUCING A sLIDE-TAPE SHOW

(See pp.105)

A slide/tape can be used effectively for large groups andmeetings. It is relatively simple to produce:

1. Write a scri t. The trick to writing for a listening
audience is to keep the ideas simple, the sentences
short, the words to as few syllables as possible and
the ideas flowing from one to the next.

2. St- board the scri.t with the visuals ou want -_- use_.
This- is a technique for -sketching visuals in

.a sequencematchino the scriPt, and saves lots of time when you're
looking for visuals to P hotooraph.

3. Shoot the visuals With a 35mm camera. 'You may want to
copysorne Vis,ja,S rom hooks and magazines. Others
should be_shots of YOur school, community, and people
involved in the project. Whenever possible, action
shots of people doing things are most effective.

4. Reco d the narration

Reco d the mu ic ou choose to use. (opt onal)

6. Mix the n a ion with the music. Mixing requires
equipment and technical assistance

. Radio stations
and television studios have mixing equipment. Ask
them for help. But if you.can't get mixing_equipment,
limit your Production to visuals and narration. Music
is nice, but not essentW.

7. Mark the s the s_aliaL where the slides should be
advanced.

8. Run throu -h the whole show ANY TIMES before your present
t to the public. That way you von't be fumbling for

upside down slides or your place in the script when you
present the show.
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AID_27_: NEWS RELEASES

(See pp. 105)

A. A. Sample Release:

FOR RELEASE: May 1, 19
Contact:

DATE MAILED: April 15, 1985 Barbara Prentice

STUDY TEAM MEETS

Parents and students are invited to join educators at the

second meeting of the Institute for Respons4ve Educatton study

Team at Institute headquarters, 704 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston,

on Thursday. May 5, at 8 p.m.

The speaker for the meeting, project directOr Miriam

Clasby, will outline the goals of the study team. She says,

"For too long we have ignored the ideas and desires of Parents

and students in determining school policy. This_ study team

hopes to discover how parents and students can work wi h edu-

cators to develop the best education for all the children.

For trther information about 1:he meeting, contact

Dr. John James, Institute for Responsive Education, &tthe

above address, or call (617) 123-4567.

B. Three Guidelines for releases:

The clearest and briefest releases have the Pest chance
being published. Follow this checklist:

1. Include all relevant information, presenting it logically
and with economy.

2. Type on 8 1/2" x 11" paper, preferably letterhead, and
double s2a_ce.

3. Include your name, address, and telephone number at the
top, if isn't on the letterhead, with th4 name of YOUr
organization.
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AID 28: STRATEGY FOR CHANGE

(See pp, 107-108)

1. What is the overall strategy Fr goal achievement. Wri e
a summary statement in 50 words or less.

What specf1c tacti are needed to carry out the strategy?

3. What resources are necessa y? Available?

4. Desiqn a force field balance sheet to check the reality of
tiLIL strategy. What fordes will promote it? What ones will
work against it? Is the differerice reasonable?

Set up a flow chart diagram showing how your proposals will
move through the public arena if things run fairly smoothly.

6. Design an organization shee page ) based on what needs
to be done. Show who is responsible for what.

7. As you move further along, you'll want to outline specific
tasks and responsibilities on a schedule-type chart similar
to those used earlier in the project. Another example of
such a chart follows:

Resource
P-e a-
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ACTION RESEARCH: A NEW STYLE OF POLITICS IN EDUCATION
by Parker Palmer and Elden Jacobsen, 1975. $1.50

THE COMMUNITY AT THE BARGAINING TABLE
by Seymour Sarason and an I.R.E. Study Team, 1975 3.00
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CITIZEN ACTION IN EDUCATION, quarterly journal
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4.00

4.00
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OTHER I.R.E. PUBLICATIONS

CITIZEN ACTION IN EDUCATION, quarterly journal of the Institute. New models
and ideas for citizen involvement in schools from Alaska to Florida are
reported in CAE. For citizens and school people who believe that citizen
involvement in school decision-making creates better schools. $5.00/year

ACTION RESEARCH: A NEW STYLE OF POLITICS IN EDUCATION
by Parker Palmer and Elden Jacobsen, 1975.
A citizen action research program helps citizens define issues, get the facts,
determine what needs to be done, and then put plans into action. It is involve-
ment and research--putting community power to work to solve community and edu-
cational problems. $1.50

THE COMMUNITY AT THE BARGAINING TABLE
by Seymour Sarason and an I.R.E. study team, 1975.
Citizens are locked out of the bargaining process whichdetermines a widening
scope of education policy. This report proposes five alternative models for
community involvement in bargaining. $3.00

TOGETHER: SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES
by Miriam Clasby, 1975.

A handbook and resource directory developed from aproject in Massachusetts_to
study and encourage school/community collaboration. Includes suggestions for
for advisory councils, organizations and schools and community people
interested in "getting it together. $4.00,

PATTERNS OF PARTICIPATION
Report of a national survey of citizen participation in educational decision
making, 1975, is no longer available from I.R.E. For copies, send $4.43
(hard cover price) or $.76 (microfiche) to: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, P. O. Box 190, Arlington, Virginia 22210 and ask for document
number: ED 108 350.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN EDUCATION: ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
by Don Davies, 1974.
Not available from I.R.E. For copies, send $7.50 to ERIC, Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,Washington, D.C. 20402.

SCHOOLS WHERE PARENTS MAKE A DIFFERENCE
edited by Don Davies
From Arizona Navaho schools to a "dream school" in a wealthy San Francisco
suburb to inner city sChools in troubled Milwaukee, parents are deciding what
kinds of schools they want, how they want them tooperate, and in many cases
digging deep into their-pockets and scrambling for outside support for them.
Diane Divoky, co-author of The Myth of the hyperactive Child, opens the book
with a chapter about Lagunitas, a 500-child district in northern California.
Lagunitas offers three very different kinds of education to parents, all in
the same school. They have a choice between very openand very traditional
classes, with "Academic Plus" in the middle. Boston Globe editor Muriel
Cohen recounts successes and failures of citizen groups in Boston's torn
system. And Jim Branscome, a newspaperman in Tennessee, spfns together his
experiences in West Virginia with a federal program and a rural school district.

$3.95


